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Des: and Verity Circuits. Fast. 
Eleqronics Workbench-ir- 

Analog odule includes: 
- complete control over all component values 
. ideal and real—world models for active 

components 
. resistors, capacitors, inductors, oansfonners, 

relays, diodes, Zener diodes, LEDs, BITS. 
opamps, bulbs, fuses, JFETs, and MOSFETS 

. manual, timedelay, voltage-controlled and 
current-controlled switches 

. independent, voltage-controlled and (fitment- 
controlled sources 

- multimeter 
- function generator (1 Hz to 1 GHz) 
' dual-trace oscilloscope (1 Hz to 1 GHz) 
' Bode plotter (1 I‘I'IHZ to 10 GHz) 
0 SPICE simulation of transient and steady-state 
response 

Digital Module includes: 
0 fast simulation of ideal components 
: AND, OR, XOR, N01", NAND and NOR ganes 
- RS, IK and D flip-flops 
0 LED probes, half-adders, switches and seven- 

segment displays 
- word generator (16 eight-bit words) 
¢ logic analyzer (eight-channel) 
- logic converter (converts among gates, truth 

table and Boolean representations) 
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Complement Your Test Bench 
Here’s why Electronics Workbench belongs on your test bench: 
Wires route themselves. Connections are always perfect. And the 
simulated components and test instruments work just like the real 
thing. The instruments are indestructible and the parts bin holds 
an unlimited supply of each component. The result: thousands of 
electronics professionals and hobbyists save precious time and 
money. Over 90% would recommend it to their friends and 
colleagues. Electronics Workbench: the ideal, affordable tool to 
design and verify your analog and digital circuits before you 
breadboard. 
And now the best is even better - Electronics Workbench 
Version 3.0 is here. It simulates more and bigger circuits, and 
sets the standard for ease of use. Guaranteed! 

63 Features in Version 3 5330305051 
. new components include JFETs, MOSFEFs, Wprklgengh 

voltage-controlled and current-controlled sources 
and manual, time-delay, voltagecontrolled and 
current-controlled switches 

a real—world models for oparnps, BJTs, JFETs, 
MOSFETs and diodes - (we-r 100 models available 

- MS-DOS version now supports up to 16 MB of 
RAM for simulation of bigger circmrs 

. new Microsoft'a Windows ” version available 
0 technical support now also available on 
CompuServe 
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Just £199! 

Electronics Workbenchi 
The electronics lab in a computer” 

Call: (0827) 66212 _ e 
17’ Middle Entry. Tamworth. Staffordshire, England 379 TNJ 
Fax: (082?) 58533 
*BGday moneyback guarantee. 
Shipping charges — UK £11.99. All prices are plus VAT. 
All uaoemams are me property 01' their mspective wars. 



Here is the news... 
What’s going on in the technology world 
A news view from all points of the compass f 

Research World 
Technical advances from around the globe. 

The Generation Game 
An EPROMless Colour Test Pattern Generator. Another 
superb project from Paul Stenning. 

The Mains Attraction 
A Handy Gadget to check mains socket wiring. 
Mark Price keeps us all safe. 

The Switcher Part 5 
Mike Meechan finalises this project with a relay option, ease 
construction and a few circuit updates. 

Signal to Noise 
Another batch of correspondence from the post bag. 

Transmnssnons 
Val Thorens details a handy device for guitarists who can’t 
seem to get untangled. 

The Evolution of Audio 
Amplifier Design Part 2 
John Linsley- Hood moves onto the transistor and its early use in 
this field of electronics. 

Going Underground 
How do you keep a building warm the whole year round without 
any input from man—made energy? Paul Freeman-Sear investigates. 

Sound Level 
Measurement . 

a Douglas Clarkson checks out the s with custom made chips. 

Electron Beam - . ‘ 
Diagnostics 
Andrew Armstrong reports on the latest, ingenious method of 
measuring voltages without a wired connection. 

Where innovative ideas turn into inventions. 

5 7  At Your Service 
The one stop shop for PCBs past and present. 

my Technoshop 
More offers and exchanges in our monthly team-up with The 
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Technology Exchange. 

Future View 
Dr. John Thompson,lTs multimedia architect on how Intelligent 
Communication Networks will enable a revolution in television. 

Quantum House 7 
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Multimedia goes on-line 
On Demand lnfonnation Pic is 
heralding its multimedia single-source 
on-line information access system as the 
most significant breakthrough in 
information communications this century. 

While history has yet to award the 
comms prizes for the 20th Century, and 
multimedia is struggling to assert itself 
in the face of recession and information 
technology overload, it nevertheless seems 
likelylthat highly centralised, user-driven 
on-line information storage and retrieval 
will become central to communications, 
especially for businesses and services, 
before the year 2000. 

Most on-line systems are text-based 
and rely heavily on live phone 
communication. Call charges and service 
charges tend to mount up quickly. The 
system set up by On Demand 
Information provides users with their 
own in-house PC-based index, so that 
only the calling and dumping of 
information takes place on-line. “Fuzzy" 
search techniques, as well as index 
searching is used to help locate relevant 
data - if no definite reference is known, 
“clues” can be entered to locate relevant 
information. Multimedia shows its 
advantage here as sound and graphics 

information can be exchanged, and 
added as well as text 

The basic tools of the system are a 
386 or 486 IBM PC, or compatible with a 
graphics card, an autoscanning high-res 
super VGA monitor, and an ISDN card 
enabling connection to ISDN lines for 
data transfer. The graphics and ISDN 
cards are developed by On Demand ‘ 
Information. Up to eight users can share a 
party line, and all the PCs on the network 
can pass information to each other. 

The central information-holding 
computers are backed up at various 
locations for security, and information 
can be updated daily. 

The advantage to both information 
seekers and information providers is a 
centralised location, fast updating, and 
(it is hoped) a massive reduction in 
postage, paperwork and paper storage. 

The most likely markets for 
centralised information initially will be 
well-defined industry sectors. On 
Demand Information is already available 
to be construction industry - poised for a 
new take-off soon, according to 
economic pundits - through BCQ. a joint 
venture between On Demand Information 
and the Building Centre Group. . 



More low 
power SRAMs 
A new MEMORY from Mitsubishi is 
the third-generation, super low power 
256K SRAMs, including products for 
3V and 5V operation. The new devices 
have a maxim um operating current of 
mm at 3.3V and 50 m A  at 5.5V, with 
a maximum standby consumption of 
2uA. Access times are 55 or 70 
nanoseconds at 5V, or 85, 100 and 
120ns at 3V. Package options include 
28—pin, 0.6in DIPs, 28-pin 0.45in SOPs, 
28-pin 8.13 TSOPs and reverse pinout 
packages. The SRAMs are organised as 
32K x 8—bit CMOS. All inputs and 
outputs are directly 'I'I'L compatible. . 

CD-i takes oft 
It looks as though the Philips CD- 
Interactive games and video disk system 
is going to become an established 
format, despite the reluctance of 
consumers to invest in new systems 
these days. CD—i is reported to have 
outsold Sega’s Mega CD games machine 
in Dixons stores in the UK. Worldwide 
sales of CD-i players are now around 
350,000. 

Good prospects following Christmas 
sales in Europe and the United States 
were even considered newsworthy by the 
national press. Another major film 
studio, MGM, signed up to release 
movies on CD—i at the International 
Consumer Electronics Show in Las 
Vegas in January, joining Paramount 
who signed in 1993. Warner Brothers is 
also expected to sign later in 1994. 

Another important prospect i s  good 

.,‘,,,,,a_»e.9exwxe 

sales of CD-i discs. prompted by the 
release of several new disks just before 
Christmas, including adult mystery 
thriller Voyeur, and The Joy of Sex. 
Soon to follow is the Full Motion Video 
(FMV)version of Virgin Games 
interactive chiller mystery The 7th 
Guest, now scheduled for March/April 
1994, and an completely new CD—i 
version of science fiction “inner space" 
adventure Microcosm, also scheduled 
for May. . 

Multilayer 
Flexi Board 
Northumbria Circuits have recently 
produced a multi-layer flexi—rigid 
circuit board. The 20 x 14—inch boards, 
which have to control all aspects of 
Formula One engines as part of the 
cars’ electronic engine management 
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system, were temperature-tested for 
racing conditions at Cape Environmental 
Engineering of Warwick, England. 

The thermal and mechanical shock, 
vibration and stresses that components 
in a Formula One engine, including the 
flexi-rigid PCB, endure in a racing car at 
up to 200 mph are particularly severe. 
The two-day temperature tests had to 
simulate the thermal conditions to 
ensure that the boards would be reliable 
under these extreme circumstances. 

The tests were carried out in 14—hour 
temperature cycles from - l 0 degrees 
centigrade to +85 degrees centigrade, 
over a 48-hour period, and held at the 
extremes of temperature for an hour 
between cyclcs. 

Following the increasing trend 
towards simulation at various stages in 
development, the boards completed the 
tests successfully and are now 
performing in Formula One 
championship cars. . 
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WindowSaie combats window 
danger to car children 

Recently, the danger to young children 
of electrically-operated car windows has 
been back in the news again, but it is not 
new. Children have lost their Lives 
before. trapped by the accidental 
operation of an electric car window. 
Casualty departments know that many 
more children are injured than are killed, 
though the injuries are not widely 
reported. 

The WindowSafe is designed to 
increase the safety of electrical 
windows, allowing the window to detect 
an obstacle, and wind down to free the 
trapped person. 

If the window encounters resistance, 
such as a human limb, while the winding 
switch is being operated. WindowSafe 
will stop the window. The window then 
reverses about six inches to free the 
victim. 

The window will then remain 
stationary for several seconds, so that an 
accidental winding cannot be quickly 
repeated by, for instance, a toddler with 
her foot on the switch. 

Advanced design features (patent 
applied for} distinguish between friction 
and an obstacle. A window can retain 
the power to drive past friction, while 
limiting the peak pressure applied to a 
limb. 

This aspect is central to the 
usefulness of the product. If the 
WindowSafe were to operate falsely, 
winding the window down as it 

encounters a sticky patch on the 
runners it would soon be 
rejected by the user. At the same 
time, it is vital to limit the 
pressure applied to someone's 
limb. The system works so 
well that in many cases the 
peak pressure on a trapped 
limb before the Windowsafe 
begins to operate can be less 
than the force simply 
required to overcome 
windowframe friction. 

The standard model is 
installed in the window 
circuit, where it can 24-:- 
protect all the electrically- 
operated windows (and 
sunroof) in the vehicle. 

The protection may be temporarily 
overridden, for the safety of drivers in 
potentially perilous situations, such as a 
woman drivers alone at night, or in areas 
where there may be risk of attack. 
Drivers have had bags or jackets 
snatched by thieves reaching through 
open windows while the car waits at a 
junction. To override the protection, a 
separate switch, for instance. the 
window-washer, must be operated at the 
same time as the window switch is in 
use. Installers can choose a suitable 
switch which is convenient for the driver 
without compromising the normal 
protection. 

The project started in 1992 with the 
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news story about the 
child killed by an electric window. 

The design went through seven 
stages of development, starting with a 
basic overcurreut detector, which could 
only be set to work with one individual 
window, to the present microprocessor 
controlled unit which is tolerant of a 
wide range of operating conditions, and 
contains the patented feature. The AA 
and Halfords, the car accessory people 
are currently evaluating the product. 
The Distributor of WindowSafe is: 
Scmpal Ltd. 
Phone 0905 617544 
Fax 0905 617545 

MT-s Phone on the street 
The Mitsubishi TAGS-2 analogue 
ETACS MT—S handheld cellphone is 
now out and about and should appear in 
high street stores at around £149. Based 
on the award-winning MT-7, and MT—8 
weighs only 230g with standard battery, 
and at 156x56x24mm fits tidily into the 
hand. It can store up to 20 numbers and 
auto-redial unanswered numbers. The 
backlit loucharacter LCD screen has a 
storage capacity of up to 32 digits. 
Volume control moves through 7 levels, 
and ringing rises to a maximum volume 
if a call continues unanswered. The 
phone can be locked to prevent 
unauthorised use. 

The MT—7 can exploit two types of 
battery. The standard battery typically 

provides 50 minutes of talking time or 8 
hours on standby. The extended NiCad 
option provides around 110 minutes of 
talking time or 20 hours on standby. An 
optional desktop charger can fast-charge 
a standard battery in one hour or the 
extended battery in 2.5 hours. When 
connected to the phone. it will also 
trickle-charge either battery in 8 hours. 

Also available is a hands-free car kit 
for mobile use, and a cigarette-lighter 
power connection in two versions, one 
with an external antenna connection. 
Other options include an in-car cradle 
and a leather case. 

The MT—7 comes complete with _ _ 
NiCad battery, travel charger, AC mains 
adaptor and manual. . 
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Electron 
Beam Tests 
for VLSI 
Professional Component Services. part 
of the UK Ministry of Defence Research 
Agency’s Quality Assurance Arm, has 
acquired a leading electron-beam 
probing system to carry out failure 
analysis on complex l. 

The IDS SOOOHX electron beam 
probe is made by Schlumberger 
Technologies, provider of around 90% 

of the world’s e-beam prober market. 
Used to carry out non-desturctive high- 
bandwidth measurement on complex 
ASICs and other VLSI (very large scale 
integration) devices, e—beam probers are 
used by semiconductor manufacturers, 
but are not readily available to smaller 
chip design companies and in-house 
teams producing lower volumes of 
custom semiconductors. Companies like 
PCS - which formerly specialised in the 
evaluation of components for defence 
use — can now make this service available 
to other designers. 

The IDS SOOOHX is the most recent 
of Scblumberger’s advanced IC 
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diagnostic systems. Like the widely-used . ' 
IDS SOOOPIus, it uses an electron4optiCal ‘ ' 
column and positioning system to probe 
chips up to 32mm square. With a probe 
size of only 80 nanometres, generated by 
a lanthanum bexaboride electron source. 
semiconductors with sub-micron 
fabrication geometries can be probed for 
faults. Voltage-contrast images can be 
acquired form passivated or 
unpassivated devices. Measurement is 
speeded up by a unique waveform 
acquisition technology, known as dual— 
gate acquisition, which works by 
minimising the averaging needed to 
obtain the best signal. Dual—gate 
acquisition removes correlated system 
noise. so that very small signal levels 
can be determined. For instance, voltage 
levels between memory cells and sense 
amplifiers in modern CMOS static rams 
are less than 100 millivolts. 

Electron beam probing works by 
reflecting an electron beam from the 
item under test, and measuring the 
strength of the reflected beam. See page 
54 for a detailed explanation. . 

The Sensaura 
sound from EMI 
The audio engineers in EMI’s research 
laboratories at Hayes have found a way 
to reproduce dummy head recordings 
through conventional loudspeakers. 

CRL’s new Sensaura microphone 
system imitates the human hearing 
process, using digital signal processing 
to encode the signal from a dummy-head 
“binaural” microphone arrangement and 
enabling it to be replayed on normal 
stereo speakers. This new recording 
presents a three dimensional sound 
image, containing height information 
which extends out beyond the speakers. 

CRLs engineers have been making 
SensauraTM recordings using analogue to 
digital converters made by Yamaha 
which supplies a 19-bit digital signal to 
the Sensaura multi-channel signal 
processor, and a Yamaha DRU8 eight 
track 20-bit digital recorder. 

The mold-channel signal processor uses 
conventional multi-microphone techniques, 
making it suitable for use with both live 
and overtracking recording methods. 

It has already been used on Frank 
Sinatra’s Duets album and on Milla 
Jovovich’s forthcoming album and in 
many experimental classical recordings 
at Abbey Road and Symphony Hall. 
Birmingham. The first complete 
SensauraTM classical recordings are due 
to be issued in the Autumn. . 
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Technical Advances from around the Globe 

Software reach business cards 
c ognitive Technology Corp. has announced software that 

reads business cards directly into databases. One pass of 
any handheld scanner over the business card and card reader 
performs instant optical character recognition and automatically 
inserts all key information into database fields. BCR is now- 
working with the Lotus Organizer’s Address Book, but other 
databases will be supported in the future. 

BCR uses an adaptive threshold technology to automatically 
adjust scanned images in real—time for maximum recognition 
accuracy. The company also claimed its scale-tongray 
technology improves legibility of black-and-white images on a 
computer monitor. 

ATM and the cable Industry 
A synchronous transfer mode (ATM) switching technology 

should get a huge boost from the cable industry. ATM is ' 
uniquely suited for video-on-demand (VOD) services. 
The massive switching required to deliver VOD initially seemed 
to favour the use of massively parallel processors. The 

. technological hurdle most often cited for VOD systems has 
been the vast amount of storage necessary ~ 3 menu of 400 
movies would require about a terabyte of storage. However, the 
more fundamental challenge may lie elsewhere. The problem in 
building a dedicated hardware VOD device is primarily ' 
switching, rather than storage. 
An original expectation, among many in the cable industry, was 
that massively parallel computers acting as video servers would 
be the only technology currently available to allow thousands of 
simultaneous digital video streams to be routed. It now appears, 
however, that much less sophisticated servers can be used if the 
task of routing is handed over to ATM switches. 

Broadband ATM designs 
5 everal large broadband switching companies have given 

some details of their Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) _ i 
switch prototypes. Industry leaders such as AT&T Co., Fujitsu 
Ltd., Siemens AG, NBC Corp., Hitachi Ltd. and Mitsubishi 
Electric Corp. share'a common view of ATM deployment patterns 
in wide—area networks, and the similarities in marketing plans are 
leading to similarities in system design. ' 
Customers will first ask for virtual-path services as extensions to 
local-area networks which will require lower-level, passive ATM 
equipment like cross-connect systems, add-drop multiplexers and 
access multiplexers. Demand for switched virtual channel services 
by the turn of the century will drive a second-stage deployment of 
full-featured ATM switches. 
In the ATM schemes developed by the International 
Telecommunications Union, virtual channels are defined as the de 
facto point»to—point links established between two ATM nodes. 
Multiple virtual channels of similar services. such as video, data 
or audio, are clustered into virtual paths. Telephone companies 
will first allow customers to set up permanent virtual circuits for 
ATM cell relay. These will offer established bandwidth, but will 
let customers pay on an sis-needed basis, rather than as a 

permanent lease cost similar to that for a T I  line, 
Unlike the LAN-emulation and campus switch vendors in the 
local—area environment, who can deploy ATM using a variety of 
topologies and interface speeds, broadband switch vendors have 
to plan their hardware deployment of cross-connects and switches 
carefully. to ensure that technology does not outpace user demand 
by too large a factor. 
Despite the greater complexity of providing ATM cell assembly 
on top of Sonet payload framing. the advances made in very large 
scale integration (VLSD circuitry in the last few years have 
aIlOWed NTI‘ to significantly shrink system sizes. The prototype 
ATM cross-connect platform is one-tenth the size of a Sonet-only 
prototype devleop'ed in the late 19805, Tokizawa said, and uses 
multiple CMOS. BiCMOS and CaAs ASICs for cell assembly 
and switching. 
Bell Labs has assembled what it calls a cross-connect 
“mainframe", consisting of four of the systems described by N'l'T 
linked by a junction frame for a total throughput of 80Gbitst's. 
The card slots in the mainframe will accept line cards operating at 
the three ATMfSonet rates of lSSMbits, 622Mbits, and 2.4Gbits. 
Slower virtual paths are fed into a shared-memory fabric interface 
multiplexer card, which feeds the heart of the mainframe, an 8 x 8 
shared—memory switch with 2 lr'2Gbit capacity. Bell Labs is 
already working on a second-generation 256 x 256 switch design, 
with a total capacity of 640Gbitsl‘s. 

New HTS device 
n escarchers at Westinghouse Electric Corp.’s Science & 

Technology Centre are preparing to deliver an upgrade of a 
prototype device called a filter bank channelizer. The four—channel 
device is based on microstrip filters created with a high—temperature 
superconductor (HTS) of yttrium-barium-copper—oxide. 

The device was designed as part of the US. Navy’s high- 
temperature superconductor space experiment. managed by the 

- Naval Research Laboratory. 
In terms of frequency, each channel Is 50 MHz wide, and 

separated from the next channel by 65 MHz. The centre 
frequency 1s 4GHz. 

Each channel of the unit is made of two microstrip filters 
with a hybrid coupler connecting them Parameters such as 
length and spacing of the strips dictate the frequency to which 
the channels are tuned. Each filter ts about 100 microns wide, 

- and each channel (two filters) is about 1.25 inches wide. 
The advantage of HTS filters is their diminutive size and 

light weight, at least compared with waveguide filters or 
dielectric resonators, which are important considerations in 
space—based applications. If used for communications, the filters 
would almost certainly be deployed in an array to cover a wide 
spectrum. Even with the cooling unit necessary to refrigerate 

, RTS materials to their transition temperature an HTS' 
channelizer array would be lighter and significantly less bulky“: 
than waveguide filters or dielectric resonators. ' 

The new version of the channelizer is about 25 per cent 
lighter than the prototype and has been re—engineered to be ' 
space~qualified. 
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3 type of signal as a reference. 

Generation 
An EPROM-less colour test card generator by Paul Stenning 

hen servicing and 
repairing televisions 
and other items of 

video equipment, it can be helpful 
to have a stable and recognisable 
test signal. A colour bar pattern is 
often used for this, and indeed 
many television and video 
recorder service sheets use this 

A variety of other patterns 
are used for specific tests. For 
example, a crosshatch is useful for 
checking picture linearity and 
convergence (colour gun alignment), 
while a checkerboard pattern is ideal for 
setting up the focus. 

The test pattern generator described 
here features these patterns as well as 
horizontal lines, vertical lines, dots, 
blank raster and white screen. The three 
primary colours are individually 
switchable. So for example the white 
screen'can be switched to red; green 01' 

1N4001 

blue for checking colour purity. 
There have been several designs for 

test pattern generators published in the 
past. Many of these are monochrome 
only and are often based on the 
ZNA234E IC. Published designs for 
colour units are often complicated, and 
therefore probably too expensive for 
occasional home use. In addition some 
of these designs require EPROM 
programming by the author. which can 
be an inconvenience. 

_ equipment. ‘ 

= (see "Figure l). A standard composite 

The aim of this design was to 
produce a straightforward reliable piece 
of equipment with no unnecessary frills 
and features. It should be possible to 
construct the unit for around fifty 
pounds including a case, which is 
cheaper than commercial units having a 
similar specification. Setting up is 
straightforward and requires no test 

Ibo instrument is mains powered 



video output is available (1V pit-pk into 
75R). as well as UHF modulated (UK 
channel 36). An oscilloscope nigger 
output is also available, which is 
switchable to either line or frame sync. 

Many commercial units feature an 
extended range of patterns including 
circles and full test cards, which have 
not been included in this design to keep 
the cost down. A more comprehensive 
(and naturally more expensive) unit is 
under consideration for a future article if 
there is sufficient interest. Please write 
to the author, via the magazine address. 
with your cements and suggestions. 

The Works 
The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 
2. Most of the complicated stuff is 
handled by ICl and 1C2, which helps to 
simplify the remainder of the design. 
ICl (SAA1043) is a universal sync 

generator, whose timing is controlled by 
XTl. In this design ICl 
configured for the UK standard 
625 line interlaced PAL, and 
four outputs are used. 

A SMHZ clock signal is 
derived from XT 1. This 
controls the first binary counter 
(1C3, 74HCT4040), which is 
reset at the end of each line 
by the CB (composite 
blanking) signal. 256 clock 
pulses are counted by 1C3 
between each blanking pulse. 

A second binary counter (1C4, 
74HCI‘4024) counts the 312 CB pulses 
within a frame. This counter is reset by 
the VERT signal at the end of each 
frame. The fact that the counter has a 

capacity of only 128 is irrelevant in this 
case, since it merely wraps round. 

The various patterns are derived from 
the outputs of these counters with some 
logic and switching. I will come back to 
this in a moment, once I‘ve described 
the inputs required for 1C2. 

1C2 (TEA2000) is a colour encoder 
IC. To function it requires compOsite 
sync and composite blanking signals that 
are supplied by 1C]. The colour inputs 
set the output colour. There are six such 
inputs, two for each primary colour. 
Taking the red inputs for example, if R0 
is high a dark red is obtained, if R ]  is 
high a brighter red is obtained, while if 
R0 and R]  are high a very bright red 
results. The device can produce 64 
different colours although only nine are 
used in this design. 

For the colour bars the R0, GO and 
BO lines remain low, and the R1. 01 and 
BI  lines are controlled in the appropriate 
sequence. For the black to white pattern, 
this is the binary output from three lines 
on 1C3, while for the white to black 
pattern these three lines are inverted by 
gates in 1C8. Three sections of SW2 
select either of these or connects the 
three lines to the monochrome pattern 
logic. The fourth section of SW2 
connects R0. BO and GO to ground when 

. colour bars are 
selected or to the 
monochrome pattern 

logic. 
For the monochrome patterns, all six 

1 lines are taken high or low together, _ 
giving bright white or black. SW1 
selects which pattern is displayed. The 
vertical bars are obtained from an OR 
gate on three outputs of 1C3. The output 
of this OR gate is low when the three 
lines are low, this is inverted by the gate 
of 1C6 after SW1. The horizontal lines 
are obtained by a similar arrangementon 
the outputs of 1C4. ‘ .~ 

The crosshatch is obtained by an ‘ 
AND gate on the horizontal and vertical 
line signals, while the dot pattern is ' 
derived from an OR gate on these 
signals. The two checkerboard patterns 
are due to exclusive-0R gates on an 
output from each counter. 

Two switches (SW1 and SW2) were 
used for pattern selection, since the logic 
required to do the job with one switch 
would complicate the unit significantly. 
The three primary colours arm. 
individually switched by SW3, SW4 and ’ 
SW5. ‘ . 

According to the data sheet for the 
TEAZOOO, a 270m luminance delay line 
should be connected between pins 7 and 
8, to compensate for the slight delay in 
the chrominance signal caused by the 
chrominance filter LIICZO. However in 
practice this delay line causes ringing, 
which is not desirable on this sort of 
unit. The slight time difference caused 
by omitting the delay line is not 
noticeable in practice. Indeed the- 

TEA2000 was used in this 
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configuration in the Sinclair Spectrum 
+2 computers. 

TRl buffers the output from pin 6 of 
1C2 for the composite 'video output. The 
UHF modulator is also connected to this 
point, the correct signal levels for both 
outputs being obtained by R6. R14 and 
R7. The modulator was found to be 
affected by noise on it’s power supply 
rail, this is therefore locally decoupled 
by R15 and C21. The power supply 
circuit is completely standard and 
requires no explanation! 

Construction 
The circuit is assembled on a single . 
sided PCB. 130mm x 110mm. This has 
been redesigned slightly since the 
W so the buttons on the push 
switches now sit next to each other 
properly- If a mounting bracket is used 

on these switches the latch mechanism 
should be removed and the individual 
switch latches retained. 

The component overlay is shown in 
Figure 3. PCB construction is 
completely standard, so I won’t bore 
you with the details! 1C9 should be 
screwed to the PCB, but  does not need 
a heatsink. 

The prototype was constructed in a 
plastic case, 190mm x 165mm x 
68mm. see parts list for details. A 
suitable overlay for the front panel is 
shown in Figure 5 .  Two photocopies 
may be taken (162mm x 64mm), one 
can then be used as a drilling template 
while the other may be fixed to the 
front panel with clear self-adhesive 
vinyl. 

The rectangular hole for the switch 
buttons may be made by drilling a 

6mm hole at each end and cutting out 
the remainder with a junior hacksaw 
blade. This can then be finished with a 
small file. Two, 10mm holes are also 
required for the rotary switches. 

If the PCB is fitted in the case with 
6mm long spacers, it should be the 
correct height for the switches to line 
up with the front panel. Set the end 
stop of SW1 to 8 positions and SW2 to 
three positions, and fit the switches to 
the front panel. The rear panel should 
be drilled for two BNC sockets, one 
phone socket and a grommet for the 
mains flex. The transformer should be 
mounted at the rear of the case away 
from the modulator. 

The PCB can now be wired using 
the connections as shown in Figure 3. 
Multicoloured ribbon cable was used 
in the prototype for the switches, video 
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output socket and sync output socket. 
A short length of co-ax fitted with a 
phone plug extends the UHF output 
from the modulator to the rear panel 
phono socket. The mains input flex is  
connected to the transformer leads 
with a choc-block connector. 

Testing and Setting Up 
Providing the unit has been carefully 
constructed there is no reason why it  
should not work first time. Connect the 
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unit to the mains. If a test meter is 
available, check the +12V and +5v 
(Vcc) rails are correct. Connect the UHF 
output to a television and tune in to UHF 
channel 36 (often used for video 
recorders and video games). Ensure the 
four push switches are out. Set SW2 
fully clockwise and a set of colour bars 
should appear. 

Adjust C6 with a suitable trim~tool 
until the colour locks on, and then trim 
for brightest colour. Now adjust Ll  for 

the clearest colours and a well defined 
edge where the colours change. This will 
probably be about a third of a turn up 
from the bottom. If an oscilloscope is 
available this can be connected to the 
video output and L1 adjusted to peak the 
amplitude of the colour information on 
the signal. 

If SW2 is turned'to the centre 
position, the direction of the colour bar 
pattern should reverse. If the switch is 
now set fully anti-clockwise, the pattern 



COLOUR TEST PATTERN GENERATOR 

PAT 

LINE BLUE GREEN RED l‘l 

FRAME OFF OFF OFF 4:- 

displayed is controlled by SW]. Check 
SW1 works as expected, then set it to 
the white screen position and check 
SW3, SW4 and SW5. 

In Use 
Operating the unit has already been 
detailed adequately above. 
One final important comment - if you 
are working inside a television set or 
other piece of equipment with the power 
on, please be very careful. 
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Be safe and test your mains sockets with this very simple gadget. 

ou know the situation - you’ve 
spent all day knocking channels 
and holes in the plaster, and 

burying the cables. It's now nearly 
midnight, and you’re just fitted the 
socket plates and turned the power back 
on. You could get the multimeter out 
and check it’s all wired correctly. but 
you really can’t be bothered. After all 
you joined the three wires to the right 
terminals didn’t you? And the earth wire 
didn’t come away when you Screwed the 
plate in place, did it? Can you be certain 
it’s correct? 

Wouldn’t it be useful to have a little 
whatsit that you can plug into the socket, 
and that’ll tell you instantly if it‘s wired 
OK or not. A professional electrician 
would have a test plug with three neon 
lights to do just this. However these 

items are not readily 
available in 
DIY stores. 

A mini project by Mark Price 

From 13.! Plug 

exactly the same job as the professional 
ones — and works the same way. 
However this one uses about six pounds 
worth of readily obtainable bits. 

The testplug is also useful for 
checking multiway adaptors and 

You can get them from electrical 
trade counters and wholesalers. 
but they cost around £40, which 
is rather expensive for the 
occasional DIY job. 
The testplug described here does 



HHINS SOCKET 
HIRING TESTER 

sis 
extension leads. Earth faults are 
surprisingly common with these, and 
will normally pass unnoticed until the 
worst happens. 

Constructlon 
The neons and resistors are mounted on 
a small PCB, which is available from the 
BIA PCB service. The component 
positioning is shown in Figure 2. 

Before fitting the neons, attach a 
white self adhesive label to the PCB, 
with the bottom edge 5mm above the 
neon holes. This is to reflect the light 
from the neons. Bend the neon leads 
5mm from the body before fitting into 
the PCB. Although the PCB assembly is 
straightforward, please take care to 
avoid errors. 

The PCB is fitted into a small plastic 
box (type T3), which is mounted on the 
back of at normal 13A plug. The original 
plan was to use one of the small cases 
fitted with plug pins. intended for small 
power supplies. However these are not 
readily available with a metal earth pin. 

Select a 13A plug with a flat back 
(many are slightly curved}. Ideally this 
should be made of the softer 
unbreakable plastic, since this is easier 

to drill. The plug used on the prototype 
originated from the far east and was 
branded PMS. . 

Remove the back from the plug, and 
drill two 3mm holes in convenient 
positions. On the prototype, one hole 
was above the cord grip and the other 
was in the void between the Neutral and 
Earth pins. 

Position the plug hack on the base of 
the box, about 5mm down from the top, 
and mark the positions of the holes. Drill 
the holes and fix the plug hack in place 
with two 6mm long M3 screws and ' 
suitable nuts. Drill a hole in the hack of 
the box, below the plug cable entry 
position, to suit the three core being 
used. 

Take a 100mm length of this flex and 
connect one end correctly to the plug 
base. Fit a 3 Amp or lower fuse in the 
plug. Feed the other end of the wire 
through the hole in the box, and screw 
the plug together. Fit a cable tie around 
the cable on the inside of the box. Strip 
the outer insulation back, inside the box. 

Position'the PCB centrally inside the 
box lid. Mark and drill the four 3mm 
fixing holes and three 6mm holes for the 
neons to show through. If a piece of 
clear or red filter material is available 
this should be glued inside the case over 
the holes. 

If the unit is correctly 
assembled there is no 
reason why it should 

not work first time 

Cut the wires to length and solder to 
the PCB as shown on the component 
overlay. Mount the PCB with M3 nylon 
screws or insulated spacers. Ensure that 
any metal parts outside the box are not 

_ connected to any metal parts inside the 
box. 

When fitting the lid onto the box. 
ensure the wires do not lay underneath 
the PCB. A suitable front panel overlay 
is shown in Figure 3. This may be 
photocopied and fixed to the case with 
clear self adhesive vinyl. 

Testlng 
NE VEH OPERA TE THIS UNIT UNLESS _ 
l'T 15 FULL Y ASSEMBLED. MAINS 
VOLTAGE CAN KILL - PLEASE BE 
VERY CAREFUL! 
If the unit is correctly assembled there is 
no reason why it should not work first 
time. If a residual current (earth leakage) 
circuit breaker is available, it would be 

sensible'to plug the testplug into'this for 
initial testing. Assuming your. socket is ' 
wired correctly, the outer two neons 
should light and the centre one should 
remain off. 
If you wish to try the various fault 
conditions, this can be achieved by ' 
altering the wiring in one end of an 
extension lead. Switch the mains off and 
unplug before touching any connections, 
and replace all covers before switching __ . 
back on. Be sure to rewite the extension ' 
lead correctly when finished. 

In Use 
Using the testplug is extremely 
straightforward. Simply plug it into the 
socket, if the outer neons light the socket 
is wired correctly. If any other 
combination of neons illuminate. there 
is a fault with the socket which must be 
investigated. A faulty socket must not be 
used under any circumstances. 

When testing extension leads and 
multiway adaptors, wiggle the test plug 
around and check that the neons do not 
flicker. Many multiway adaptors have 
poor earth contacts which can give 
intermittent operation. 

Never take any chances with mains 
electricity. If you are in any doubt, 
please seek expert advice. 

MAINS SOCKET 
WIRING TESTER 
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so with the much lower signal 
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e mentioned back in 'Part 1 that 
the introduction of extraneous 
semiconductor devices (the 

Analog Devices SSM 2412 solid state 
switch IC’s} into the audio pathway 
might be perceived by the subjectivist 
brigade of the hifi purists as ruinous of 
overall quality. This is very much a 
subjective description, since I was 

whatsoever (better than 0.01%) using 
the test equipment which was to hand. 
Furthermore, this was with an input 
level of some +16dBu (about 7V RMS), 

magnitudes normal in 
domestic hifi equipment, 

distortion SHOULD be better by 
an order of magnitude. 
Noise was also below measurable 

limits, except on a Hewlett Packard 
Dynamic Signal Analyser, which 
showed it to be around the —105dBu 
mark. From these two measurements. 
most audio engineers would surmise that 
both distortion and noise performance of 
the system are up  to good pro-audio 
standards ie better by an order of 
magnitude than most of the mid-priced 
domestic hi-fi equipment. 

However, in order to appease the 
diehards who believe ALL of the 
specifications given with domestic 
equipment (as regards noise and 
distortion performance), I‘ve designed a ' 
version which uses relays, rather than 
solid-state devices, to implement the 
switching function. In this way, those 

A final round-up including a relay 
switch option from Mike Meechan. 

who wish the output to sound as clean 
and unimpaired as the original (the ' 
input). might just be satisfied. Rather 
coincidentally (and sadly, if you’ve 
already built the solid-state version), the 
relay version is much less expensive to 
build (about £30 at present day prices). 

Unfortunately, my enthusiasm 
probably doesn’t extend quite as readily 
as it  might. Where solid state devices 
are used in an application such as this. 
adherence to the manufacturer’s 
guidelines detailed in the application 
notes, a bit of breadboarding and 
tweaking of component values, and 
finally, common-sense implementation 
of track-muting and ground-planes at 
the PCB design stage should realise a 
problem-free and successful layout. 

Systems using relays aren’t quite so 
forthcoming. The step from what 
SHOULD be an error-free theortetical or 
breadboard design, to PCB layout, is 
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filled with more traps and pitfalls than a 
typical Indiana Jones movie. It is 
difiicult to predict what circuit pathways 
ground currents will take, and just what 
signals the induced voltages will affect 
as the relays contacts open and close, 
and the actuating coils source and sink 
what can be fairly hefty currents. In 
many ways, it is akin to the creation of a 

hum and noise-free card-ling or 
grounding system in any medium or 
large audio electronics. Someone much 
wiser than I once said, “Rules are for the 
blind obedience of fools and the 
guidance of wise men.” A wise fool 
often compromises in situations like 
this, breaking with accepted convention, 
or theoretical dictates, in a effort to 

elimiante hum or noise or relay-induced 
splats. 

And so it is here. Relay circuitry and ' 
audio circuitry earthing conductors have 
been separated except at one point, 
where all earth points converge in the 
system star earth. Copious decoupling 
of supply rails, hefty earth and supply 
trackwork, isolation and shielding of 
audio signals with earth tracks, and soft- . 
start relay drive circuitry all help to 
eliminate some of the many problem 
which plague systems using relays or 
similar devices, either where these are 
used to route the audio, or other signals, 
but are in very close physical and 
electrical proximity to low level audio 
signals. 

Operation Relay 
High quality, sub-miniature DlL-siz'e 
DPDTreed relays are used to route one 
of four (or eight) audio sources onto the 

' main left and right audio basses. 
Blocking capacitors remove any DC 
offsets from the audio inputs - which 
would cause splats as the relays changed 
state - while pull-down resistors provide 
a good ground referencefload impedance 
for the audio sources. Explanation of 
the workings of the logic and source 
selection circuitry was made in Part 1 
and reference is made to this. The 
output stages of the CMOS IC‘s 
employed aren’t hefty enough to drive 
very much at all, so a transistor driver is 
interspersed between relay and logic 
output to provide the necessary drive 
current. (I‘ve found this to be good 
practise no matter what the load — even 
an LED — since there is no absolute 
guarantee that connecting such devices 
directly to the output, while not causing 
immediate death, may in fact be 
responsible for premature and 
unexplained expiry. However, I do 
SOMETIMES break this rule where the 
application demands}. 

A CR circuit on the transistor base 
provides a small time constant, and 
means that the relay pulls in (or releases) 
after a short delay. This helps to soften 
any transients that might be produced as 
the'coits energise and de—energise, since 
the control voltage i s  no longer a step 
waveform with a theoretically infinite 
rise time. 

Construction 
General construction procedures follow 
those outlined in Part 2, with 
components mounted in the order 
specified at that time {basically in order 
of ascending size). The relays are 
soldered directly to the PCB trackwork. 
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Where parts of the component overlay 
are NOT shown in Figure 2, these can be 
assumed to be identical to those shown 
for the solid-state version. Please note 
that all components necessary for the 
relay version are shown with a suffix of 

Drlve 
Fitter Inhibit 
Touch 
When 

Drlve Pulley Card 

06 Suvomotor 
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1 (eg R101, C123), and are the parts 
required in addition to (or in  some cases, 
instead of) those given for the solid—state 
version, As some of the parts used in 
the solid state version are superflous (eg 
the SSM2412's), this system shows 
more readily what parts are different and 
the ones to look for on the component 
overlay. 

Procedures for the verification of - 
functionality, and for testing, are 
identical to those of the solid state 
version and again, reference is  made to 
those. Finally, the amendments to the 
VGA circuit diagram is shown on page 
19 and changes to The Switcher 
analogue board are shown on page 18. 

The Future 
For those dedicated audiophiles building 
the relay version for purist reasons 
(rather than for reasons of out and out 
economy, or downright meanness), the 

- VCA board is unlikely to hold much 
attraction. VCA’s and their inclusion in 
the pathway of high quality audio has 
been the subject of much heated debate 
and argument for as many years as the 
devices have been in existence. They 
are most likely to cause disparaging 
remarks and rude comments when fitted 

to mixing desks, since these are used to 
generate the masters (DAT or CD), and 
any impairment perpetrated by the 
mixer is irretrievable and will remain 
for ever more. Electronics in an piece 
of equipment such as a mixing desk 
should be as transparent as possible — no 
colouration, distortion, noise - within 
the constraints of cost. In general, 
VCA’s are fitted at the lower end of the 
market - a relative term, if ever there was 
one - with the moving fader approach 
preferred where money permits or 
quality dictates. 

A typical moving fader is shown in 
Figure 2. Audio passes through the 
carbon track and onto the wiper as i t  
would in a normal linear potentiometer 
(fader). There are thus no active devices 
to add distortion or noise to the signal. 
However, the fader is actauted by a cord] 
worm drivelDC servo motor ‘ 
arrangement. The motor positions the 
fader at the gain or attenuation setting 
dictated by the automation system, with 
the servo track of the potentiometer 
providing the feedback necessary for the 
control system. Furthermore, the fader 
knob is made of a conducting material, 
and is incorporated into a system where 
the motor drive is disengaged whenever 
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a touch on the fader is detected. The 
engineer can thus move the fader 
manually, either to create the mix in the 
first place. or to fine-tune one already 
down-loaded from the storage medium 
of the automation, without fear of the 
motor drive trying to interfere or 
counteract hislher adjustments. 

As far as domestic hi-fi systems are 
concerned, many of the better examples 
of the genre where remote control of 
facilities is still desirable and provided 
for, do away with the VGA method of 
volume control and instead use a 
simplified ROTARY example of the 
system outlined above - the motorised 
volume control. I may, at some time in 
me future. look into the feasibility of 

rmmwm—“fi m 
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providing such an  add—on for The 
Switcher. 

Finally. a further board which will 
definitely feature as an option at some 
time in the future will be The Balancer. 
This will provide preamplification and 
unbalancing of balanced audio sources 
{which are ubiquitous in a studio or 
professional audio environment). It  
would also provide balanced/unbalanced 
output capability, and so might be of 
great use where it is necessary for many 
balanced feeds to share a common input 
(perhaps a mixing desk channel...) The 
mind boggles. As they say in the 
advertising industry, watch this space. 

Callus now! We have the widest range of 
components available- At  eampetiiII/e prices! 

‘ . 1 ' :  I n ”  . 
' -  _ I ‘ V ESPECIALLY f !  .1 1- - . _  _ CHINESE 

CABLES CAPACITORS VIDEO HtAUS SPEAKERS CONNECTORS SEMICONDUCTORS 

Crlcklcwood Eleclronlcs Ltd, 40 Cricklewood Broadway London MIMI? :III 
Telephun I181 452 E1 Faxsimile: UB1 2|]81441 

E L E C T R O N l C 8 mi Matt; CreditCm'rimltftrepieti m E 



POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES-TUFINTABLES-DIMMEFIS- 
LOUDSPEAKERS-1S INCH STEFIED FIACK AMPLIFIERS SEWCE'L‘REEW'“ 3° T‘M;E°F°“°ATAL°5”E* 

THOUSANDS PURCHASED 0MP MOS-PET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TIS'I'ID. 
HIGH POWE TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK B Y  PROFESSIONAL USERS These modules now enjoy a worldwide reputation Ior quallty. rellahlliry and penomance at a realism orlcs. Four 

models are avai lable  to sultihe needs at the proleulonal and hobby market l... Industry. Leisure. Instrumental and Hi—Fi 
etc. When comparing prices. NOTE install models include toroidal power simply. inlerll Ila-I link, glass fibre P.C.B. and 
drive :lreults to  power a compatible Vu mater All models are  open and short olreult proot 

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BV PROFESSIONAL USERS 
OIIIPIIIIF 100 tam-FM Output power 110 watts 
R. M. 5. Into 4 ohms. lrequency response 1": 100K“: 
-.’tdB, Damping Factor > 300, Slew Rate 45Wus, 
T.H.D. typical 0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. 
-110dB. Size 300 x123 It 60mm. 
PRICE £40.85 + £3.50 MP 

OMPI‘MF 200 Mos-Fat Oulput power 200 watts 
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, lrsquency response 1": - 100K": 
4MB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate SDWUS. 
T.H.D'. typical 0.001 Vs. Input Sensitivity soomv. S.N.R. 
-110 dB. SizeSDlJ x 155 a 100mm. 
PRICE £64.35 + £4.00 PIP 

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS 
FOUR MODEL5:- MXF2OO (100W + 100W) MXF4OO (200?! + 200W} 

MXFSOO (300W + 300W) MXFQOO (450W + 450W) ALL PowIR RATlNos R.M.S. INTo 4 arms. BOTH own was DRIVEN 
FEATURES: drlndependent power supplies wlth two toroidal translormers 1: Twin L.E.D. Vu meters s 
Laval controls A Illuminated onto“ switch w XLR connectors * Standard 775m'i' Inputs '1 Open and short circuit 
prool * Letes1 Maoists tor stress tree power delivery into virtually any load t High slow rate It Very low 
distortion i Aluminium and t MXFDOIJ S MXFDOOIIn cooled NIlIi D. C. loudspeaker and thermal protect II. 
US. TNEVKIILD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS. CINEMAS, DISDDS ETC. 

SIZESQ- MXF200 W1 9"1N3‘Is” (2U)ID‘I 1 " 
MXFIDD W1 9”!"5‘M" (SUMD‘I 2” 

OHPIMF 300 Moo-Fe! Output power 300 watts 
R.M.5. Into 4 ohms. trequency response 1H: - 100K": 
-3dB, Damping Factor > 300. Slew Rate SDVluS. 
T.H.D. typical 0.001 7., Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. 
-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm. 
PRICE £81.15 l £5.00 PIP 

MXFSDOWTO”AH5‘IA” (IU)IID13" MXFQDOWiDHHS‘m” (3U)!014'ln" 
mtcesmttxrzoo :1 75.00 MXF4OO €233.85 

MXFSOO £329.00 NXFooo c4494 5 
SPECIALIST CARRIER DE L. [12.50 EACH 

0MP X03 STEREO 3-WAY ACTIVE CROSS-CUE '- 

OMP/MF 450 Moo-Fe! Output power 450 watts 
R.M.$. Into 4 ohms. Iroquency response 1H2 - 100KHz 
4-dEl, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate TSWuS. 
T.H.D. typical 0.001 '/., Input Sensltlvity 500mll'. S.N.R. 
-11I) dB. Fan Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2 
Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 305 x 210 at 105mm. 
PRICE $132.55 + £5.00 PEP 

OHPI'MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 walls 
R.M.3. Into 2 ohms. 725 watts R.M.S. Into 4 ohms, 
Irequeney response 1H: - 100KHz -3dB, Damping 
Factor >300. Slew Rate 75vrus. T.H.D. typlcal 
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. 5.N.R. -110 dB. Fan 
Cooled. D.c. Loudspeaker Protection. 2 Second 
Anti-Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 ll 125mm. 
PRICE £259.00 + £12.00 PEP 

Advanced 3-Way Stereo Active Cross-Over. housed In a 19“ It 1U case. Each channel has three level controls: 
bass. mid & top. The removable front Iascla allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust the 
erosmvar Irenuency: Bess—Mid zsolsooiaoom. Mid-Top 1.51315KH2, all at 20cm per oc1ave. Bass Invert switches 
on each base channel. Nominal 175mv Input/output. Fully compatible with 0MP racll amplifier and modules. 

Price £ 1  1 7. 44 + £5.00 P&P 
STEREO DISCO MIXER SDJ34OOS =1 1k ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS* 
STHEO DISCO MIXER with 2 s 1 band 
L I It graphic equaliser: with bar graph 
LED Vu meters. MANY OUTSTANDING 
PEATURISE- including Echo wlt’l repeal A 
speed oontrol. DJ Mic with Mover 
switch, 0 Stunts with hdlvldul laden 
plan-Dashinmflmemllon 8 
Sound Eflects. Uselul combination of the 
following IIIINII- a W (meg). 3 
MimmDmlfidnstc. 

Price £144.99 I 25.00 PAP ” slzmazueoxlzomm I EMINENCE:— INSTRUMENTS. P.A.. DISCO. ETC 
PI EzO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROL . ALL eminence UNITS a oulns IMPEDANCI 
Jail the Plead revolution! The low dynamic mass [no voice coil] oi a Plezo tweeter produces an improved :Egogzg: TT'mR'z'IFE'E: Int-£331.: fillings: ETD? D GUITAR, EXCEuEnNTIfiMnglgfe. £2.00 PAP 
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover Is not required 1 o. 1 00 “A" RM; ".1 04 0° Gum“. voc AL KEYBOARD ”80° EXCELLENT MID . . , . . - 

NOTE MOS-FIT MODUL- ARI AVAILAILI Ill TWO UENSIDNSI 
STANDARD - INPUT SENS SMV. IAND WIDTH I MINI. 
PED (MP-SIGNAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SIMS 
1750“, HAND WIDTH MHZ. 0RD- STANDARD DR PEG. 

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEANERs AVAILABLE. lNcLUDlNG CABINET FITTINGS. SPEAKER DRILLEG. canes-ovens AND HIGH POWER. HIGH PREOUEc BULLETS AND NORNS. LARDE (A4) s.A.l. (eon STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LlsT. 
McKenzie and Forte Loudspeakers are also available. 

these units can be added to existing speaker systems at up to 100 watts (more It two are put in series. FRII RES FREQ 71H: FRE . .  . . . o. RESP. T0 TKHz. sewswae. Pelee us." ~ can Pal- EDI-”MTG" I-EAFI-I'I'S All 507’.“- Wm' m" WWII“- _ . . 1 o" 200 wArr nus. lasso-zoo GUITAR. KEYB'D. Disco. VOCAL. excELLENT HIGH POWER MID. , . TVPE A (““103“) 3 round III"! Prater-1m we "ml!- ldfl' '0' RES. FRED. 85H: FREQ RESP. Toa SKHz sens me Pelee “a." - ease MP 
‘ "While" and medium sized Hi-Fi awakm- Prim £4.90 + son PIP. l 2" ioowATr Ills. HEI 2-100LE GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR Dlsco. STAGE MONITOR. 

TYPE ‘3’ (KSN1005A) 3V." super horn tor general purpose speakers, RES FRED «Hz. FRED RESP. 10 (mm. SENS 10MB Peloecas. 94— ca. sol-GP dim and RA. “mm, m. p...“ 5539 + 5°..a Is" 100 wA'l-r R.w.s. MFEH1E261DOSLT ITwm cONE) WIDE RESPONSE. P...A VOCAL, STAGE I . I . . . _ MONITOR. nEs. FRED 42m. .RE P. To 10KHz, SENS side. Pelee can." - use MP "n 'c (“"1““) 2 ‘5 '"d' “Pm“ h°"‘ l” “mu" Hm “'5 is" one wATr R.N.s. HEle- zoo GEN. PURPOSE. GUITAR. Dlsco VOCAL. excELLENT Into. '9‘“ “4 “ll-'3'“? “"905 9“:- FI‘I“ “-99 + 5‘” "P- Res FRED. saHz. PREO. RESP. To SKHz, sens neue'. Plil'Ga £43.11 — as. so PeP I I " W ' TYPE B (“"102“) 2 IE Wlde filmrlififl horn- UM Mill-ISM is" soo WATT lune ME12- sooGP HIGH PotlIIER BASS. LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD. Dlsoo ETC. response retained extending down to mid-range (EKHz). Suitable tor high RES FRED. ATHz. FRED. RESP. To EKHz, SENS 10365. PRIDE no. to— ea. 50"! 
quality Hi~Fi systems and quality discos. Price £0.90 + 50p MP. 1 is" soo wATT Inns. NEI s-soo GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR TYPE I: txsutoaaal 3w ham use... mm mm“ ”I". “my. Mm RES PREO. 48Hz. PREO RESP TO 5t sENs node Pelee cso.12— 24.00 PIP Sun” for Hm mom.” systems am PM :5.” , 50’ MP. 1 is" 300 mm Hills. ME1 5-soo HIGH POWER BASS. iNcLUDING sass GUITAR. LEVEL cottfnot. Cumin“ on 5 mm mm mm km. mm RES FRED asllz. PREO. RESP. To 3KHz, sews 10363. Pelee m.“ — £4.00 MP 
and cabinet Inputladlsodlot. mutant. Priee£4.10 . son PAP. EARBEN DERS:- HI-FI. STUDIO. IN-CAR. ETC 

ALI. EARBENDER UNITS S OHMS (Eimpl EBo-so I. EBTMD which are dual imp-dam lapped fi l e  a Isl-II] 
M55. SINGLE CONI, NIOH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND 
8" Watt EBB-so DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED Ala OHM BASS. Hi-FI. IN-CAR. 
RES. FRED. 40H; FREQ. RESP. To TKHs SENS s‘rdB. pm“ so.” + £2.00 MP 
1 0"  SDWA'I'I' EBT 0-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED are OHM BASS. NI-Fl, IN-CAR. 
RES. FREQ. 40Hz. FRED. RESP. To 5KHz. SENS. ssdB. pmcl :13.“ + as.” up 
1 0" TOOWA'I'I' Elna-1 Do BASS. Hl-Fl, smote. 
RES. FREQ. 35Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO SKHz. SENS Bot-IE. PRIDE £10.30 + £3.50 MP 
1 2 "  100WA'I'I' I I I  2-1 00 BASS. STUDIO, Hl-Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO. 
RES. FREQ. ZfiHz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3 KHz. SENS SSdB. PRIDE £42.12 + £8.50 PEP 
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE NIDN COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND 
5‘1'4” BOWATT EDS-SOTO (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl. MULTl-ARRAY DISCO ETC. 
Res. FREQ. 63H; FREQ. RESP. To 20KHz, SENS Ital-IE. PRIGI so." + ehso MP 
S‘Is" SOWA'I'I' EEO-6011: (TWIN CONE] HI-FI. MULTl—ARRAY DISCO ETC. 
HES. FREQ. SITHz. FREQ. RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 9441B. PRICE £10.39 + 1.50 MP 
8'“ EDWA'I'I' Ila-601': (TWIN CONE} HI- FI MlLTI-ARRAY Dlsco ETC. 
RES.FREO.40H1 FREQ. RESP TO10KH2. SENS 0ND. PRICI “1.39 + £1.60"! 
1 D" SOWA'TT E31 0-6011: (TWIN CONE] HI- FI, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC. 
RES FREQ. 35Hz. FREQ. RESP TO 12KH1, SENS m5 PRICE £16.49 + £2.00 PIP 

TYPE 'E' 

TYPE 'D' 

— 
ibl  FL IGHT CASED LOUDSPEAKER 

A new range at quality loudspeakers. designed to take advantage oi the latest 
speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize studio quality 
12‘ cast aluminium loudspeakers with laclory fitted grilles. wide dispersion 
constant directlvlty horns. extruded aluminium corner protection and steel 
ball corners. compllmented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures 
are fitted as standard with tap hats for optional loudspeaker stands. 

W HAT“ 0001- IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CAIINI'I' 
m RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45H: - 20K“: 

NFC 13.1 WATTS (1 00d.) PRICE E1 59.00 PER PAIR 
(NFC 12-mATI‘S (1 ONE) PRICI E1 75.00 PER PAIR 

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. 212.50 PER PM 
OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR £40.00 

Dellvery £6.00 per pair 

IN-CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPS “WEE “WE“ “"3" POWER RANSMITTER HOBBY KIT 
CAR S E0 3 ER AHPLIFIE“ PROVIN TRANSMITT. DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE 150 WATTS 75 * 75 SI , 150W 3 '  snug” "on; ) 'm PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH DUALITV COMPONENTS 
25o WATTS “25 1. 125’ sl.nn' 259w COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS 
Bridged Mono “I manual NI-ll’ldlllltx. VARICAP CONTINUED PIIOESSIWL . 
400 WATTS [200 t 200) Stereo. Allow PERFORMANCE RANGE UP TOJIIILES. SIZE alum-n. SUPPLY IWflLSflII’. 
Brldged Mono PRICETILB! ' HMPAP 
ALL POWIRS INT04 OHMS Fl NIOIID TRANSMITTER 100- IMMH: VARICAP TUNED. COMPLETE WITH 
Features: VERY SENS FET MIC. RANGE 100- 300th. SIZE 55' x “mm. SUPPLY Ell BA‘I'I'ERV. 
* Stereo. bridgsble mend 1: Choice at 2.. - PHOTO: :w PHI TRANlTTER nlghalowlanIn-pulsirLaRlevel B .  K .  E L E C T R O N I C S  

PRICIS: 150WE49.99 250w £99.99 “Jew €109.95 PEP £2.00 EACH controls i: Remote on- -olt 1r Speaker E 
I , Ls COLLEGES an“ am. Lama.” UNITS 't s. 5 COMET WAY, SDUTHEND-DN-SEA, 

ueimur. GALE'B ODUNTEPI. VIEA AND ESSEX. SEE ETFI. 
“Hm-PHONE“ . . Tel.: 0702 — 527572 Fax.: 0702 - 420243 
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The Editor, Electronics i n  Action, PO Box 600, Berkhamsted, Herte. HP4i1HL 

It’s that Vocoder again 
After having read a copy of your 
magazine for the first time, I was very 
impressed with your project for a vocal 
harmoniser. I have been involved in 
electronics for several years now, but 
only in the capacity of putting together 
projects from magazines. I try to do my 
own little projects but soon become . 
stumped when it does not work 
properly. 
I have been trying to make what i s  
known as a vocoder for five years now. 
This is a type of voice synthesiser. As 
there has not been any such projects 
published that I know of makes it 
difficult to find out how it works. I have 
made various attempts but have been 
doomed to fail. What I do know about 
these devices is that it uses spectral 
analysis and filtering. There follows a 
description of how I believe it would 
work. I’m sure this would make an 
interesting project. 

Circuit Description 
The first thing is  for a noise source say 
from a synthisiser to pass through some 
band pass filters, i.e. Band 1 at  32Hz . 
(as in the spectrum analyser). The next 
part is to divide the voltage with a 
divider chain to get about 10 amplitudes 
fromlow to high volumes. The various 
amplitudes from the divider chain are 
then connected to electronic switches _ 
which are normally open. There is an 
identical set of band pass filters for the 
microphone input, but its the 
microphone input that controls the 
electronic switches via comparators of a 
bargraph display driver with 10 outputs 
set for linear dB_ scale. This should then 
modulate the noise source with the 
signal from the microphone. 

Mr. D Crook 
Epsom 
Surrey 

I know of only one vocoder home 
constructors project and that 
appeared in 1980. This was a large 
16 fitterjob and all of these were 
placed on one PCB - a sizeabie 
project! Thank you for your 
comments we will see what can be 
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More Ideas for  future 
articles"! 
We have purchased the last several 
issues of your magazine, particularly on 
account of an interest in the articles by 
Mike Meechan on The Switcher. The 
Switcher was particularly interesting 
because it maintained a true bi~fi 
approach. We have previously connected 
our computer (Macintosh) to our hi—fi 
{Revox} via an R5232 link to give 
extended timed-recording capabilities. 
and simple icon-driven control of the hi- 
fi. The Switcher gave prospect of 
extending the number of signal sources _ 
which could accommodated, allowing 
the addition of satellite radio and extra 
tape-recorders. for example. But to make 
it work most conveniently, an RS232 
link to The Switcher would be needed. ' 

Links to allow control of a satellite aerial 
positioning device would also be useful. 
The general subject of computerised 
control would therefore also be of 
interest. 

' The recent article by Steve Brown of 
Celtel was also of great intereSt, and we 
will be exploring his system more fully. 
More articles on this theme would be 
most welcome - theoretical 8:: practical, 
because I am sure that there are 
practical pitfalls to be avoided and it 
would be useful to know what they are! ' 
We are building a new house, and more 
on home automation & building 
management systems are therefore of . 
keen interest to us. . '- 

c J Hunter 
- Preston 
' Lance. 
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Print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS 

Name 

Address 

1 Please send me.... 
i Please send me 

Please send me........ 
Please send me 
Please send me.... 

....Postcode 

....issue(s) oi the October 93 edition 
....... issue(s) of the November '93 edition 

issue(s) of the December '93 edition 
issue(s) oi the January '94 edition 

....issue(s) of the February '94 edition- 
Each copy (including postage & packing} costs £2.50 
l enclose a chequer‘postal order for"  
Please send to: Electronics In Action, PO Box 600 

Berkhamsted, Herls. HP4 1NL 
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Have the freedom to walk 
around on stage without 

getting tangled up in knots, 
With Val Thorens cordless 

guitar transmitter. 

reader wrote to Electronics in 
Action to ask if the magazine 
could do a cordless guitar 

project. The good news is that it can be 
done; the bad news is that this type of 
project is not legal in the UK, due to 
DTI restrictions, though it is believed 
that it is acceptable in many parts of the 
world to which Electronics In Action is 
distributed. . 

For other readers, this project can 
serve as an example of how a eordlms 
design works (and there are many types 
of cordless design which are legal in the 
UK). When I was a student I regularly 
got down to reading projects I didn’t 
intend to build just to learn more about 
how electronics works. 

There are two obvious approaches to 
try to design a cordless sound system of 
any sort: infra red and radio. I ruled out 
infra red because it needs a line of sight 
signal path, which cannot be guaranteed 
when a guitarist is moving about on 
stage. 

The simplest radio system uses the 
FM broadcasting band, with a standard 
radio as the receiver. Obviously this can 
only work in (the majority of) areas in 
which there is at least one channel not in 
use. 

FM broadcasting uses wide—band 
frequency modulation, rather than the 
narrow—band modulation used for 
amateur radio. What does this mean? 
Without getting deep into maths (this is 
probably not the place to digress into 
Bessel Functions) a frequency 
modulated signal theoretically has an 
infinite bandwidth, but the majority of 

the power is concentrated in an 
bandwidth of approximam the 
deviation frequency plus the modulation 
bandwidth. So. for an FM signal with 
3kl-Iz deviation and 3kHz bandwidth, 
the majority of the power is within 
lHz (don’t forget that the deviation is 
either side of the nominal carrier 
frequency). 

Wideband FM uses a deviation 
greater than the modulation bandwidth, 
which is hard to achieve with a crystal 
oscillator. To modulate a signal this 
widely either requires a crystal oscillator 
(possibly as part of a synthesiser) with 
complex circuitry, or a simple LC 
oscillator. This latter is the approach 
chosen for this design. 

Frequency Stability 
Simple circuits I have seen published to 
transmit on the FM bands have used a 
single modulated oscillator to provide 
the transmission. This works, but the 
oscillator normally needs an aerial to 
give a useful range. The aerial inevitably 
forms part of the tuned circuit 
determining the oscillation frequency. 
This means that any variation of the 
capacitance of the aerial to surrounding 
objects alters the frequency. Clearly the 
guitarist moving around will affect the 
frequency and cause break-up of the 
reception. 

The circuit of Figure 1 avoids this 
problem by using a separate oscillator 
and output stage. Capacitive loatfing on 

theaerial willlnveanegligible effect on 
theoscillator,solhefrequencywill 
remainthesamesstheguitaristleaps 
about. 

Oscillator Circuit 
TRI works as an oscillator. It is 
connected as a common base amplifier, 
with feedback from collector to emitter. 
The collector and emitter signals are in 
phase, but a different impedanees, so the 
feedback network (C1 1, C12, C13) must 
match from the high collector 
impedance to the low emitter 
impedance. The stage provides _ 
signific power gain, but, in effect, the 
emitter requires a high current low 
voltage signal, while the collector 
provides a high voltage low current 
signal. The capacitive network shown 
worksinthesamewayasataponacoil 
(or an auto-transformer). 

The frequency of oscillation is set by 
L1 and the total capacitance to RF 
ground from the collector of TR]. From 
the point of view of RF, the positive 
supply and ground are the Similar. The 
aim of the power supply decoupling is to 
keep the positive supply at zero RF 
potential. 

The total capacitance to RF ground 
comprises C10 (chosen to set the 
frequency range), The series 
combination of C 11, C12, and C13, plus 
the effect of the varicap diode, D1, in 
series with C8. 

The operating frequency can be set by 
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adjusting L1, which is an 
adjustable inductor available 
from Cirkit. The frequency 

range can be chosen (within limits) by 
choosing the value of C10. 

Frequency modulation is provided by 
the varying capacitance of D] as the 
modulating signal is applied to it. It is 
biassed to the supply voltage via R8, 
because a varicap diode must be reverse 
biassed to a significantly higher voltage 
than its modulating signal amplitude to 
provide approximately linear modulation. 
Equally, if the rf signal is large compared 
to the reverse bias voltage the diode will 
generate RF harmonics. 

To digress briefly, a varactor 
frequency multiplier diode (widely used 
in Amateur radio 70cm transmitters a 
few years ago) is simply a high power 
version of a varicap diode. The 
capacitively stored charge dumped when 
the voltage across the diode changes 
significantly generates harmonics. 
Television tuners use varicap diodes for 
tuning, and people are surprised when 
they multiply the frequency of every 
taxi, CB, radio amateur transmission 
into the TV frequency range, generating 
their own interference. Luckily the 
signal level in this project is low enough 
to minimise the generation of 
harmonics, and most of what are 
generated are filtered out. 

Output 
The output from the oscillator is fed to 
an output stage, with extra matching 
provided by the ratio of C12 and C13. In 
fact the impedance at the emitter of TR] 
is less than that at the base of TR2, but 
the aim of this design is  the disturb the 
oscillator as little as possible while 
providing only just enough output for 
the required range. 

TR2 is operated in class AB, which 
generates some harmonics. These are 
largely removed by the tank circuit, L2 
and C14, and by the output filter C15 
and L3. This is a series tuned circuit, 
which has a low impedance at 
resonance, and a high impedance at 
frequencies far from resonance. The 
overall effect of this is that, if the range 
at the wanted frequency is 30M, the 
harmonics are unlikely to be detectable 
at over 3M, too short a range to cause 
anyone any interference. 

The output power from the 
transmitter can be adjusted by varying 
the bias to TR2, or by changing the ratio 
ofCl2  and C13 (to vary the drive 
signal). The values of C12 and C13 have 
been chosen to provide the most likely 
suitable range, but these values may be 
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changed while keeping the same total 
series value to vary the drive to the 
output stage. If the drive is set to the 
lower end of the suitable range, the bias 
to TRZ will be correspondingly greater 
to achieve the same output power, and 
because the stage will be operating 
closer to class A than to class B in this 
circumstance, there will be less 
harmonics generated in the first place. 

Audio Gain 
The output signal from the guitar is not 
sufficient to modulate the transmitter 
fully, so an audio preamplifier is needed. 
To achieve good low noise low 
distortion amplification a 5532 op-amp 
is used. This is one of the lowest noise 
op-amps available (though the LT1088 
is better but costs 10 times as much) and 
it does not suffer from phase reversal if 
its input is overloaded. What is phase 
reversal? Well, if you exceed the 
common mode range of some op-amps, 
and increasing negative input signal on 
the positive input of an op-amp can 
cause an increasing positive output 
signal on the output. 

The gain is spread over two stages to 
minimise the distortion which results 
from asking relatively modest op-amps to 
provide high gain. FM broadcasts use 
increased treble on the transmission 
(called pro-emphasis) with a matching 
treble reduction in the receiver to cut the 
noise level. The first op-amp has an 
appropriate pie-emphasis (751.15) provides 
by C18. with R13 limiting the rise of gain 
as frequency increases to within the audio 
range. Without this, the gain would rise 
with increase of frequency until the op- 
amp ran out of gain. 

C17 reduces any tendency for 
interference from, for example, the local 
taxi firm to affect the sound. 

Construction 
This project is best built on the printed 
circuit board designed for the purpose. 
The layout is critical to the proper 
functioning of the unit, and although 
experienced rf constructors may be able 
to achieve a good result with their own 
layout, there is a danger that the 
oscillator will not remain stable if the 
layout is altered. 

Check the pin connections of the 
transistors. The 2N2369s on the 
prototype had the collector and emitter 
connections the reverse way round 
compared with standard BC1825 

Screenn is also needed to keep the 
oscillator stable and any harmonics inside 
the case. The PCB overlay shows where 
the screens should be fitted. The screens 
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consist of strips of double sided copper 
'clad board (matched pcb) soldered to the 
top tracks provided for the purpose. The 
prototype used extra-thin board, of the 
type used to make multilayer PCBs. 
However, the standard thicknese type will 
work just as well, but it is more difficult 
to cut. The screens on the prototype are 
only 10mm high, which allows for a 
better photograph. This height of screen 
worked well on the prototype, but it 
would probably be better to increase the 
screen height to 15mm. 

The output from the unit is fed to a 
short length of wire acting as an aerial. 
Approximately 12 inches of wire should 
be connected to the “output” pad on the 
pcb, and fed out of the metal case via a 
small hole. 

The case chosen for the unit is a die- 
cast box available from Cirkit. Space has 
been allowed to the left of the output 
stage screen to fit a standard jack socket 
when the unit is in its case. There is only 
just sufficient room, and some makes of 
socket may not fit. It is worth checking 
the space for any unusual type of socket 
before trying to fit it. 

The power switching can be done 
either with a switch, or by linking the 

Antenna 

negative terminal of the battery via the 
first signal input to ground in a stereo 
jack socket. This will disconnect the 
battery if the guitar is not plugged in, 
and is probably a more certain way to 
prevent the battery being left switched 
on by accident. This is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

Adjustment 
Several adjustments must be carried out 
before the cordless guitar attachment is 
ready to use. The first thing to do is to 
find a free channel on the FM hand. If 
there is not any free channel in your 
area, there is no point in building the 
project. [fthere is a vacant frequency, 
the oscillator must be tuned to this 
frequency. This should be possible by 
adjusting L1 (using a non-inductive 
trimming tool if available). Should the 
available tuning range be inadequate, the 
value of C10 may need to be changed. If 
you do this, do not forget that the 
varicap diode and the series chain of 
C l  1, C12, C13 all add to the total 
capacitance of the tuned circuit. 

When the frequency has been 
adjusted, reduce the power using RV2 
until the. signal on the test receiver is 



noisy. then adjust C14 for maximum 
output, with the core of L2 about half in 
to the windings. If C14 is at one or other 
end of its adjustment range, then adjust 
the core in L2 to achieve maximum 
output. Take care to use to correct 
trimmer tool and not to apply much 
pressure to the cores or else they will 
break. 

The output filter does not need 
adjustment. It is there to reduce any 
harmonies, which are probably not 
severe enough to be antisocial. to a 
slightly lower level to make sure that no 
interference is caused. 

Then move the receiver to the 
operating range required and increase 
the power (using RV2) until the signal is 
no longer noisy. 

Finally, plug in a guitar and play at 
the maximum volume to be used. Adjust 
RVl so that the sound output from the 
radio is  similar to that from an ordinary 
broadcast station. The unit is now ready 
to use, and need only be readjusted if it 
is to be used in an area where the blank 
channel is different from the one 
originally chosen, or if it is to be used 
with a guitar having a (fifferent audio 
output. 
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VIEWDATA REI'U RN36 madebyTandata. indudas1200.75 
modem. Io‘bd. RGB and oornp orp. pdnterport. No PSUJEE MAEP? 
IBM PC CASE AN D PSU Ideal base lorbuiding your own PC. 
Ex equipment but OK. £14.00 each REF: mun 
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get me 6'x6' 6v 
130M solar cells. 4 LED‘s wire. buzzer. switch plus 1 relay or 
motor.Superb value irltjust£599 REF: MAGSPS 
SOLID STATE RELAYS Will switch 25Amelns. Input 3.52m 
DC 57x43x21mm with terminal screws £3.99 REF MAC-MP1!) 
MD” M DTP MONITOR Brand new. TTIJECL inputs. 15' 
landscape. 1200x1664 pixel complete with drcuit diag to help you 
Interface with your proteins. JUST £24.99. REF MAGEPT 
U LTRAMINI BUG MIC Smmxafxnm made by AKG..5—12v 
electret condenser. Cosl£12ea. Oufllourl’orEaSQ REF MAGIOPZ 
RGBICGAJEGAITI'L COLOUR MONITORS 12' In good 
condition. Beck anodised ritual Case. E99 em REF MAGQBP1 
cxrlooo GAMES MACHINES returns so all tor spares or 
repdr £9 each (no games). REF MAGQPt 
C84 COMPUTERS Retums. sookrorspares etcEQielMAGQP2 
FUSELAGE LIGHTS 3 Tool by 4- panel lra' thick with 3 panels 
that glow greenw hen a voltage is applied. Good tor night Iighttont 
panels. sighsdism etc. 50.100v per strip. £25 rel MAG25P2 
ANSWER PHONES Returns with 2 fallts. we give you the bits 
for 1 fault. you have to llnd the other yourself. BT Response 200s 
E218 ee REF MAGIBPt. BT Response 400‘s £25 ea REF MAGEPG 
Slltable power supply £5 REF MAGEPIZ 
SWITCHED MODE PSU ax equip. 600 «EN Q5A -5vQ.5A. 
+12v92A.-1zr@.5A 120mm cased 245:3”.e lEClnput 
socket £6.99 REF MAG7P1 
PLUG IN PSU 9V 200mA DC £2.99 each REF MABSPQ 
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w £2.99 REF MAG3l=10 
POWER SUPPLY lully eased with mains and dip leads 17v DC 
900mA output Bargain price £5.99 rel MAGGPS 
ACORN ARCH MEDES PSU +5: 0 4AA. onlollsw unoased. 
seledaiie mains Input. 145x100145rnrn E7 REF MAG7P2 
GEBER COUNTER KIT Low cost prolessiond twirl tribe. 
complae wlth PCB and components £29 REF MAG29P1 
SINCLAIRCS 13' wheels completewttiltlibe.tylasnd oydestyo 
healing £6 ea REF MAEPTO 
AA NDAD PACK encapsulated pack of 6 AA rlload Dames 
(tagged) ex equip. 55x3m2mm. £3 a pack RE MABSPtt 
133V 1.3A psu cased with loads. Just $.99 REF MAGtDP‘J 
300K 5.25 brand new hall height floppy drives tattoompalble 
Industry dandard. Just £6.99 REF MAG7P3 
PPCMODII CARDS. These arehlgh specplugin cardsmeoe 
Torthe atrad laptop compiles. 2400bsud dial ll) unit complete 
with leads. Clearance price lsES RIF: IAGSPt 
INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLLERS originally made for 
hi spec satellite equipment but pariecl loral sortsot rel-note control 
proleas Our clearance price is iust£2 REF: NAD2 
TONERS INTERNATDNAL TRANSISTOR GUIDE. A I 
very useful book for finding equivalent transistors. Ieedouts. specs 
etc. D0 REF: MAEZI'IP1 
SICLAIR CS MOTORS We havooiew Ieltwithour gearboxes. 
Theseara12v063.300r|xn S'XA'. 1W OP shafL £25 REF: m a  
U NNERSAL SPEED CONT ROLLER KIT Designed by us 
torthe abwemotorbutsratabletormy 12v motorupbaok 
Complete with PCB etc. A heat sink may be required. £17.00 
REF: NAG" 
VIDEOSEN DER UN |'|'.Trahsmltsbolh audio and videosl‘gnals 
from either a video camera. video recorder, TV or Oomputereicto 
errystandard TVsellne 100' ranger (tune TVtoasparechannel) 12v 
DCop. Price is£1 5 REF: MAGTS 12vpsuis seem- REF: MABSPZ 
'H CORDLESS MCROPHONE Smdl hand held unilwltn a 
Wrangel Ziransmllpowerlevels. Raqs PP3 Bvbattary. Tuneable 
to any FM receiver. Price is E15 REF: MAG1SP! 
LON COST WA LKIE TA LKIES Pa'r dbatlery operated lrnlts 
witharangeolaboul 200'. Ideallorgalden useorasan educatiorlel 
toy. Pace is£8 a par REF: MAG 0P1 2 x PPS req‘d. 
I'MINATURE RADD TRANSCEIVERD A pair of walrle 
tdlo'es with a range or up to 2 idlometres In open oolrntry.u1ts 
measuremlfimn. Gornpietewith cases and earpieces. 2xPP3 
req'd. £30.00 pair REF: waoso. 
CMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Converts composite video into 
separ-ate Hsync, Vsync and video 12c. £6. OOREF: man 
Loasoo PRINTER ASSEMBLES Made byArnstrad tneyale 
entire L 'prln’ler 4‘ ‘ stepper 
motorsacetcln ladleverylflng barihe case and eiectlu'ics. agood 
stripper! £5 REF: MAGS” or 2 form REF: MADE” 
SPEAKERWIRE Brown 2oore 1001oct hank£2 REF: MAGZPi 
LED PACK or 100 standard red 5m Ieds £5 REF NAG!" 
JUO KE'I'I'LE ELHNENT good general purpose heating ale 
meal (about 2kw) ideal for heaing projects. 2 form REF: mm 
UNIVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY complete with Iyleada. 
switch. tan etc. Twh types avaiidm 15w at £15 REF:MA615P2 
(23123123mm) and 200a at £20 REF. W 3  (ZMMSmm) 
‘Hfl TRANSM I'I'I'ER housed ln a standard working 13Aadq>terll 
the bug runs dilecllyori“ ‘ ... ., ..u, £700? or 
price is£26 REF. MAG26 Transmlts to any FM radio. 
"FM BUG KIT New design with PCB embedded col l‘or eldra 
stability. Wolkslo any FM redo. 9v battery req'd. £5 REF: MAGSPS 
'FM BUG BUILT AND TESTED superior design it till. 
Sipplled to deteatve agendas. 9v battery redd. £14 RE F: MAG“ 
TALKING COINBOX STRIPPER originally made to retail at 
£79 each. these units are designed to convert and ordinary phone 
intoa payphone. The units have the locks missing and cornetimes 
broken hinges. However they can be adapted tortheir ong‘nd use 
or used for sortiethlng else” Price Is lust £3 REF: IABSPt 
100WATI' M08 FEI' PAIRSomespecas 284(343and 25.1413 
(BA. 140V.1004r) 1 N channel.1 P chemotfi epir IEF: MMSPZ 
VELCRO 1 metre length at each side 201ml wide (qla'ck way oi 
hiring for tern poraryjobs etc) £2 REF: MAGZPS 
MAGNETB AGITATORB Consisting ot a cased mains motor 
with lead The motor hastrro magneteliuad toe rotor that spin round 
inside. There are alsozplastic covered magnets supplied. Made for 
rernotalystin'ing Ilqlldsl you may live a use?£3eachREF:lAa3F‘.l 
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MASSIVE 
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE 
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non ONLY£29.00 
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GUARANTEED 
PERFECT WORKING ORDER. 

A LOW COST INTRODUCTION TO THE HOME COMPUTER MARKET. 

AMSTRAD ISIZSD 
1512 BASE UNIT. 5.25' FLOPPY DRIVE AND 
KEYBOARD. ALL you NEED rs A MONITOR AND 
POWER SUPPLY. WAS 949110 

NOW ONLY529.00 
REF: MAGZ? 

AMSTRAD 'IS'IZDD . 
1512 BASE UNIT AND KEYBOARD AND TWO 
525' 360K DRIVES. ALL You NEED ISA MONrron 
AND POWER sumv wns £59.00 

NOW ONLY £39.00 
nrr: meal; 

the pile £12 REF:NA612 arm the same tort-:20 REF: MAKEUP-l 
COMMODORE MCRODRNE SYSTEM mini storage 
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than was. Complete unitjust E12 REF:NA312Pt 
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theyooulobeusedforotherprolectselc. Lalusknow howrnanyyou 
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HEADPHONES 1GP These areex Virgin Allant‘c. You can have 
8 pairs lor£2 REF: MACZPB 
PROXMTTY SENSORS These are small PCB's with whatlooil 
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chines Refurbished £59.00 REF:NA650 
PIR DETECTOR Made by tan-lots UK alarm manufacturerthese 
are hi spec. long range internal mile. 12v operation. Slightmarkson 
ease and unboxed (although brand new) £8 REF: MADIPS 
WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADD AMrFM radiocomplete 
with hand charger and solar pellell £14 REF: MAG14P1 
MOORE I4 TAPE DRIVES Customer returns at £4 
REF: MAGIPQ FulytestedarIorIll‘ng unltsareE12 REF: MAl312P5 
COMP UTER TERMINALS complete with screen. keyboard 
and R5232 inpulloutput Ex equipment. Price £27 REF: MAC-£27 
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SFI' X In TOWATT GLASS PANELS 

14.5vl700mA 
NOW AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER 

£33.95 
{Full sane “DIAL PAOKAONO cums: 

TOP QUALITY AMORPHOUS SLIOON OIL. HAVE ALMOS'IA 
TIMELES LFESPAN WITH AN INFNITE NUMBER OF Pours 
APPLICAITONS. SOME OF WHICH MAY BE CAR BATTERY 
CHARGING. FOR USE ON BOATS OR CARAVANS. or: ANY- 
WHERE A PORTABLE 12V SUPPLY iS REQUIRED. RE: MACS! 

MAINS CABLES These areZoorestandard bIIdl 2motaraina 
cableslilted with a 13A plug on one end. cable the other. Ideal for 
Fromm cost manulilcturing etc. Padiol'toforESREF: maps 
Peek at 100 £20 REF: MAGZJPS 
SU RFACE MOU NT STRIPPER Originalymadeassomebrm 
all high frequency amplifier (main chip is a TSA5511T 1.3GHz 
synthesise” bill good stripper value. an excellent way to pwith 
surface mountocrnponems £1.00 REF: MAGIPI. 
MDRONAVE TIER Elem-chic llmer with may oubutsulldile 
to make enlarger timer ate-EA REF: MAGtFl-t 
MOBILE CAR PHONE £5.99 Well dmostl complete in car 
phone excluding the boil or electronics normdly hidden under seal. 
Can be made to illuminate with 12v also has built in light sensor so 
diplyonlyilluninateswhen dark. Totelyoonvinling! REF: MAGBPS 
ALARM BEACONSZenon strobe madetomounton an mu 
bu boat but oodd be used for caravans etc. 12v operation. Just 
comet: Up and itlashes regrlarIy) E5 REF: MAG5F11 

FREE SOFTWARE! 
brand new. UNUSED top quality Famous brand 
licensed software discs. Available in 5.26' DSDD or 525' 
HD only. You buythediskond itccmea with free BRAND 
NEW U NUSED SOFTWARE. Weore crotucrlyaolhg youths 
floppydhc for yourown 'MEGA CHEAP" slorogotacllltlee, 
Ifyou happen to getaoltwure Myou want/noed/ llkaos 
well ........ you get a "MEGA BAROAN' tool 
NOD ”(110 $2.99 RIF: MAG IF? “1100 £1 6.“ It": MAO“ 

FllE ALARM CONTROL PANEL High quality meld used 
dorm pend soulsaxaonmwm key. Comes with electronics but 
M W .  ado price 7.99 REF: MAQPS 
SUPER SEE HEATSIIK Swen quily aluminium heddnir. 
3651 13326111111. ”linseed“ high beatdissbalon. No hdesl 
sde prioe£539 REF: W11 
RHOTE CONTROL PCB These-la leceiverboardstor 
geragedooropen‘ngoyslms. Ywmqmeamrwuoa 
REF: u m  
S'XTT AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155a310mrn 
1m Bargin pnceruel 25.9 e- REF NAGBP12. 
FBREOP'I'BOABLE BLIP-PACKWmelreafor fling 

MMWE BUY SURPLUS STOCW 
TURN YOUR sumus srocx rN'ro CARR. 

IMMEDIATE serum. WE er. ALSO QUOTE FOR 
COMPLETE FACTORY CLEARANCE. 

1994 CATALOGUE. 
PLEASESENDHP, A4 SIZED SABFORYOURFREECOW. 

Doom Dennison M m  i l e u m .  SCHOOLS. .... lvnr'av .. home‘s TO 
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MWTSWVWmmHHZSQMMAGIBPI 
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RE1MAGZP12 W M  d10bf£12 REF: MAGI2P3. 

SHOP OPEN 9-5.30 SIX 
DAYS A WEEK 

'SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY IE UNLIDEHSADLE II THE UK £49.99 
A Hand held personal Gamma andX Ray delec- 
tor. This unit contains two Geiger Tubes. has a 4 
digit LCD display with o Piezo sped ker, giving an 
audio visual indication. The unit detects high 
energy electromagnetic quanta with an energy 
from 30K all to over 1.2M eV and or measuring 
rcrnge or 59999 With or 10-99990 Nr/h. Supplied 
complete with handbook. 

REF: MAGSO 



The dawn of a new era - 
transistor audio amps. 
By John Linsley-Hood. 

n the last part of this article I 
described the state of audio 
amplifier design, and the prog 

the average user was very well contented 
with the performance of his (valve 
based) audio amplifier gear, and his 
major grumble would probably be the 
existence of”  ertain amortifi of 
backgroungghum‘, pant? 
various SQEOHZ AC lin W 
amplifieniself, and partly 0 
‘earth logos and such— like 
his inteneeonnections. 

The advent of the 
transistor. 
Most people working in electronics in 
the late ‘50's would have seen and 

»;3 Lawn 30x: 
» smmhly‘played with ‘traitsistors’, b'ut 

'zezdemgns sash as the popul’arMfi‘Il? 5‘ 
351:8)! ” u p  

massive conggercial amplifiers by :2 
Radford, Mchliudo and McIntosh, at tile 
top, with Kresmf 807’ type output 
valves depending, . whether the design 
was British or from the USA. However, 
loudspeakers were beconung less 
efficient, as large open- -baffie§tir; folded 
horn systems gave way to heavrly 
padded, closed box, multiple unit 
designs. 

The main debate among the DIY 
fraternity, at the time, was about the 
relative merits of triode connected 
beam-tetrodes, compared to power 
biodes — these latter would have directly 
heated filaments fed from an AC supply, 
an arrangement which would nearly 
always lead to some mains ‘hum’ - but 
were said to have a ‘nicer’ sound, or 
about the various forms of output 
transformer primary winding ~ 
connections, where the trade-in was 
between distortion and output power and 
output stage efficiency. Overall negative 
feedback was now almost invariably 
used, but this would demand care in the 
choice of the amplifier circuit and the 
specification of the output transformer if 
the amplifier was not to oscillate. 

transistors were far too low, for most of 
3m: device types then on offer, to 

ncourage any thought of their use in hi- 
6 1 audio power amplifiers, but they I 

learly had a considerable potential in ' 
battery operated portable radios, as a 

replacement for those using L4W 
90V valve types. They also might 
rove useful as ‘hum-free’ low- 

wwwwwfteovusfigaifigg I IIIA 

3)“l  
blfiltranslmr 
1:151a 

(usually for a 
relatively short 
time) froma i v  
voltage supply of 'V d a i 5 i 1' o' 1' 5 1i i W'  h 
a few volts. They 
all had, in 
common, three 
wire connections, and could be made to 
amplify if an input current was fed to 
their ‘emitters’ from a low source 
impedance, when almost the same 
current would emerge from their 
‘collectors’, but at a high enough 
impedance to drive, say, a 10k collector 
load. However, they were easily , 
damaged, and most electronics bods 
soon accumulated a collection of ‘late’ 
devices. 

The maximum permitted working 
voltages and currents for contemporary 

level audio amplifier stages, but low- 
distortion circuitry was not well 
developed at that time. 

However, although the early devices 
wercn t much practical use, progress 
continued, and improvements in 
manufacturing techniques soon gave the 
choice of ‘small signal‘ or ‘power’ 
transistors, and between devices based 
on germanium and silicon. Initially these 
used different types of manufacturing 
process, and the resulting devices had 
different characteristics, and both types 
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a) Dlfiusod lunctlon transistor. (1953) 

Eggs" 3?; my;  

'Header' 
b) ‘Plonar‘ translator. (1960) 

Bole ENE" (gomnium 
indium Isc 'N‘ doped lilo.) 

w 
start to change. 

Calm! oinusion regions For example, a 
typical ‘small signal’ 
transistor can only . 
accept a few hundred?“ 
milliwatts of power 
lost as heat within? its 
package Even after 
the metal Team 
encapsulatidhili 
been introduced for; 

.u w doped silos) 

g - - - -' N . - - - - power transistors, this,” 
' pl maximum dissipation: Collector . (sllleon ‘N’ N ‘P' doped slice) permitted for a 

c) ‘Ptanar epnaxlal' transistor construcllon. (1962) germanium device, 
such as the OC35, was 

differed from valves in their 
performance in ways which meant, in 
general, that the circuit designer had to 
start learning his trade all over again. 

‘Hot glass' vs. ‘solid state’ - 
The first difference between thennioniggé‘; 
and ‘solid state‘ is that tranststaors will?“ 
work at relatively low voltagekzfiut fitis 
advantage IS offset by the diff' cu ' 
they can only dissipate relatively M 
amounts of heat- particularly in gt: case 
of devices made from germaniunig: 
where, above some 100°C, the fi 
crystalline impurities could start fig; 
migrate, and the current gain and EE 
breakdown voltage characteristic woéild 

§ 3; 
« n  xxx 

still limited to about 
20 watts, and this meant that some form 
of ‘push— puil’ output configuration was 
essential- which led to other problems. 

found amid tbis limitation, arifinallymggs: H 
' ' Mapped output transformer, to drive the 

We now have much better 
Wwimdr performance characteristic 
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W‘inafiy, the manufacturing process3 
for junwn transistors was libasega’: 3 
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the opposite sides of a thin slice of the 
semiconductor, as I have shown in 
Figure 2a. This technique worked quite 
well when the impurity was ‘P-type’ 
indium and the substrat was a thin 

fzthen made fidPNPadevrce Although, in 
theory, it ésl’iould be p‘dssible to diffuse , 

Affliis time, a fair small;Signal ‘N'PN’ 
3‘ typesilipogtmststors were beginning to 

appear, but these had relatively low 
current gain values, and didn’t lend 
themselves very well to incorporation 
into germanium transistor circuits. So, 
when engineers first began to consider 
making audio power amplifiers -for, say, 
the LS output of a transistor radio — they 
turned to the type of circuit layout used in 
early valve amplifiers, with a push-pull 

, input driver transformer, and a centre- 

lwdspmker, using the kind of circuit 1 
have shown in Figure 3. 

With two coupling transformers in 
the audio signal path, the use of overall 
negative feedback (NFB) to improve the 
circuit performance was not a 
practicable proposition, but, in any case, 
the aim was portability, and economy in 
battery life, not ‘hi-fi' quality, so the- 
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performait given, so 2, used respectively for setting the 
3‘ uiescent current and DC output voltage ': 

level. This should, ideally, be half the 
supply line voltage to allow the 
maximum output voltage swing. 

brothers, but their performance was 
poorish, and, while they were made as 
one—off devices, their higher cost 
reflected the greater manufacturing 
difficulties, due to the higher melting 
point of silicon, and the higher 
temperatures required for the diffusion 
of ‘doping’ impurities. 

This situation changed abruptly in 
1960 when the Fairchild Corp. 
iptrgduced the “planar manufacturing 

_,.§u‘ -&:»:o 

Higher quality tran " 
amplfliers Silicon transistors arrive. 

Silicon transistors had been around for 

O +12V. . 

meant getting rid of one of the inté 
stage coupling transformers. An 
ingenious 15 watt design, due to 
Mullard. is shown in Figure 4, in which 
the harmonic distortion (mostly third) 
was a bit less than 2% at full output 

. Input power. 
Since this destgn only used one Output 

coupling transformer, (needed to generate “'F 
a push-pull drive to the output devices), 
providéd that this was well designed, 
feedback could be taken from the output 
back to the input to reduce the distortion 
level. As with most amplifier designs of _ 
that period (1962), some adjustment had 02 
to be incorporated to cater for the _ 100uF 
variability from unit to unit of the device 
characteristics - in this case RV] and . om. 3 0V. 
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process, shown in Figure 2b. In this, a 
largish wafer of mono~crystalline silicon 
was sliced from a rod of bulk material, 
and, by the use of a combination of 
masking and diffusion techniques - 
based on the fact that the oxide of 
silicon, silica, is very hard and chemical 
resistant, but can be etched through a 
photo-deposited mask, by hydro-fluogrg 
acid- a large number of devices 131(335 
formed, at the same time, on ° surface 
of the crystalline slice, byfiffilsmg 
suitablyéghosen impurghes' in through the Write cheaper to do. I, 

3°33 ‘ifiuhough the planar/epitaxiaif g3“ 

type' layer 
without such 
an overload 
o f '  impurities. , . 
This structure, shown in Figure 
2c, became known as the 
‘epitaxial planar’ system, and 

are the BC4141‘ 
415 translstowwfhmfiiléayxpect 
that most modern tranmsto‘l‘fiiie» 
made this way, because it  saves3 iii; 

.mask+diffusion stage and'  lS ‘1 ....... o 

exposegfiirfi B .. .. se_ awry $111 base junction 
laye1§§i1 be fo med this way, ‘planar’ 

,3 M s  was originally Mm; 
. .fiafluced for Smalissfiiifif‘“ 

.1 tudt “ ‘ decrees it is smfiii" enormous transistors, sucbps the popular BC107/ 
109 types, can‘t made with current 

w 3339 
1 ifiihmvggwover the previous 

Ms; «asks gains up to 4 or mains marking}: a m t !  single-chip diffusion 
voltages up mgO-SOV Moreover; 11113:. 
the first timeéfitransistor manufacture: 

; j, agethod 1t is almost certain that 

. +Vcc. 

Input 01 
NPN 

NPN. 
O2 

:, R1 
‘F 1 k ' ' — ' 0  Output. 

«E'lK. 
1 

I ' l p 

0 1111. A)- 

fiil modern silicon power 
ceased to be stone-off process- indeed fiansistors will also be made this way. 
depending ori the size of the s] hcorttafigfiy in the probable exception of 
used, several thousand devices coufihfl 

resin encapsulating: 
system, (BClO9’ 5 used“ .. 
small tin can, filled with 1...... 
resin to hold and protect 
the transistor), made 
cheap, high quality, 
small-signal transistors a 
practical proposition. 

Also, by the correct 
choice of dopant and 
diffusion impurities, 
good silicon PNP 
transistors could be made 
with equal ease. 
However, there was a 
small drawback to this 
‘planar’ process, which 
was that, having 
diffused, say, a ‘p-type’ 
impurity into an ‘N’ 

Input. 

Jill
 

'I‘
 

01 o———-————.Output 
PNP 

I 

" m 

Eiik 

doped slice, to make the 
transistor base region, one then had to 
diffuse a much more concentrated ‘N- 
type’ impurity, over the top of this, to 
turn the outer layer of the ‘P—type’ base 
back into an  ‘N-type‘ emitter, and this 
increased concentration of impurities in 
the emitter region worsened its reverse 
voltage breakdown characteristics. 

The solution to this problem, also 
invented by Fairchild, in 1962, was to 
grow, from a hot vapour of suitably 
doped silicon hexafluoride, an 
‘epitaxial’ (Le. from a single side) layer 
of, say, ‘P—type’ silicon onto the ‘N- 
type’ substrate. Another ‘N-type' emitter 
layer could then be diffused into this ‘P- 

Low distortion transistor 
circuitry. 
From my point of view, the sudden 
availability, in the mid—1960’s, of high- 
gain, low leakage, cheap plastic 
encapsulated transistors, in NPN/PNP 
complementary types, made it very easy 
to design low-distortion gain blocks, of 
the kind shown in Figure 5, which 
requires no set-up adjustments, has a 
high input impedance, a flat frequency 
response from about 5H2-500KHZ, an 
output voltage swing of about 3V. RMS, 
and a THD which never exceeded about. 
0.02%. 

My own reaction to this type of 
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he“: 

cmfit possibility was to replace all the 
type pre- amp. stages preceding my 

emsiing ‘Williainson' valve audio power 
afiy which gave me, for the first time, 

:Xfiuiet ‘hum‘ free background to my 
gramophone record listening. 
i So far, so good, but although silicon 
planar power transistors were beginning 
to appear, they were, as yet, not easily 
available in PNP types, and this meant 
that circuit designers did not enjoy the 
same freedom in power output stage 
layouts that they did in the small signal 
circuits, such as that shown in Figure 5. 
In particular, there was not an easy way, 
without using a transformer, of matching 
the high output impedance of a small- 
signal gain stage to the low drive 
impedance required for a loudspeaker. 

The ideal answer would be to use 
either the ‘Darlington’ layout shown in 
Figure 6a, or the ‘compound emitter 
follower‘ circuit shown in Figure 6b, 
both of which used the same type of 
power transistors, and would allow a 
good impedance match to be made. 
Indeed, an audio amplifier circuit, using 
both of these types, in a push-pull output 
stage layout, had been shown, some 
years before, by an American circuit 
designer called H. C. Lin. This 
arrangement was adopted, with 
enthusiasm, by audio amplifier designers 
- who claimed ‘hi-fi’ performance for 
their efforts. 

Sadly, this claim was false, and the 
loss of confidence in transistor amplifier 
performance, and designers claims, 
which this led to marked the parting of 
the ways in ‘hi-fi’. I will. look at the 
slow climb back from this pitfall, and 
the ways in which the remaining circuit 
faults have been alleviated, in the next 
part of this article. 
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Signature ............................................................... Date: ............... 
T401 ELXAOt 

....................... 

HIGH QUALITY PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 
BY MAIL ORDER! 

Our unique Mail Order system allows QUANTITY 1—8 
us to provide you with High Quality 
Circuit Boards made to BS Spec. at Sq In 2 Sides 1 Side 
a fraction of the cost avilable 0-20 £8.00 ea £500 ea 
commercially. Simply send your 
order stating the type and quantity 21-40 ' £1000 ea £100 ea 
required, along with either Artwork 4090 _£15.00 ea £1100 ea 
or Gerber Cad Data. 

Spec: 1.6mm fibreglass. 1 02 Copper, '_ 
Non plated holes, Roller-Timed finish. QUANT'TY 9 2° 

Sq In 2 Sides 1 Side 

REMEMBER To ADD: 0-20 £5.00 ea £3.00 ea 
PHOTOPLOTTING £10.00 21-40 £7.00 ea £4.00 ea 
POST a. PACKING £5.00 40-90 £9.00 ea £6.00 ea 

Please allow 21 days for delivery. 
Send a Cheque or Postal Order 
along with your order to : 

Due to the nature of our system, 
MAIL ORDER CIRCUITS, on|y_Prototvnine_ work can be 
Meridian Centre King Street carned out. For Information on other 

commercial orders. please phone 
O'dham- 0L3 1E2 A0 Electronics on 0203 612341 
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TELEVISION CHASSIS GUIDE. 
Full cross reference for all models 

Order MP—IS. £595 

TELEVISION EQUIVALENTS 
Lists models which are the same 

Order MP-15 0. £5.95. 

Hundreds of specific faults for 
dozens of different makes and 

models. 
Order MP—205 £6195 

TELETEXT REPAIR MANUAL. 
Covers SAA range of boards. 

Order ALP-38. £6.95. 

TELEVISION REMOTE CONTROL 
CIRCUITS. 

Donna of Diagrams on many 
motes. 

Order HP—IS‘Z arm 

TV POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS. 
Dunn: of P3. circuit stages. 

Chla- HP—Zfll £1000. 

SCART EUROCONNECTOR 
SYSTEM. 

Comprehensive details of the system. 
Order arr-21. £3.00. 

P.C. I-IARD DISC DRIVE 
REFERENCE MANUAL. 

Comprehensive Drive Details. 
Order MP-84. £5 00. 

P.C. DIAGNOSTICS SOFTWARE. 
Dozens of programs to aid you in 

diagnostics of PC’s and Drives etc. 
2 sets of 7 x 3.5" Discs per set. 
Set I. Order MP-250. £12.50. 
Set 2 Order IMP-251. £12.50. 

FAULT LISTS FOR TELEVISIONS. 

' 5  TECHNICAL BOOKS I “  
A selection from our range of books for the repair trade 
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RECORDER 
AND 

CAMCORDER EQUIVALENTS. 
Full Cross-reference guides. 

Makes A-J. Order MP—217. £5.05. 
Makes K—Z Order MP~218. £5.05. 

FAULT LISTINGS FOR VIDEO. 
Lists Hundereds of Faults for 
dozens of makes and models. 

Ifilume 1. MP—206. £6.95. 
Phlume 2. MP-22S. £6.95. 

VHS VIDEO RECORDER 
PRINCIPLES. 

Detailed guide on how it works. 
Order MP-58. £3.05. 

VIDEO TEST JIG. 
Special cassette lets you operate 

the machine in test mode. 
Order VTJE £1500. 

VIDEO HEAD CLEANING KIT. 
Special kit with comprehensive 

instructions on how to service heads. 
Order VHCK £4.00. 

VIDEO RECORDER FAULTS. 
Unique repair guide for beginners. 

Order MP-5. £3.95 

WIRE ANTENNAS FOR 
H.F. OPERATORS. 

THE aerial book for Amateurs. 
Order MP—243. £5. 05. 

REEL T0 REEL TAPE 
RECORDER SERVICING. 

Theory and circuits for repairs. _ 
Order ALP-201. £5 00. 

TRANSISTOR RADIO REPAIR 
GUIDE. 

Comprehensive servicing charts. 
Order MP-Z £3.50. 

RECORD PLAYER SPEED DISC. 
Get your phonograph up to speed. 

Order IMP-8. £1.00. 

SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY 
LC. TYPE TBA-4600. 

Circuitry and operation explained. 
Order MP—3‘Z £6.00. 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS, 
STABILISERS 

& POWER SUPPLIES. 
Identification and specifications. 

Order MP—Q. £3.00. 

CMOS DATABOOK. 
Pinouts and circuits for 4000 series. 

Order MP-IO. £5. 00. 

TTL DATABOOK. 
Pinouts and circuits for 7400 series. 

Order MP-34. £5.00 

TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS. 
Includes details on testing them. 

Order MP—24. £3.00. 

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
EQUIVALENTS. 

Photocopiers & Fax machines 
covered. 

Order RIP-200. £6. 00. 

TELEPHONE CODE LOCATION 
GUIDE. 

Find the Town from the Phone Code. 
Order MP-IQ. £4. 00. 

MANUFACTURERS 
EQUIVALENTS. 

What makes are the same. 
0 er MP-220. £3.00. 

SERVICE MANUALS 
available for most equipment. 

Order TODAY using Access/Visa for immediate despatch. 
All orders plus £2.35 Post and Packing. (Overseas £5.00) 

The above selection are just a few of the Hundreds of Unique Repair and Data 
Guides shown in our FREE catalogue — Yours for the asking. 

Sent FREE with all orders or send 2 X lst class stamps for your copy TODAY! 

CE] MAURITRON TEC NICAL SERVICES (EA) 
47A High Street, Chinnor, Oxfordshire, OX9 4D]. 

L Tel:- 0844-351694. Faxz- 0844-352554. 



How do you keep a 
building warm the 
whole year round 
without any input 

from man-made 
energy? The answer 

lies in the soil. A 
report by Paul 
Freeman-Sear. 
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estled into a hillside in Wales is 
a very unconventional house. 
Not you may think from it being 

a long rectangular house with all its 
windows facing to the south nor perhaps 
for its battlement facade, no this house 

Unconventional it may be, but Peter 
is “constantly amazed that after 5 years 
or so of having the only home in Europe 
which stays at a comfortable temperature 
year in - year out, without any supplied 
energy, the house still attracts interest 

Fig.1 Section through The Benn House 

Overburdon at earth 

.' M” 

‘ a c  
Dual! 

1 Gravel 
BATHROOM BEDROOM ggi‘iiai‘oon 

$4 

1223‘": 2 - '-" 

1.473? 

is unconventional because most of the 
building is underground. 

The Caer Llan Berm House is a 
Conference Centre owned by Peter 
Carpenter and has been built to his 
specifications. 

from books, newspapers, magazines, 
conferences and students and not from 
the hotel industry, local authorities or 
others with horrendous heating and 
cooling demands”. 

This building is the result of a man 

with an ambition and is an example of a 
house where huge energy savings can be 
made. 

The site faces 30 degrees west of 
south and is cut into a bedrock of red 
sandstone. The building uses 
considerable quantities of concrete, 
brick and stone and although the outlay 
was much greater than on an equivalent 
size conventional house it benefits in the 
long-term from savings of low 
maintenance costs to keep the building 
functional for a very long time. The 
thermal stability helps to eliminate all 
space heating costs. 

86% of the building surface is in the 
ground and this produces a constant 
outer wall temp of 10 Celcius. The 
combined effect of this. the 1m thick 
back walls, and the 4" of insulation 
between wall surfaces reduces the heat 
loss to a minimum. This insulation is 
expanded polyurethane and any cracks 
were filled with aerosol polyurethane 
foam. 

Peter says the standard of insulation 
in the building is similar to that used in 
commercial deep freeze units and is 6 
times better than current building 



regulation requirements. 
Losing heat by convection through 

drafts is a great problem with many 
conventional houses but here as 86% of 
the house is surrounded by soil, drafts 
are not a problem. Doors have tight 
fitting seals and are self closing. 

Good Circulation 
Fresh air is circulated to the rooms by a 
ducting system. During the winter 
months any incoming cold fresh air is 
preheated by naming the input ducting 
over the outgoing hot stale air. It also 
runs above the ceiling along the solar 
corridor collecting any solar energy on 
the way. See Figure 2. 

Peter reckons that in cold weather 
this heat exchanger is about 65% 
efficient. It also helps to keep the 
corridor from overheating. Further round 
the clock temperature stability is 
achieved by the inner corridor wall 
being painted black which acts like a 
storage radiator absorbing sunlight 

The building is 
covered on top with a 
selected and drained 
top soil to a depth of 

1.5m. This earth 
provides the 
insulation 

citing the day. 
Air can enter the building by two 

different routes selected by closeable 
vents. During summer, air enters the 
building at the bottom of the front walls 
and is heated in the solar corridor and 
rises to the top of the sloping ceiling. 
From their ducting takes the warm air 
throughout the building assisted by fans. 
Total air flow can be controlled by 
adjusting fan speed. Stale air from each 
room runs along the back of the building 
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and then through a cylindrical 
aluminium pipe placed down the centre 
of the incoming air duct and out the end 
of the building. 

In the winter cold fresh air is 
admitted to the building through a single 
vent high on the front wall. This vent 
switching eliminates and cold draughts 
along the corridor. 

The combined effects of careful 
design for the Berm House is said to 
lose about 3kW during the summer and 
8KW during a bitterly cold winters day 
(about ten times less than a conventional 
house built to current building 
regulations). This of course must be 
replaced in order to keep the 
temperature constant. 

Enter the Greenhouse 
Effect 
As we all now know, double glazed 
windows will reduce conductional heat 
loss. But when the sun shines on south 
facing windows, great use can be made of 
the greenhouse effect, a conversion of 

high energy rays to 
trapped lower energy 
heat rays provides a very 
useful heat gain. In fact, 
the front southerly aspect 
with its large windows 

absorb more heat from solar radiation 
throughout the year than it loses. The 
Berm House windows provide between 2 
1/2 - 5 IIZKW of heat input over a normal 
year. The glass used in the windows is a 
low emissivity glass called Kappafloat and 
is made by Pilkington Glass. 

w .  P «rem» w » an Mann»; “”4”“. "Mt, , “m“.«u sssss  “mun“ .  ooooo x4 m9aél>o~§bl<t 

Soil insulated roof 
The building is covered on top with a 
selected and drained top soil to a depth 

. of 1.5m. This earth provides the 
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Should the 
temperature in the 
corridor rise, the 

passive heat 
exchanger in the 
ducting system 

goes into reverse 
and removes the 
unwanted heat 

5:. 

-s‘w 
1.5m Earth Covering 

r 

-' Land Drain 
' _ protected b y  gravel 

i .- .- 
3" 

l k ' . .  t 1H“ 

H M S “  

Tanking 
4— Concrete Grout 

Pro-Stressed Baum 

*— Timbar Frame 

Finish (Artex) 

K Insulation 
Vapour Barrier 

insulation and as a result the ambient 
temperature on the outer side of the wall 
that remains underground is 10 Celcius. 
There is no problem with dampness 

owing to considerable measures being 
taken with the roof structure (See Figure 
4). The easiest way to prevent water 
getting in is to tank the building. See the 
thick black line in Figure 4 .  A number of 
different materials are available for this, 
but a torch-on bituminous membrane 
was used for the Berm House. 

A passive building 
Peter says there are no control 
electronics. The building is very passive. 
The doors have self closures which 
minimise unwanted infiltration. There 
are also variable speed controls on the 
ventilation fans so that when the 
building i s  empty for any length of time 
some heat can be saved by lowering the 
ventilation rate. 

The building does not suffer from 
overheating in the summertime. This is 

due to several factors: 
A high sun on vertical windows 

produces a lower solar gain owing to 
reflection. There is no heating effect 

from the sun through the soil on the 
roof. 

Deciduous trees cut some solar gain 
in the Autumn. 

pumps the heat through the drainage 
pipes heating up the soil. 

Also choosing different coloured 
surfaces outside the front and back 
doors will produce a pressure gradient 
for the air to ventilate the corridor when 
the outside doors are open. The different 
reflectivities of white and black surfaces 
produce the required draught. 

The earth cover acts as a huge 
stabilizer. The temperature of the soil at 
depth remains at around 10 Celcius all 
year and provides the same predictable 
cooling gradient at all times. Peter says 
the corridor does get quite warm on 
sunny days but this temperature rise i s  
quickly dissipated into the structure of 
the building. Over heating in 
conventional homes during the summer 
months occurs because they can’t cool 
off, he says. The ambient temperature is 
too high, but this i s  not so with an earth 
shelter provided the soil is  deep enough. 

Caer Lian Benn House is a long thin 
house and getting light to the rooms is 
not a problem. The vertical windows are 
conventional types and are roughly 
South facing. Bathrooms situated at the 
back rely upon artificial light. Peter says 

As the internal INDOOR mmpflamin s, TEMPERATURE °c ‘6 ‘8 ‘9 2° 22 
the m“ “f heath“ ourooon c‘onoucrlon HEAT LOSSES in row 
increases (Not true of TEMPERATURE °C 
overground houses). Summer 2:33:34? 

Should the Z deceit 
temperature in the Springr'Autumn » 3x5” 
corridor rise, the 
passive heat Winter 6.5 

exchanger in the 
ducting system goes Frosty 7 2  
into reverse and _ 
removes the unwanted Bitter COM _1 O 6.5 7.7 8.1 8.7 9.3 
heat. If the 
temperature goes any 
higher, a thermostat 
operates a fan which 



. '  High Summer Sun Low Winter Sun 

purposes. He says that using a complete 
dome may be good for light but in the 
summer the heat gain may be excessive 
and would need to be vented. In winter 
when the sun is low, most of the energy 
gets through on the south facing side. 
The heat gained from entering the dome 
rises to the top where the greatest losses 
occur. The solutions to these problems 
can be seen in the diagrams. Cut the top 
off and the North, North-East and 
North—West bits and use what is left of 
the section for windows See Figure 5. 
Although 80% of the light has been cut 
out compared with the whole dome, the 
section can be enlarged. The result is 
that surrmier light enters without 
overheating and in winter any heat 
gained is used and not lost as the high 
points are insulated. 

Burrowing Animals 
As this i s  an underground house you 
might expect burrowing animals to be a 
problem. Peter’s reply was firm. They 
have trouble getting through the 450mm 
thick concrete roof or the 1m concrete 
block rear wall but occasionally we see a 
vole poke his nose out of one of the - 
drain pipes which form a network to 
drain the overburden of soil. In fact 
nothing, he says, gets through the 
envelope — Not water, draughts, Radon 
gas, animals nor insects, no ultra violet 
light and no noise. The corrupting forces 
of moth and rust are hopefully held at 
bay for several centuries. 

...nothing gets 
through the envelope 
- Not water, droughts, 
Radon gas, animals 

nor insects... 

that of his other designs, (not yet built), 
they will have atria to get light into the 
inner rooms. One problem with Atria 
and roof lighting, although they give 
excellent light levels, the designs are 
inherently energy inefficient. 

Creature Comforts 
The house does not have a solar hot 
water system and Peter has incorporated 
some other measures. The Berm House 
is a conference centre and people pay 
good money for their creature comforts 

he says. “The amount of 
hot-water used is 
phenomenal and to make a 
dent in the supplied energy 
costs we would have to 10 ‘° 
have a huge pro-heat tank 
and correspondingly large 

Ikx. ambient temp. 

Illn. ambient temp. 

/\ 

0 
area of solar collection". 
“Since it i s  doubtful 
whether even preheated '1'} “ 
water from solar collection 
is  cost effective in the UK. 
(It might just be for the DIY enthusiast 
with a long suffering family) and also 
our ‘household’ i s  15 times the normal 
size, the cost ineffectiveness (times 15) 
added to the fairly brutal capital outlay 
has made this not too attractive a 
proposition”. 

Open to Design 
Peter has been considering dome 
sections for lighting and heating 

N D J W M J J A S O  
Temp “C 

As can be seen from Figure 6, despite the 
large temperature variations occurring 
throughout the year, the internal 
temperature of the Berm House varies 
very little around the 'comfort' zone of 20 
Celcius and all at zero heating cost! 

Acknowledgements _ 
Our thanks go to Peter Carpenter of the 
Helm House for supplying information 
for the preparation of this article. 
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SPECIAL OFFER 
SpiceAge for Windows for £95 incl VAT, for a limited period. 
We are offering a special version of 

SpiceAge for Windows to students and 
serious hobbyists. The version will 
analyse medium sizes of circuits and 
may be upgraded to the professional 
version for the price difference. 

SpiceAge is the program used by 
professional circuit designers that lets 
you "breadboard" even before you plug 
in your soldering iron. It gives you 
quiescent DC voltages. frequency 
response curves and ’scape-Iike traces of 
your circuit ideas. Imagine how easy it is 

"is Heme 

Emma and] ‘31s? 

fifib‘vfifistatGAWJiSfircfixifiEWM-WW .p 
Malyse Frequency Iime Erecenlalo flln 

, l Fourier 

5.3%..s its ; ' _.!'9__'_‘_‘F.'.'!’P' . !- 

to test new components and values without the risk of smoke! SpiceAge has a friendly editor 
that lets you tell it what components to put in your circuit and how to connect them. SpiceAge 
has a "lab" full of "test equipment" to let you inject signals and "probe" for voltages, currents, 
dissipations, dB gains. phase angle, group delay and power consumption. 

Requires Windows 3.0 or higher. S.A.E. please for information pack or £5 for demonstration kit. 
ACCESS/VISA or cheque with order. Please state disk size. Those Engineers Ltd, Dept Ek03, 
31 Birkbeck Road, London NW7 4BP. Tel 081-906 0155, Fax 081-906 0969. 

YOUR PERSONAL 
UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER 

Superpro is a low cost programmer which can easily 
be attached to your PC for use in R & D. It comes with 
its own half card for high speed communiéotion so you 
can still use your parallel port. 
Superpro comes from California so you can be sure the 
latest devices will be supported. In fact the software is 
updated on an almost monthly basis. The extensive 
device list covers most popular logic and memory 
families such as Amd’s Mach series as well as the 
popular Allera range EP3lO to EPISIO. Support is 
also included for popular gals such as l8 and 
ZQVB from a variety of manufacturers. Standard 24, 
28, 32 and 40 pin e {el prams are also catered for in 
the 40 pin universal ZIF socket. An added bonus is the 
ability to program a range of microcontrollers. PLCC 
devices can be programmed with special adaptors. 

day trial period? 
So before spending thousands of pounds on a new stand alone programmer why not have a look at Superpro for a ten 

LLOYD RESEARCH LTD 7 a. 7A BROOK LANE, WARSASl-l' 
SOUTHAMPTON $03 9F" 
Telephone: 0489 574040 
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HART KITS give you the opportunity to build the 
very best engineered hifi equipment there is, 
designed by the leaders in their field. using the 
best components that are available. 
Every HART KIT is not just a new equipment ac- 
quisition but a valuable investment in knowledge. 
giving you guided hands-on experience of modern 
electronic techniques. 
In short HART is your 'frlend in the trade“ giving 
you. as a knowledgeable constructor. access to 
better equipment at lower prices than the man in 
the street. 
You can buy the reprints and construction manual 
for any kit to see how easy it is to build your own 
equipment the HART way. The FULL cost can be 
credited against your subsequent kit purchase. 
Our list will give you fuller details of all our Audio 
Kits. components and special offers. 

AUDIO DESIGN Bi) WATT POWER AMPLIFIER. 

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed 
amplifier is the flagship of our range, and the ideal 
powerhouse for your ultimate hifi system. This kit 
is your way to get BK performance for a few tenths 
of the costl. Featured on the front cover of 
'Electronics Today International' this complete 
stereo power amplifier offers World Class perfor- 
mance allied to the famous HART quality and ease 
of construction. John Linsley Hood's comments on 
seeing a complete unit were enthusiastic:- "The 
external view is that of a thoroughly professional 
piece of audio gear, neat elegant and functional. 
This impression is greatly reinforced by the 
internal appearance, which is redolent of quality, 
both in components and in layout." Options 
include a stereo LED power meter and a versatile 
passive front and giving switched inputs using 
ALPS precision. low-noise volume and balance 
controls. A new relay switched front end option 
also gives a tape input and output facility so that 
for use with tuners. tape and CD players, or 
indeed any other 'flat’ inputs the power amplifier 
may be used on its own. without the need for any 
external signal handling stages. ‘Slave’ and 
‘monobloc' versions without the passive input 
stage and power meter are also available. All 
versions fit within our standard 420 x 260 x 75mm 
case to match our 400 Series Tuner range. ALL six 
power supply rails are fully stabilised. and the 
complete power supply. using a toroidal trans- 
former, is contained within a heavy gauge 
aluminium chassis/heafsink fitted with IE0 mains 
input and output sockets. All the circuitry is on 
professional grade printed circuit boards with 
roller tinned finish and green solder resist on the 
component ident side, the power amplifiers 
feature an advanced double sided layout for 
maximum performance. All wiring in this kit is pre- 
terminated. ready for instant use! 
RLH1l Reprints of latest articles .................... £1.33 
K11006M HAFIT Construction Manual ............ €5.50 

LINSLEY HOOD 1‘00 SERIES 
ULTRA HIGH-QUALITY PREAMP 

Joining our magnificent 80 Watt power amplifier 
now is the most advanced preamplifier ever of- 
fered on the kit. or indeed made-up marketplace. 
Facilities include separate tape signal selection 
to enable you to listen to one programme while 
recording another, up to 7 inputs. cross record- 
ing facilities, class A headphone amplifier. can- 
cellable 3-Ievel tone controls and many other use- 
ful functions. all selected by high quality relays. 
For full details see our list. 

Modern, ultimate sound systems are evolving 
towards built-in preamplifiers within or near the 
turntable unit. This keeps noise pickup and treble 
loss to a minimum. We now offer two units, both 
having the sonically preferred shunt feedback 
configuration to give an accurate and musical 
sound. and both having the ability to use both 
moving magnet and moving coil cartridges. 
Kit K1500 uses modern integrated circuits to 
achieve outstanding sound quality at minimal cost. 

. The very low power requirements enable this unit to 
be operated from dry batteries and the kit comes 
with very detailed instructions making It ideal for the 
beginner. K1500 Complete kit with all components. 
printed circuit board, full instructions and fully 
finishedcase ......... E . 
Instructions only... 
Kit K1450‘ is a fully discrete component Implementa— 
tion of the shunt feedback concept and used with the 
right cartridge offers the discerning user the ul- 
timate in sound quality from vinyl disks. Can be 
fitted inside our 1400 Preamp, used externally or as 
a standalone unit. It has a higher power require- 
ment and needs to be powered from our 1400 Series 
preamplifier or its own dedicated power supply. 
K1450 Complete Discrete Component FlIAA Phono 
Preamp ................................ . 15.109 58 
Factory Assembled and Tea . ..... £159. 58 
K1565 Matching Audio Grade Power Supply with 
potted toroidal transformer and limited shift 
earthing system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £79.42 
Factory Assembled and Tested. .91 18.42 
U1115 Power interconnect Gable. ........ £7.29 

SPECIAL OFFER 
PRECISION Triple Purpose 

TEST CASSETTE T01 DD. 
Are you sure yourtape recorder is set up to give Its best? 
Ourlatesttripie purposetestcasselte chedtsthelhree most 
Important tape parameters without test equlpment. Ideal 
when fitting new heads. 
A professional quality. digitally mastered testtape at a price 
anyone can afford. 

Test Cassette T01 DD ........................ Our price only!10.99. 

USK-COIJNT Classical CDs. 
Top Quality, Full Digital (ODD) Compact Disks of the great 
classical favourites. 
Linsevenroneelsaweddn‘tikemeideaofpflyirc silly prices 
kDs.Afteraiongsealchwehavcndwlocaiedasource 
of top quality classical recordings at prices that make you 
suspectthequafily- untilyoutry theml Sand for ourlist of 
tiles. 

- CORGI” 
Like music 1305 these have overpriced for some time but 
withlowpriossoICD HOMdrlvesthemuIimedarevolution 
is with us now. Send forour list oftitles. Most popularup to 
now have been rToo Many Typefonts' with 514 TrueType 
fonts along with 393 ATM and lots of others. 
"Shareware Overload' with aversion programs extending 
to 550MB and “Kodak Photo CD Access'. The first two are 
only £12.95, the Kodak only £24. 

Send or ‘phone for your copy of our List [50m of these and many other Kits 8. Components. Enquiries from Overseas 
W ? !  are equally welcome, but PLEASE send 2 Inc: if you want a list sent surface post. or 5for Airmail. 

HART AUDIO KITS—YOUR VALUE FOR 
MONEY ROUTE T0 ULTIMATE Hl-Fl 

LINSLEY HOOD ’SHUNT FEEDBACK' R.I.A.A. 
MOVING COIL & MOVING MAGNET 

PICKUP PHEAMPLIFIEFIS 

TECHNICAL BOOKSHELF 
hgdodern Books. Selected to represent the state of the an 
t ay. 
"fI-IEAR‘I’ OF LIIEAH ELEcmotlcs.‘ 
J.L. Linsley Hood. 
Just Outl Hot off the Press, the definitive electronics and 
audio book by the renowned John Linsley Hood. 
This 300+ page bookwifl give you an unparalleled insight 
Into the workings of all the types of audio circuits. Loam 
howtlo read circuit diag rams and undeMand amplifiers and 
how they are designed to give the best sound. The virtues 
and vices of passive and active components are exam- 
ined and there are separate sections covering powersupo 
plies and the sources of noise and hum. As one would ex- 
pect from this writer the history and derivation of audio 
amplifier circuitry have an entire chapter, as doestast and 
measurement equipment. 
Gopiously illustrated this book is incredible value for the 
amount of lnfonnation it contains on the much neglected 
field of linear. as opposed to digital, electronics. Indeed It 
must be destined to becomethe standard reference for all 
who work. or are interested in this field. 
SPECIALOFEFI. 
With each book purchased you may request a FFIEE ex- 
tended index. written byIl-le author,exolusivelyfrom HAFIT. 
0-7306-0868-4 .................................................... £16.95 
Don‘t forget most of ourkits have reprints of articles byJohn 
Linsley Hood that you can purchase separately. 
"THEAR'I'OFSOLDEHING' 
Ft Brewster. 
Absolutely essential reading for anyone who everplcks up 
a soldering iron. Written from knowledge gained in a lifetime 
in the field. this is the first book ever solely devoted to this 
essential and neglected skill for all electronic enthusiasts. 
Covers everything from the correct choice of soldering iron 
and solder to the correct procedures to follow with many 
illustrations and practical exercises. 
085935-3244! ..................................................... £3.95 
"AUDIO' F.A. Vlfilsm. 
3201:3935 179x111. Publ.1985 
BP111”AUDIO"I1yF.A.WiIsan ............................... £3. 95 
"AN m m m a m  
DESIGN' VCapeI 
160pages178x111.PubI.1988 
BP256 
"LOUDSPEAKEFIS FOR IUSIQANS' VGapel. 
176mges.178x111.Publ.1991. 
BP297 
'HOWTOUSEOSCILLOSOOPESe'n-IETEST 
EOLIPMENT' FLA. Penfold. 
112pagss.1?6x111.Pubi.1989 
BP267 
aurora , s a h  mug-15k,» @«a fl 
”TI-IE WILUAMSQI AMPLIFEH.‘ 
D T N. Williamson. 
in April 1947. Williamson's power ampifier, using excellent 
quality push-pull output valves, a special output tran s- 
former, and a highly filtered powersupply. became an overv 
night success. The authortakes the reader deep irlto his 
design considerations. offering practical advice on how to 
build the units plus concise instructions on setting up the 
new amp. A cult classic. 
1947, Reprinted 1990. 40 pages. 
0—9624-1918-4 ...................................................... £4.95 
LOUDSPEAKERS;THEWHVANDHDWDFGDOD 
REPHOWCTION. 
G.A.Briggs 
This easy—to-read classic. last revised in 1949, Introduces 
the reader to concepts such as impedance, phons and 
decibels. frequency response, response curves, volume 
and waits, resonance and vibration, cabinets and baffles, 
horns. room acoustics, transients. crossovers. negative 
feedback. Doppler and phase effects. and much more. A 
provocative survey of the right questions about sound re 
production. 
1949 reprinted 1990. 88 Pages. 215 x 140 
0-9524-1913-3..... ....£5.95 
COMPUTERTITLES. 
" A CONCISE ADVANCED USERS GUIDETOMS 008' 
N. Kantaris. 
144 pages. 199x130. Publ. 1992 
BP264 9‘ 95 
"A CONCISE USERS GIIEETO M5 0055" 
N. Kantaris. 
144 mes.199 x130. Publ. 1992. 
BPSIR 
'MAKING MS DOS WORKFm YOU' 
N. Kantaris & PRM. Oliver 
160pages. 199x130.PubI. 1993. 
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ircuits which measure sound 
pressure levels with high levels 
of precision can be made from a 

range of discrete electronic components 
although this requires a high level of 
skill to design and implement. In order 
to make life easier for the electronics 
designer developing such circuitry, 
various manufacturers have introduced a 
range of specialised analogue integrated 
circuits. The effective use of such circuit 
components, however, does also require 
a more general appreciation of the 
science of sound measurement. 

Nature of Sound 
Sound waves are detected as small 
pressure disturbances superimposed on 
the static atmospheric pressure value. 
Even for relatively loud sound, the ratio 
of dynamic pressure amplitude to static 
pressure amplitude is less than about 
1%. The microphone acts like a 
transducer, translating a pressure signal 
into a voltage signal. In the design of 
sound measurement circuits, it is 
important to determine the range of 
sound pressure amplitudes which will be 
detected, the corresponding sensitivity 
of the microphone and the gain of any 
pre~amplification circuit. The sensitivity 
of any subsequent level measurement 
circuitry has in turn to match the 
sensitivity of the previous stages. 

The sound pressure level, SPL, in 
units of decibel of a sound of root mean 
square pressure PKM5 is given by:- 

SPL = 20logw(PmslPo) 
where P0 is a reference sound pressure 
level of 0.00002Pa. (A pressure of l 
Pascal (Pa) is the pressure of 1 Newton 
per square metre.) It is this scale of 
sound measurement which provides the 
principal reference for optimising the 

by Douglas Clarkson 

function of the Sound Spund Pressure (Pa) SPL 
various stages of a Threshold of hearing 0.00002 0 
sound measurement Quiet countryside 0.0002 20 
system. Quiet living room 0.002 40 

Based on the General office 0.02 60 
above equation, Inside motorcar 0.2 80 
Table lgives a Near pneumatic drill 2 100 
range of values of Near jet aircraft 20 120 
SPL assoc’ated “"1“ Table 1: Range of SPL as a function of Sound typical sounds. 

This considerable range in the 
perception of sound poses problems for 
instrumentation designed to measure it 
accurately. The range of levels indicated 
in Table | corresponds to a signal ratio 
of a million to one. Lower cost sound 
level meters will typically only allow 
SOdB of 

equivalent to (OdB = lVlO.lOl3Pa) or 
(OdB = 9.9VIPa). Also, -72dB is a signal 
ratio of approximately 114000. 

Table 2 can be constructed linking 
voltage signal developed by the 
microphone with pressure signal 
amplitude. 

measurement say MPressure Amplitude SPudB)‘ Voltage signal 
from 40dB to 0.0002 20 0.5uv 
[20dB to be 0.002 40 suv 
measured. 0.02 60 SOpV 
Professional 0.2 80 500|JV 
measurements will 2 1 00 5mV 
allow 20 120 50mV 

figsggilgsfim Table 2: Calculated sensitivity of a specific microphone 
160dB. Most of the routine uses of 
sound level equipment, however, relate 
to the use of range 40dB to l20dB since 
this range covers the likely nuisance 
levels of noise around SOdB. 

Microphone Sensitivity 
For a specific microphone with a 
specific sensitivity, it is important to 
appreciate the range of input voltages 
which the unit is likely to generate for a 
specific sound level. A typical 
microphone sensitivity is quoted as: 

—72dB :4dB (OdB = 1wu bar, 1KHz) 
One atmosphere of pressure is 
equivalent to | .0 |3 x lOSPa, the 
reference of 0dB = 1Vlmicro bar is 

Thus in terms of the dynamic range 
of the initial amplifier. if the signal is 
being amplified between + 5V and - 5V 
voltage rails, the maximum gain to 
accommodate 120dB SPL signal at 
“(Hz (assume + 4V and - 4V limit of 
signal) would be 80. 

It i s  also apparent that the level of 
0.5pV signal at 20dB will be difficult to 
separate from noise in the amplifier and 
associated circuitry. This requires care in 
the design and selection of operational 
amplifier circuits. 

Figure I shows atypical frequency 
response for an inexpensive back 
electret condenser microphone { Realistic 
:Tandy Cat. No. 33- [063). The response 
is essentially flat over the range of 
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frequencies between 50Hz and 
8000Hz — the area of principal 
interest for audio measurements. 
Standard IEC 179 specifies 
tolerances in respect of frequency 
response of sound level meter. 

Weighting Networks 
The human ear, however. due to 
its mechanical function, is not 
able to follow the frequency 
response of an electret 
microphone. As would be 
expected, its response tails off for 
high frequencies (above 6KHz) 
and for low frequencies (below 
250Hz). From measurements of 
the response of individuals to SPL 
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levels at various frequencies a series of obtained, it is possible to extend the 
weighting networks has been established range of derived values from the system. 
as indicated in Figure 2. The A It is possible, for example, to measure 
weighting curve was used initially for the peak value using peak hold circuitry. 
weighting at low to medium levels of 50 called Sound DOSE Meters can be 
sound though it is increasingly used for developed where the dB(A) value is 
measurements at higher sound levels. integrated with time. This is of value for the SSM21 10_ The unit is typically 
Values referenced to this weighting summing the noise exposure of powered from + - 15 supplies although 
network will be identified as dB(A). individuals over specific time periods. the unit will operate from + — 12 
Thus values of dB(SPL) cannot be used supplies. The current required to power 
to evaluate apparent loudness. The SSM‘21 10 Device the device is typically 0.5mA on the 

Such weighting networks can be The SSM-Zl 10 (SSM AUl DCVlCBSI' positive supply and 1.5mA on the 
readily implemented by active bandpass PMI) PFCCiHiUTI ievel detection Chip negative supply at +l-12V. 
filter designs. PI‘OVideS a high level 0f functionality for The signal input line on pin 17 is an 

AC virtual ground 
with about a 1.4 DC 

Am mm a. voltage offset. The 
Microphone Pro-amplifier —b Hum? -——v Log ampllfier —e “figs?” —t Diem device has a usefu] 

input signal dynamic 
range of lllOdB (3mA 
to 30nA). For use 

Sound LEVEI M with input amplifier circuits powered on 
Measurement Systems + — 15v rails, a 10K ohm input 
Figure 3 shows the essential building sound measurement to translate the resistance will provide the maximum 
blocks of a sound level measurement signal derived from the microphone to a current amplitudes of +/- l .5 mA. It is 
system. The microphone input is dB(RMS) voltage output. A range of important that the input capacitance is a 

processed initially by a pro-amplifier! derived outputs however, can be low leakage type to DC, otherwise the 
amplifier system which can provide the obtained for a specific input signal as dynamic range of signals at lower 
weighting network frequency response. outlined in Table 3. _ 
The log of the RMS'value of the signal Figure 4 shows the Linear Measurement Output Log. MeaSurement Output 

is required to be derived and the block diagram of the true FiMS'r '09 HMS" 
response (time constant) of the sensing 53l IO with absolute value' log absolute value“ 

Circuit “i“‘ed- LCD “its ”6 “Pi“all)’ PM?“ (“‘1’ View)- Note: * = available independently: " = available singly 
used to display data values. Figure 5 shows the 

Once .the dB(A) value has been connection options of Table 3: 0 ‘1 t  0' SSM2110 
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signals will be compromised. Typical 
resistances of capacitanoes are in the 
region of 3 x 10'0 ohms. The value of the 
input resistance affects naturally the 
frequency response of the input stage. 
For a 10K ohms input resistor and a luF 
capacitance, the ac current signal at 
16Hz will be half that of the high 
frequency limit. 

The device implements an RMS 
computing loop where the output signal 
10 is given by:- 

"""‘“"""""' 15 v a «WWWWW.. . . . . _ .  « y“  ‘ y y y y y y y  w “  
; M was: am» ”may ”stat... W» W“ 
‘ w m w o  

“ ‘ fiwzfieahvosfldqa 9 o e 1: z ;  

. °’ ‘ ‘ moowa 4°3~¢~6¥¢ « b k b b e e b k ‘ .  

‘ as 9 >9 ‘0‘ 

v t vem ««a«« sea» . « o 
xssw ' 9;¢vws 

I 

' LOG Out 

TEMPERATURE v to I DIVIDER CONVERTER 

BASE 
7 Lo REcOVERv TRANSISTOR 

EMIT s 

013 -7.5 14 - _ o  O12 REFERERcE N“ 

3 
‘FNE! 

FEE-BIAS 18 
A35 wu. E 1 U 111 PRE BIAS 

LOG (ABS VAL) I: 2 1T [:IINPUT s w g w .  W 
VREF E 3 15 Dwec m g w g m  - 
8ND I: 4 2 15 Elm fi m m  ‘ 
"M5 E 5 l 1‘ D‘VEE £39.} 

Loetnusi I: s D 13 3c“ 
BASE l: 1 12 :we SCALE . . . . . Em" C a 11 :I-Loa In the Circuit wull respond to rapid 

LOG um I: 9 1o :]+Loa ." fluctuations ot input signal, cg. over the 
3 waveform cycle of sound at IKHz. 

The output of absolute value from the 
I0 = I’lnllo device is most usefully obtained via the 

where 10 is the average 0 r  
The time cunstant for the value of Io is ‘ 

determined by the capacitance Can and an 
internal resistance with an effective 
resistance of 10.8K ohms. A very low 
leakage capacitance must again be used. If 
this time constant is made very short, then 

use of a current to voltage converter as 
shown in Figure 5. In addition, a 
capacitance can be used across Rav to 
obtain an average value. An RMS output 
can be independently obtained by 
converting the current output on pin 5 to 
an output voltage via an operational 
amplifier as indicated in Figure 5. 
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Most interest, however, lies in functions 
which translate input linear signals to 
output log functions. The SSMZ] 10 has a 
LOG (Absolute value) output (pin 2) and a 
LOG (RMS) output. These signals require 
to buffered, level shifted and temperature 
compensated in order to be made useful. 
The LOG (RMS) output is the signal 
essential for the sound level measurement. 

The log recovery amplifier is a specific 
stage which is provided which undertakes 
these functions. It translates the voltage 
difference between pins 10 and l 1 into a 
current signal which can be readily 
converted to a voltage signal level shified 
as required. For a standard configuration 
with Rs = 4.7K between pin 12 and die 
negative supply, the output of this unit is 
typically 3.2pAI‘dB. Only one log output 
can be connected to the log recovery 
amplifier at time, however. Figure 6 shows 
how the output from the log amplifier can 
be level shifted for offset and gain 
adjusted for calibration. Usually the 
effective zero of log (RMS) can be set by 
grounding the SIG IN and adjusting the 
offset control until zero is attained at the 
output to the current to voltage amplifier. 
Circuits which output IJOG parameters 
tend typically to have a high temperature 
dependence. Within the SSM- 2110. 
however. this effect is minimised by the 
log recovery amplifier circuit. 

2 Meter deflectlon rel. to continued 

Output Time Constants 
After the signal has been level shifted 
and translated to a signal voltage which 
is referenced to zero and calibrated to a 
reference sound pressure level. it is 
necessary to ‘smooth’ the output signal. 
Without any form of damping. sound 
levels would fluctuate significantly on a 
milli second basis. It is common to use 
two basic values of time constants - the 
SLOW and the FAST response. The 
IMPULSE measures much shorter 
sound events - eg explosions or fly—past 
of aircraft. Figure 7 shows how these 
responses are formally defined. 
If a sound signal was applied as a step 
as shown in Figure 8, then the FAST 
response {curve A) would lag behind the 
step response and the SLOW response 
(curve B) would lag behind the FAST 
response. Provided the signal is present 
for long enough, the undamped and the 
SLOW and FAST responses reach a 
common value. Where short tone bursts 
are being detected using FAST and 
SLOW response circuits, then 

significantly different values will be 
detected. This is why it is important to 
specify a SLOW or FAST response. 
Figure 9 shows a simple circuit to 
simulate such response curves. The 
equation to express the voltage V 
developed by the circuit after time t i s  
given by:- 

v = Vo(1 
where x = -t/RC 
and V0 is the initial value of the 
waveform applied to the input of the 
smoothing circuit. This equation can be 
modified to determine the dB fall in 
signal as a function of t and the length 
of duration of the tone pulse. Taking the 
log of each side and multiplying by 20, 

20Iogw(VNo) = 20Iog,,,(1 - e") 
dB = 20Iog1°(1 - e“) 

- 3") 

Thus as t tends to large values the value 
of dB falls to zero. 
Values of time constants which give a 
good ‘fit’ to the response curves are 
listed in Table 4. 
For SLOW response. for example, where 
C = 470nF, R = 220K gives the correct 
response values aprox. More accurate 
response circuitry'than that shown in 
Figure 9, will typically be required to 
implement a formal response curve. 

Response Type Value of Tlme Constant Capacitance(R=220k) 
SLOW 0.11 0.47pF 
FAST 0.029 0.132pF 
IMPULSE 0.0085 0.039uF 

Table 4: Values of time constants which givv approxlmate ‘flt’ to IEO 
response curves and capacitance values for Fl = 220K. 
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SIGNAL 
VALUE — 

FAST 
SLOW 

pressure amplitude. The piezo electric 
devices tend to be cheaper and provide 
typically a signal around 90dB(A) at 
lKHz. 
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Summary 
Power Supplies Calibration 
The +/- 15V supply lines of the 
SSM2110 can present problems when 
powering circuits from a single battery 
supply. Where the device is being run 
from +l-12V supplies, the current 
required is relatively small - 0.5mA on 
the positive rail and 1.5mA on the 
negative rail. These levels of current can 
readily be obtained using DC to DC 
converters converting + 5V to + 12 and - 
12V though at least 30mA will be drawn 
from the 5V supply since the devices are 
inefiicient a low power loads. While 
compact I W types are readily available 
as DIL or SIL packages, TOOmW types 

. are now available which will reduce 
further the current required. 

using a 

a device can be 

sound source or a 
mechanical 
device which 
establishes a 
specific sound 

Some sound level meters claim to have 
a ‘calibration’ button which can be 
pressed to 'calibrate‘ the unit. This form 
of calibration is really only checking the 
post pre—amplifier sections of the sound 
level meter. Professional sound level 
meters are calibrated 

‘Pistonphone'. Such i 

either a piezoelectric 

THE DEFINITIVE‘OFF-AIR’ 
FREQUENCY STANDARD 

sun only 
£195.+VAT 
carriage extra 

*Provides 10MH1. 5 7 Sill-1H2 
*Use it for calibrating equipment that relies on quartz crystals rcxos 

VX1305 oven crystas 
*Phasa locks to DROITWICH (mhidium controlled and tremolo to NFL) 
*For ADDED VALUE also phase lode to ALLOUIS (caeslum controlled 

and traceable to DP— French aquwalent to NFL) 
irlirltlsh designed and British manufacture d 
*S‘rna wave option of 10. 5 and 1Ml-lz. Nomlnal W Into 50 ohm 
t‘laMHz option Ior G. 5M 

Output trefluencies: 
"MHz 5 Hz,1Ml-lz 
Short term stabillty: hatter 
tlrart1x1ll' (Isa? 
Typicalr= 4x111" tsac) 
Lon term: Tends to 
2x 0"(1000590) 

IDEAL BEGINNERS 'SCOPE. SCOPEX 456 6MHz SINGLE LEAIDER LCGII96 NTSC COL. PATT. GEN €393 TRACE. INTIEXT TRIO, TRACE LOCATE. BRIGHT LINE 02605 NAR CAN,NER SURFACE UNIT £975 AUTO. 100W SENSITIVITY. 1us-1 Dmnsrcm. 310. £05 TEJK2 E0341- PROD DATA COMM S. TESTER £2 95 TELEOLIIPMENT DE1A10MI’I’Z DUAL FROM E9! 19' RA CK. ZOU 31 DPEE TRACE £99 TELEOUIPMENT 562 SINGLE TRACE 5MH: SCOPE £95 TSEG12'XSDISPLAYS DIGITEXISIGNALEX £15 5 £10 IWATSU $55116 DUAL TRACE 10MHz 75 RADIOMETER BKFG DIST. METER 20Hp 20K": £95 TELEOUIPMEIIT DI 011 10MHZ DUAL TRACE E165 HADIOMETER AFM2 MOO METER 7MHZ- -10Hz FOR 
2295 UPS MICROPAC SK 2502 £135 IEK RONIK 2215 60M": DUAL TRACE DEL TIE £450 GITOH CK6000 GPEN M PLOTTER CENTIRSZEZ 2g TEKTR TRNO III-153A SOMHE DUAL TRACE DEL TIE 0249 GENERAL RADIO 1531A XENON STRDBOTAO H. P “DEA VECTOR ORWMETE THIGH E395 BACHAR A H  MW MERCURY SNIFEEFIS £89 

PLESSESV T0'T10 SIG SENIANAL 50-300 305 £05 FiSONEIR FI- MONITORS LIO LEVEL SENSORS £85 BIMHDEI ALTRACE DE DLL TIEB £475 JAOUET TIMER 111flsecs RES' II 0.01 3 £59 
TELEOUIF‘MENTH 067A 25MH2 £215 COMMODORE PETS. O’DRIVES. PRINTERS £29 ea 

I'I'IACH V6 5015 10M": DIGITAL STORAGE £295 fol-IMO 2303 MV SOURCES. DUAL RANGE £49 HP13‘0A X- Y DISPLAYS E N Q I  NTRON IF6422 TUNC GEN 0 1H2~2MHZ £125 OERTLING V20 SINGLE FAN EAL 0.1m 009 £60 ECG MNO IT OR SEMIGD WITH 5EM420’2 £75 ANALYTICAL BALANCES WITH WEIS S 2500 £69 GOULD 2400 4PEN CHART REOORDER £14 VACUUM PUMPS1 5 Sr E125 Oil 5 K- -I" PLDTI'ERS A5 CA4- RO M235 TO £139 KINGSHILL NS1540 15V 40nA1 PSUS OAS.EO TBS NEWI £105 PHILIPS PM5£55 FM STEREO GENERATOR 
ABR ON EaZP SYNC PULSE GENERATOR 8:50 ARCDNI TF23 00 FMIAM MODULATION METER £195 
ENC ESTEEA 069 t MeKENZIE TDAV TEMP/HUMIDITY RECORDER £95 MARJC'TJNI TF2304 AMIFM MOO METER PORTABLE E? 9 FEEDBACK 580603 IMHZ SlNE/SOUARE 080 £125 MARCONI F2330 WAVE ANALYSER 20H2<50KH2 £149 FARNELL E350 035W room», 2 It 6.3V £59 TO 269 H3531.“ 15H: FJCTFI. OFT‘S1.2 d: 3 E595 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS. I'IF. LEVHF POA LEVELL TM6I3 MICRO V~MFTER 450MHz 295 LCR MARCONI TF1 313 0.25% 095 LEVELL TMJB MICRO V-METER 3MH: £85 LCR COMPONENT COMPARATOR AVU CE". ETrS £95 

Sound measurement circuits are 
increasingly available as complex 
analogue ICs rather than an array of 
transistors, diodes and operational 
amplifiers. A good knowledge of sound 
and measurement standards is required, 
however, to be able to develop 
equipment to a specific standard. 
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___. 5 INPUT n OUTPUT 

Chelmer Valve Company 
/ for 6': . . Egh Grade Alll Valves 

Major Brands e.g Mallard. Brimar, Philips, G E  (UK), GE(USA), etc. 
A2900 GEC... _ G734 Mullard..... . 
ESTIF Philips" . C123? Mullard. £7.00 
ECCS I ICV4024 Mullard . SCA'JIELM GE. 9.50 ECCSZICV4003 Mullard , éLfiGA Syvania. £7.00 
ECC88 Mullard.... .. . 6$N7GT Roman... ..£4.50 
EBSCC Mallard... ' . 6V6GT Brit-oar ....... $4.00 
EFSNCV4085 Mu £8.50 IZATTWC Sylvania... ..£6.00 
EL84 Mullard ....... £6.00 6146B GE.... . ELSA GE (USA £5.00 6550A GE 
6232 Mullard... . 7581 GE....... 
6233 Mullard... 

“PREMIUM: Our own BRAND from selected worldwide scum, processed 
in our special facility to provide low noise/hunflmicrophony Pro-Amp valvfi and 
Power ValveS‘bumt-in for improved stability and reliability. 
PRES-AMP VA LVES 
ECCS 1/] 2AT7... 
ECC82/l 2AU7.. 
EJCC83I I ZAX'L 
ECCSS .. .. 

POWER VALVES - could. 

E81CC (GO )... 
E82CC (GOLD PIN‘I 
E83CC (GOLD PIN)... 

POWER VALVES 

LIST AVAILABLE BUT 1000’ 5 OF UIILISTED BARGAINS FOR CALLERS. ALL PRICES EXT}. OF P 5 P AID VAT 
DUALTIY ELECTRONIC EOUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED 

A HALCYON ELECTRONICS 
423, KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLDON CHASE, LONDON SW20 BJR 

SHOP HOURS 9-5.30 MON-SAT. TEL 081-542 6333. FAX 081 -542 0340 

2A3 (OCTAL) or (4pin) .......... £14.00 
2 ]  I (7') (IO 

B9A(PCB).. 
39A (CHAS. . . 
ocraucaass 4P1NtUx4)... 
4pm (for 2“) 

Add £1.00 per valve for matching if required 
Plus Post & Packing £3.00 + VAT at 17.5% for UKJEurope. 

Send Fax order with cheque or credit card details to: 
Chelmer Valve (30., 130 New London Rd. Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG 

Tel: (0245) 265865 Fax: (0245) 490064 

E118416BQ5... 



OMPONENTS 
74L5 7452511 0.23 M7820 1.99 

7415259 0.40 marsas 8.99 
SERIES 74152100 0.211 “27537 4.99 

741.500 0.10 7415200 0.14 “27545 499 
7415273 0.31 1 

3m :13 7415275 0.24 “27949 1399 
74503 0.10 741.9200 0.05 11412041 0.75 
74504 010 III-5233 ”-48 “2901 28.99 
741.505 0.10 :fig 3:: 111142910 4.50 
£45035” :3: 7415295 0:57 “2952 3‘99 
7m 0'12 74115290 0.02 ”12955 339 
741.510 0'“, 7415299 1.10 “1129010 4.99 
741511 1110 "'53:; 1-55 M29022 0.99 
741.512 1110 "15352 3-" M1500 9.00 
74513 0.17 "“3353 '55 “7910 1450 
7415151 025 "15335 "23 
741514 021 "‘53“ 9-25 “‘79” 3'99 “L515 011 7415307 025 Minna: 0.99 
741.520 0." "$359 9-27 “9122-25 2.78 
741.521 1111 :fig;: 3-: 441912205 9.99 
:46” at; 11115375 0.33 ”119150351499 
71526 0.11 1455377 031 m91L12 4.9 
7 5 "  011 7415378 0.01 11119112245999 
741529 0:11 "‘53” 0'24 M921.“ 8.99 
"Lg: 0.11 M9551 8.99 
"L "-‘2 ———IAMPAL16HI§.00 
741.530 0.12 MINI TOGGLE 741937 on . 5w" 110420120 12.99 

' ‘ 6” mm 035 741530 013 V t  "w 3,. 11.1. 
74-540 0.13 Pure-1o 24017.14 0.4.7 W E  ”-49 
74542 I122 3;“, 3;; 0x100! 4.99 
741.544 15" ' CMIJOE 0.73 
;:"L:: a: LINEAR l CA3140E 0.38 
741.540 0201 TL061 0.33 0132401“: 0.99 
741.551 0.11 11062 039 CA3290 1.35 
33.2; 0." 11m 053 CNY51 2.99 

0.13 “.071 0.30 CW1 1.40 
3E3} 3f: 11.072 1133 02125112 2.50 
741.575 0.21 ".074 0.44 02147 9.30 
741.525 0.21 “.001 0.31 02140 7.75 
741.577 0.42 11002 032 040180-5 7.50 52 :znm 09mm 19 
741505 11.22 701112115 0.01 00041 12.99 
741.590 0.24 TIIIIIZOIS 24.99 030486—127 5.50 
7415111 050 msgm 999 D0155 18.99 
74159: :3 UM409 2.90 03251 8-99 
"3:5 030 UA'QJDC o 52 [3825302 10.19 
741.590 0.40 UA747 0.55 11040500255 
741.5107 0.25 W49 1.60 I25‘"? 
7415109 0.25 UAns40 1.10 D9034 5.00 
:3“: a :  u m  310 D A M  14.9 

' um? “a DFJZOADJ 530 25;:iummauamm .- 
741.512: 0.12 UHP400 4.99 06109 5.00 
715125 0.27 UHP402 5.90 DGISOAP 3.110 
"L512“ 02' 01111200211. 0.00 06306 2.00 
1&3: 3:: 1011200311 024 DPaaM 5.20 
7415130 0:21 ULN2004A 0.39 DPBaoa 3.75 
7415137 0.52 ULN2003A 0.44 DSBaaa 3.75 
741.5130 023 ULNZBM 1.55 H1040 6.80 
:fi‘: "-25 ULN3000 0.99 H117 2.00 

1 0 5 7  uuazcll 3.99 HIIAZ 9.50 
#55:}: 3:: UPBB212 099 H1104(0PT)199 
741.5153 1121 UPBBZBS 2.60 H148 5.75 
741.5154 0.70 09351237 3.99 H157 1.75 
“-5155 "-21 UP88288 74o HD45505 0.99 
3:55;: 3:; 10302114 1.75 HD48505 5.50 
74.515, 0:24 XR2206 3.95 HD-waso 975 
741.5100 0.31 ZOBGBIOP 3.99 HDSJADZI 11.99 
741.5101 031 280A CPU 0.99 HMSIISP-a 0.98 
13% 3-3: 20071010 1.35 Egfi :73: 

- 20013010 1.95 - 
33:; 332 20013510 2.45 WINS-55 0-29 
741.5100 052 26530 4.50 161117556 ”-73 
741.5150 0.50 MHz 0.77 11-15025 9.50 
$315: a: zN410E 1.14 fig: 2:: 

' M 3  0.92 - 
$33 3:23 mass 3-41 11110403 m 
7.5175 0.23 21442613 1.96 ”431400.35 3.99 
7415101 1.40 zN-127E 6.34 011800.45 13.99 

131: I: ”“2“ 5-” "'32 ”'99 - 2111495E 4.35 KR2370 11.99 741.5100 021 "'5'" 02:1 ZNMEE 353 1013600 19.50 
741.5152 0.2: T 
7415103 0.30 A0550 0.05 ‘ SWITCHES 
74L5194 0.1 m 1150 uLaramPEAcu 
:31: : 3  AM?! 1430 1 POLEHZ WAY 

' A0750! 0.00 2 POLE"; WAY "‘5'" “'23 :1 Pou=14 WAY 741.5221 0.55 A0754! 020 9 
741.5240 0.31 ”37531 a 75 4 POLEIJ WAY 

74'5“? 0-31 ”42147—70499 RESISTORs 7415242 0.71 — —  7419213 0:11 “2'37 ‘99 025w CARBON 
741.5244 0.31 ”1251—507 '50 5 SEALLAT 0.02 
; m  31:11! 3251-5331;: EACH on In 

- 251-53 FOR 10 OF THE 
"‘52“ ”’5 “25505 ‘9-99 8.41412 VALUE. 
1%; 3.3 ”25507 1439 IIETAL r1111 AT 
7415250 0.50 “35509 3-99 10.03 EACH OR 
“5257 023 “255‘" 4-99 15PFOR10 OF 

SAME VALUE 

TRANSISTOR 
A6125 0.30 
A0126 0.29 
A6127 0.29 
A6128 0.28 
A6176 0.34 
A6187 0.35 
A0188 0.36 
ADHZ 1.80 
ADISI 0.78 
AD152 0.85 
AF124 0 7B 
AF126 0.48 
313107 0.12 
301073 0 13 
30108 0.11 
3131083 0.13 
3131066 0.14 
36109 0.13 
301090 0.14 
86140 0 24 
813141 0 26 
36142 0.30 
36143 0.33 
30147 0.33 
36148 0.33 
30149 0.11 
30157 0.11 
36158 0.11 
BC‘SB 0.11 
8101M 0.23 
3101.6 0.16 
301830 0.16 
38171 0.11 
316177 0.17 
38178 0.17 
36179 0.17 
30182 0.07 
BC182L 0.07 
36183 0.07 
BCIBSL 0.07 
36184 0.07 
BCIML 0.07 
36212 0.07 
86212L 0.07 
38213 0.07 
302131. 007 

214 0.07 
2141. 0.07 

02373 0.08 
302388 0.08 
303083 0.08 
36327 0.09 
30328 0 09 
86337 0 09 
30338 0.08 
36477 0.33 
30478 0.33 
30479 0.33 
90517 0.19 
305473 0.07 
B05483 0.07 
B65493 0.07 
305573 0.07 
305583 0 07 
BCYBO 0.20 
BCY71 0.19 
BUY-1'2 0 .19 
30115 0.49 
30131 0.36 
30132 0.38 
313135 0 19 

136 0.19 
30137 D 13 
130138 0 19 
50139 0.22 
30140 0.23 
BFIBO 0.30 
BF‘IBZ 0.30 
BFIBS 0.30 
BF194 0.18 
BF195 0.18 
BFIBS 0.19 
BFIQI 0.19 
BF199 0.19 
BF199 0.19 
31-257 0.32 
BFZSB 0.35 
BF259 0.32 
31-337 0.35 
BFmO 0.33 
BFRBO 0.38 
BFRBI 0.38 
BFX29 0.28 
BFXIM 0.30 
BFXE5 0.30 

BFXB? 
BFXBB 
BFY50 
BFY51 
BFY52 

' 05753 
BFY55 
BFYSG 
BSX20 
BSX29 
BSYSESA 
BU205 
BU206 
31.1208 
"112955 
HJEMO 
MJESZO 
MJESZI 
MJE3055 
MPSME: 
MPSMB 
MPSM 2 
M PSA56 
M PSUDS 
11P29A 
“P2913 
TIPZQC 
TIPJO 
1|P30A 
TIPaoB 
TlPaoc 
T193111 
"1’31 B 
"1’31 0 
TIP32A 
TIPSzB 
1'1P326 
TIPJJA 
TlPJaC 
1' IP34A 
TIPMC 
"Pam 
1113356 
TIPSEA 
“Past: 
11H 1A 
11P42A 
“P1 20 
“Fiat 
11 P1 22 
11 P141 
TIP142 
TIP147 
TI P2955 
TIP3055 
ZTX 1 07 
ZT x100 
ZTX 1 09 
ZTXJOO 
ZTX302 
ZTXM 1 
ZTXSOO 
211501 
2111502 
201504 
2N2219A 
2N2222A 
25123- 
2742484 
21112646 
21112904 
20290110 
2712905 
2N2905A 
211129061‘ 
2N2907 
211129071! 
2N2920 
2143053 
2111:1054 
2143055 
2111:1442 
2143702 
2143703 
2N3704 
2143705 
2m706 
2103773 
21113019 
2743060 
2113903 
2143904 
21113905 
2143900 
2M026 
210027 

0.43 
0.43 
0 2B 
0 25 
0.27 
0.46 
0.46 
0.46 
0.26 
0.52 
0.46 
1.39 
1.40 
1.55 
0.75 
0.35 
0.44 
0.59 
0.84 
0.27 
027 
0.27 
0.17 
0.55 
0.30 
0.30 
0.31 
0.31 
0.31 

0.37 

0.26 
0.99 
0.09 
0 .09 
(I .09 
0 .09 
0.16 
0. 33 

EXCLUSIVE ! 
WE NOW SUPPLY KITS OF PARTS 

FOR ALL THE PROJECTS 
FEATUREDIN 

ELECTRONICS 

ACTION 
CALL NOW FOR PRICE 

OR SEND A LARGE 
S.A.E. FOR LIST 

I" 

AND 
OUR FREE CATALOGUE- 

POSTAGE AND PACKING AT 0.99 p PER ORDER 
ALL PRICES ARE PLUS VAT AT 17.5 % 

NO MINIMUM ORDERNO COUNTER FACILITIES. 

VOLTAGE 
RFG‘: 

781.05 0.21 
78L12 0.21 
71115 0.21 
791.05 0.23 
791.12 0.23 
7115 0.23 
7805 0 23 
7812 0 23 
7815 0 23 
7905 025 
7912 0.25 
7915 025 
78505 0.37 
78512 0.37 
LII-323K 1 .95 
LM317T 0.43 
LMZOO 0 78 
LMIZS 0.34 

‘ DIODES. 
IMOO‘INPAMO22 
1N4002 .. 0.23 
1N4003 0.24 
IN4004 . 0.25 
IMOOB . 0 20 
IN4007 . 0.27 
Ill-1148 . 0.22 
1N9" 5mm 0.20 
1N4149 .. 11.40 
GMT 0.95 
0M0 0.40 
0’81 0 45 
25115115 ”44.4915 AT 
400 “W 0.03 
1 3‘” 0.07 

CERAMIC 
CAPS. 

THESE mu ”ES 0057 
0.121 PEABH u. VALUES 

REDfiAmGfiEEN. 
H.115. FELLOW. WHITE. 

arsxhu CHI-REE _ 

_ 7.119;. 
16 SOCKET 1.9.22.3 3.4 7 

8.8 10 12 15 22 8 PIN (ma - - . . 
14 PIN 1110 2733.47.56.68 
10 PIN 0.14 912-1319011010 cr 

00717241771174.1175 FF 
:2 2:: 3:: 120.150.190.220 

' 270.330.390.470 
24 PIN (L13 

530360.320 28 PIN 1320 
40 PIN 024 1N.1N5.1N8,2N2 
11.104050 MAVMME 3N3-3N9.‘1N7 

BN8. 1 ON .20” 
ICON. 

POLYESTR. 
ALL 4 !  0.00 PEACH 
MI. VMUESUP To 

AXIAL 
ELECTROLYTIC 

1 UV ”VOLT 0.1” 
2.2UF EEVQT 8.00 
4.7UF E M T  8.07 
IDUF 5 MT 8.87 

8.08 
0.08 
0.0. 
0.0. 
0.11. 
on 
OM 
OM 
0.1! 
0.10 
0.11 
8.1! 
0.22 
0.28 
0.33 
D ‘5 
059 

1 8  IJF 811 MT 
ESUF 15 MT 
4705 10 vom- 
QTUF 18 VOLT 
4701» 25 vou- 
‘WF 15 VOLT 
1MP 10VQJ 
IWF  25 VOLT 
IMF N W T  
2MP ISVQT 
EMF 5 MT 
47“" 18 MT 
47WF 25 VOLT 
IMF IIVOlT 
1 W  ZSVUJ’ 
220011: IOVOJ 
220005 25 VO. 7 
22”“ 35V“ I D M 
33W} 35VuJ I 80 
ALSOAVAIAHEKSEE 
W MONTHS ADVERT] 

VANTMUM CA5 
RADIALELEGTROLYTS. 
LEDS WIRE "SONS. 
50.08 
CELLSLNVSI'ALS 
RECTIFERSPLDGS. 
SOCKETS WMEBS 
GMT ER DISCS 
Mar 

SPECIAL OFFERS: 

754.104.. 
PUSH BU'I'I'ON TTPES. 

1.00 H! 
00111101511 7111117911 
LEADS 
HEH OUAUTV 25 PIN 
MALE D WNECTOR 
T O M  PIN GEMTRONDS 
1.5 M 

4.99 H! 

ALSOIN 
STOCK. 

4000 SERIES 
74HC SERIES 
TANTALUM S 

/L.E.D.S 
DISPLAYS. 

PLUGS 
SOCKETS 

LEADS 
RADIAL ELECT. 

CAPS. 
FUSES. 
DISCS 

RECTiFIERS 
POTS. 

HOVE. 

EXPRESS COMPONENTS 
P.O.BOX 517. 

EAST SUSSEX. BN3 502 
SALES:0273-771 156 

FAX:0273-206875 
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Electronics in Action in 
association with Tsien (UK) Ltd. 

is pleased to be able to offer 
you the chance to buy 

BoardMaker 1 at a specially 
reduced price. Professional 
PCB design for less of your 

hard earned cash. 

ast month we presented the first 
of two tokens that enable you to 
purchase BoardMaker l at the 

exclusively reduced price of £6000" — a 
saving of 235*. To take advantage of 
this offer, fill in the coupon (please stick 
token no.1 in the space provided) and 
mail it to Tsien (UK) Ltd at the address 
shown. Be sure to enclose a cheque! 
postal order for the correct amount 
[don’t forget £5 postage and packing 
and VAT at 17.5% ). 
if you’re serious about your electronics 
you can’t afford to miss this offer. 
*Prlcee exclude VAT 

Special Offer as Special Offer a Special Offer a Special Offer 

Just a few BoardMaker 1 
Specifications 

cursor 
Cross hair or target cursor with imperial 
or metric display and absolute or 
relative read-out 

Auto via 
Vias are automatically placed when you 
switch layers. Layer pairs can be 
assigned by the user 

Block support 
Groups of tracks, pads text and 
symbols can be block manipulated 
using repeat, move, rotate, kill and 
mirroring commands 

SMD support 
Top and bottom layer component 
placement. Any SMD symbol can be 
rotated and mirrored to suit particular 
layout orientations 

Ground plane 
Areas of copper can be filled to 
provide a ground I power plane or 
localised copper fill. Design 
clearances around existing tracks and 
pads are automatically respected 

Please send this coupon to: 
Tsisn (UK) Limited, Aylesby House 

Wenny Road. Chatteris 
Cambridge PE16 SUT 

l‘ """""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""  “l i- ————————— 7 

Stick token no.1 
HERE 

is? \ /  rdl'ldlrcr 

Worth £17.50 when redeemed (with 
token no.1] against BoardMaker 1 

Please send me 1 copy of BoardMaker 1 
I enclose a cheque/postal order for the 
special price of £76.37(lncluding P&P l 
and VAT) 3 

l 
Please print your name and address in l 
BLOCK CAPITALS W 

Name ................................................... 1 

Address ............................................... l 

.............................................................. l 
l 

............................ Postcode..,.............. 1 
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NI-CAD BATTERIES AND CHARGERS 
7.4m 5W 2W 0W from Cirkif 

High Capacity Ni-Cad 
Batteries 

A special pack of the latest generation rechargeable cells 
from Uniross. ‘Recharge Plus’ are available in three 
sizes - RX6+ (AA), RX14+ (C) and RX20+ (D) and can 
be fully charged in 2 hours. 
This special pack contains 4 x AA, 2 x C and 2 x D size 
cells. 
Type Size Nom 

(mm) volts 
Capacity Charge 
(A Hrs) 

RX6+ (AA) 14.51150 1.2 0.65 3SOmA 
RX14+ (C) 26x49 1.2 1.5 900mA 
RX20+ (D) 33x61 1.2 1.5 900111191 
*Maximum continous charge rate; time for full charge at 
these rates is 2 hours. 
The usual price is £18.91 
EAI offer price just £12.98 

__ 
" l

 l l l I l l I i l l I l l i I l l .1
 

Please print your name and address In BLOCK CAPITALS I 

I Name .................................................................................... I 

l Address ................................................................................ l 

«I ...................................................... Postcode....................... I 
Please send me I 

I ................ Ni-Cad Battery Peck(s) 0212.98 each .............................. I 
I ................ CX550 Fast Qhargeds) 0 £11.75 each I 

................ CX1205 Fast Chargeds) 0 £13.50 each 

include £1.40 P&P per item 

TOTAL 
enclose a chequelpostal order 
payable to Cirklt Distribution Ltd.) for 2 .. .. 

Please send this form and remittance to: 
EIA Reader Offer, Clrklt DIstrubutlon Ltd. 
Park Lane. Broxbourne. Herts. EN10 7N0 

CX1205 Fast Charger 
This universal ni- 
cad battery charger 
is designed to fast 
charge the Re- 
charge Plus range 
of cells in 2 hours 
and standard cells 
at the normal rate. 
The unit will 
charge 2 or 4 of 
either AAA, AA, C or D and l 
or 2 PP3 cells at any one time. Various 
combinations can be accommodated simultaneously and 
LED indicators are included together with reverse 
polarity protection. Complies with BS3456 Pa1t3. 
Battery Charge Times 
RX6+ (AA+) 2 or 14 hours 
RX14+ (C+) 2 or 14 hours 
RX20+ (D+) 2 or 14 hours 
RX3 (AAA) 4-5 hours 
RX6 (AA) 10-12 hours 
RX14 (C) 10-12 hours 
RX20 (D) 10-12 hours 
RX22 (PP3) 14-16 hours 

The usual price is £15.76 
. EIA offer price just £13.50 

CX550 Fast Charger with 4 
AA Cells 
The CX550 is a 2 hour 
fast charger designed 
specifically to charge 
the RX6+ cells. This 
compact unit plugs 
directly in to 21 13A 
mains socket and will 
charge 2 or 4 RX6+ 
(AA+) cells in only 2 
hours. The charger 
incorporates a 2 hour 
push button timer, LED 
charge indicators and 
reverse polarity ' 
protection. Power supply 240v 50Hz. complies with 
BS3456, part 3. 
Supplied complete with 4 x RX6+ cells. 
The usual price is £13.71 
EIA offer price only £11.75 



Subject to availability despatch is 
normally effected within 2 days from 

receipt of cleared payment. Please allow 
7 working days tor cheque clearance. All 

orders will be fulfiled within 28 days 
unless otherwise notified. 

M O T H  E R B O A R D S  
ECMIOO 3M5X~40MHZ £62.00 
ECM101 3860x40MHZ120K CACHE £02.00 
ECM102 4565x25MI-IZ VLB 250K CACHE £147.00 
ECM‘IOS MSXSSM HZ VLB 256K CACHE £160.00 
ECM104 486DX33MHZ VLB 256K CACI-E Q7800 
ECM105 456DX40MHZ VLB 256K CACI-E WOO 
ECM 106 486DX§OMHZ VLB 256K CACHE WSW 
ECM 10? AEGDLCA-OM HZ VLB S (DO-PRO £162.00 

H A R D  D I S K  DRIVES 
ECM100 120MB IDE CONNEFI 2153.00 
ECM109 170MB IDE CONNEFI £160.00 
ECM110 210MB IDE CONNER £173.00 
ECMIII 250MB IDE CONNER £178.00 
ECM112 330MB IDE CONNER £210.00 
ECM‘I‘IS IGB FAST SCSI-2 FUJITSU WOW 

IV! E M O R Y 
ECMI 14 256K SIMMS MODULE {CALL 
ECM1151MS SIMMS MODULE TONS QCALL 
ECMIIS 4MB SIMMS MODULE-SONS £CALL 

LATEST DESIGN CASES 
ECMI 1? DELUXE DESKTOP £45.00 
ECMHB DELUXE SUMLINE CASE £52.00 
ECM119 DELUXE MINITOW‘ER £48.00 
ECM120 DELUXE FULLTOWER £80.00 
ECM121 DELUXE MULTIMEDIA £87.00 

K E Y B O A R D S  
ECM122 102 KEY UK KEYBOARD £14.00 
ECMIBS HIGH OUAIJTY ICOFFOFIATE) W m  £23.00 
ECM12£ CHERRY KEYBOARD £28.00 

ADD-ON C A R D S  
ECM131 IIOCAR‘D ZSIIPIIG £11.00 
ECH1321DE CARDEI-DIZFDWITHCABLES £11.00 
ECMIEJIDEGVOCARDZHDIQFDESIIPIIG WITH CABLES £14.00 
508134 IDE CACHE CONTROLLER ZHDIZFD £62.00 
E01135 ADEPTIC 15420 SCSI HIGH PERFOFMANCE KIT £192.00 

COMMS PRODUCTS 
ECO“! FAXUODEM 9600.45.10 WITH BITFAX FOR DOS £49.00 
EDIIJT FAXWIIEII 960072400 WII'H BITFAI FOR WW5 £57.00 
ECM'ISG POCKE " FAX/MODEM 960012400 £57.00 

MONITORS 
ECM154MWO VGA 1" MONITOR £85.00 
E04155 COLOLB SVGA tl‘ MONITOR £169.00 
ECMISS COLOUR SVGA 14' NON INTERLACED £182.00 
ECMIS'I' COLOUR SVGA 15' NON INTERLACED SCALL 
ECMISII COLOUR SVGA 1T NON INTERLACED £560.00 

129103.000 110mm: 21mm: 
ass 31:40q MONO VGA $020.00 £635.00 £650.00 

COLOUR SVGA £696.00 £711.00 £120.00 
max-41mm MONO VGA £035.00 £650.00 £665.00 

COLOUR SVGA £717.00 £726.00 £745.00 
486$X-25MHZ MONO VGA $095.00 $710.00 $725.00 

COLOUR SVGA £775.00 £786.00 £005.00 
486DX-33MHZ MONO VGA 1002.00 :2847.00 1362.00 

COLOUR SVGA £912.00 £923.00 £042.00 
aasDx-som-tz MONO VGA £934.00 £940.00 £964.00 

COLOUR sc 21014.00 $1024.00 $1044.00 
4asoLc-40MHz MONO VGA £734.00 £749.99 £764.00 

COLOUR SVGA £014.00 $024.00 $344.00 

EUROPEAN COMPUTER MARKETING (U..K.) 
ROWAN HOUSE, WOODLANDS ROAD, RILLINGTON, MALTON, YO17 8LD, N YORKSHIRE 

SALES AND INFORMATION HOTLINE 

0944 - 758989 
FAX: 0944 - 758989 

3.1. ALL SYSTEMS ARE son: TESTED POEMS HRS. 
SO FTWA R E 

ECM163 MS DOS V50 £25.00 
ECMIM MS DOS V6.0 £37.00 
ECMISS MS WINDOWS V3.1 £33.00 
ECMITS MS DOS V3 :1 (FOREIGN) GERMAN 5.25' ONLY £22.00 
ECMI7S MS DOS V3.3 (FOREIGN) FRENCH 5.25' ONLY £22.00 
ECM177 MS DOS V3.3 (FOREIGN; ITALIAN 5.25‘ ONLY 22200 

C D  TITLES 
ECM150 WORLD ATLAS CD £25.00 
ECM151 GUINESS DISC OF RECORDS 1003 CD £25.00 
ECM152 WORLD VIEW WITH VIDEO FOR WINDOWS £25.00 
ECM 153 KODAK PHOTO CD ACCESS SOFTWARE £20.00 
ECM 166 AA HOTELS A RESTAURANTS £20.00 
ECM107 SHAREWARE OVERLOAD £15.00 
EGM160 PUBLISHERS DREAMS £35.00 
ECM109 WIN PLATINUM [25.00 
ECMITO WORLD FACT BOOK '93 £25.00 
ECMWI WINDOWS MASTER moo 
ECM172 BUSINESS MASTER 2ND EDITION £22.00 
ECM173 VIDEO MOVIE GUIDE ’93 £35.00 
ECMIN TOOLWMKS REFERENCE LIBRARY £25.00 

DISPLAY C A R D S  
ECM139 MONO CARD WITH PRINTER PORT £16.03 
ECM140 VGA CARD 256K £36.00 
ECM141 16 BIT SVGA CARD 512K £39.00 
ECM142 TRIDENT BDOOCL 16 SIT SVGA 1MB £52.00 
ECMHS TSENG LAB ETACDO 1MB ISTMB COLOURS £64.” 

P R I N T E R S  
ECM125 HP DESKJET 510 £239.00 
ECM126 HP DESKJET 55%) £410.00 
ECMIZ? HP LASERJET 4L £402.00 
ECM128 PANASONIC 10031123 24 PIN DOT MATRIX £139.00 
ECM129 CANON 3.1105311 BUBBLE JET £104.00 
ECMISO PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE £2.90 

MULTI MEDIA 
ECMI“ MITSUMI CD ROM 6 INTERFACE CARD £125.00 
E0116 PANASCNICSGZDUALSPEEDCDRWWHEIENI £159.00 
E01146 SOLNDBLASTER V2 COMPATIBLE WITH SPEAKERS [45.00 
ECM M7 SOUNDBLASTER PRO WITH CD INTERFACE €02.00 
ECMI‘B AMPUFIED POWER SPEAKERS £24.00 
ECMHQ VIDEO CAPTURE CARD AND VINO FOR WINDOWS €215.00 
ECM178 MICROSOFT CWPATIBLE MOUSE £14.00 
ECMITS ANALOG JOY STICK IREOUIRES GAMES PORT} £22.00 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
ECM160 3.5' 1.44MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE £32.00 
ECM161 5.25‘ 1,2MB FLOPP‘I DISK DRIVE £40.00 
ECMISZ FLOPPY DRIVE MOUNTING KIT £7 00 

TRADE 8: CORPORATE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

All prices are exclusive 01 V A T  @ 17.5% 
and UK mainland delivery Export orders 

are welcome. Please call for carriage 
to country of destination. Payment by 

Cheque. bankers draft. cash or 
postal orders. 

E 8. OE All prices snbject to change without notice. Please call before ordering. Goods are not supplied on atrial basis. 

TOP QUALITY DEALS.” 

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE: MINT TOWER. OR DESK TOP CASE WITH DIGITAL SPEED DISPLAY, 3.5' FIDPPY DRIVE (1,44MB). 5.25' (1.2MB) FLDPPY 
DISK DRIVE. 2 SEAL?! PARALLBUIGAMES PORT. 102 KEY UK KEYBOARD. MICROSOFT COMP MOUSE, " 8 YEAR WARRANTY, MS DOS 5, MS WINDOWS 

TELECOM PRODUCTS 
UM-‘ORTUNA TEL Y WEARE UNABLE TO LIST OUR FULL LINE OF 
TELEGOM PRODUCTS AS I Us 80 LARGE. BELOW IS A LISTING 
OF CATEGORIES, FULL LISTS ARE AVAILABLE BY 
TELEPHONE/FAX. 

STANDARD AND FEATURE PHONES 
SPECIAL APPLICATION PHONES 
OPERATORHEADSETS 
SPECIAL ENVIRONMENT TELEPHONE S 
NOVELTY! CLOGKRADID TELEPHONE-9 
DECORA TWE TELEPHONE S 
ANSWERING MACHINES 
ANSWERING MACHINE TAPES A ACCESSORIES 
CORDLESS TELEPHONES 
CORDLESS ACCESSORIES BATTERIES A AERMLS 
GT? DIGITAL CORDLESS TELEPHONE 5 
FULL RANGE OF CELLULAR TELEPHOVES 
RADIO FACING SYSTEMS ( WIDE AREA) 
RADIO FACING SYSTEMS (LOCAL AREA) 
PA YPI-IOAIES 
PA YPI-IONE ACCESSORIES 
FA GSIM'ILE MACHINES 
FAX SWITCHES 5 MODEMS 
BUSINESS TELEPHONE SYSTEMS 
CALL EARRING DEVICES 
AUDIO 8 VISUAL INDICATMS 
VUCE MIL SYSTEMS 
FAX-WDEMAND SYSTEMS 
FULL LINE OFOFFICE PRWWTS (COPIEIIS ETC] 
SECURITY PRODUCTS 

COMING SOON: 
VIDEOCONFERENCING SYSTEM 
CALL METERING DEVICE (TELAME'I'AJ 
CALLER IDENTIFICATIONI‘SUBIECT TO APPROVAL} 

EUROPEAN COMPUTER MARKETING OFFERS 
YOUR ULTIMATE LINE OF SUPPLY!!! 

THE ULTIMATE SERVICE!!! 
VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES!!! 

AND THE HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS!!! 

SALES 8: INFORMATION HOTUNE 24 HI! 
ALSO PRODUCT DETAILS S LATEST PRICES 

AVAILABLE BY FAX-ON-DEMAND CALL FROM 
A FAX MACHINE AND PRESS START WHEN 

REQUESTED 0944 - 758989 
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By A. Armstrong BSc CEng 

he news item about the 
new Schlumberger E— 
beam prober raised 

some interest around the office. 
It turned out that very few of 
the people we spoke to had an  
accurate knowledge of the 
technology, so here is an 
overview. 

The purpose behind E~beam 
probing is to test integrated 
circuits while loading the test 
points with a lower capacitance 
than even the best active 
mechanical probes. Nodal 
capacitances of smaller 
geometry ICs are in the range 5 
to IMF (femto—Farads, lO'lSF) 
while even the best active 
probes impose a load 
capacitance of SOfF. The 
measured signal on a node 
loaded by between five and ten times the 
normal capacitance may not be 
representative of normal performance. 
E-beam probing overcomes this leading 
problem. 

E-beam probing works similarly to a 
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scanning electron microscope (SEM). As 
with conventional SEMs, a finely 
focused beam of electrons is raster~ 
scanned across the 1C to be examined. 
Secondary electrons are emitted where 
the beam strikes, and these are steered to 
an  extraction field, where the signal 
from the detector can be used to produce 
an image as in a conventional SEM. 
However, voltages present on the device 
modulate the secondary electron beam. 
Even the field from buried conductors 
modulates the beam, as illustrated in 
Figure 1. This beam is directed into a 
scintillatorfphotomultiplier to generate a 
voltage contrast image. 

The photograph shows a typical 
output from this process showing 
acquired waveforms. 

A conventional SEM is not designed 
to provide the type of output shown in 
the photo. The main differences in an E— 
beam prober are that a lower electron— 
beam energy is used (Schlumberger uses 
lkeV),  and the addition of precision x-y 
drives. 

Additionally, in order to measure a 
waveform, the electron beam is pulsed 
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while maintaining its focus on one part 
of the device. This gives a sampled 
version of the waveform present on the 
part of the device under scrutiny. 
Clearly, several areas of the device can 
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be sampled sequentially because a 
continuous beam on any one point is not 
needed. The result is very much like that 
obtained from a conventional sampling 
oscilloscope. 

The currently available spot size for 
electron beams is under 100nm, 
permitting probing of devices with 
0.5nm geometry. 

A similar technique to the E-beam 
probe can be used to modify and repair 
ICs. Focused ion beams (PIES) are used 
to cut conductors or to deposit new 
ones. similar to using a scalpel or 
conductive ink to modify a PCB. If the 

FIB is  raster scanned over a 1pm area, 
this effectively drills a hole, which can 
be plated to make a connection if 
necessary. This ion milling can also be 
used to expose buried conductors to E- 
beam probing. 

To make a new conductor, FIB- 
ind‘uced chemical vapour deposition is  
used. An organo-metallic gas, such as 
tungsten hexacarbonyl, is injected into 
the vacuum chamber close to the surface 
of the device. The FIB splits the gas 
molecules into their constituent parts, in 
this case carbon and tungsten, resulting 
in the tungsten being deposited on the 

device as a new conductor. An image 
generated in the conventional SEM 
fashion is used to position the ion beam 
to the required accuracy. 

The 1037000 probe made by 
Schlumberger (see this month’s news 
pages) i s  a combined SEM prober and 
FIB machining system, allowing chip 
repair and modification. Modification of 
PCBs, including surface mount ones. is 
commonplace, b u t ]  would not have 
thought a few years ago that the same 
thing could be done to silicon chips 
(albeit at much greater cost). 

Electronics in Action is pleased to offer its readers 
Roy Kalawsky’s fascinating book - The Science of 
Virtual Reality and Virtual Environments This. book 
provides a wealth of material for those who require 
a thorough scientific and engineering background 
in Virtual Reality whether they be scientist, 
engineer, student or layperson. 

Professor Roy Kalawsky is head of the British 
Aerospace Virtual Environment Laboratory 

WWWWW mi g“Print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS 
i Name 

1 Address 

i Postcode 

1 Please send me........copy of The Science of Virtual 
i Reality and Virtual Environments by Roy Kawalsky 

(Each copy costs £24.95 plus £3.00 postage and packing) 
I enclose a chequelpostal order for ........ 
Please send this icon to: 

i VF! Book Offer, Electronics in Action 
PO Box 600, Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1 ML 

l 
l 
l 
l 
t 
i only 
i 
i 
l 
l (+ £3.00 Postage & Packing) 
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Alchemy may not be 
possible, but maybe 
detection is. 

et rich quick! How? I here you 
cry. Well, first invent a cheap 
gold detector (if it's at all 

possible) then pack your bags and take a 
long holiday in somewhere like the 
American Mid—West and pan in all the 
right places. If that all seems pretty far 
fetched just think about the trouble 
Alexander Graham Bell had persuading 
folk that his telephone actually worked. 

All great inventions start as little 

FOrum 
notions that get scribbled down and 
expanded upon, and that's what the 
Electronics in Action Ideas Forum is all 
about. Now you are the inventors. 

The WINDOW SAFE featured in 
our news section is a prime example of 
somebody recognising a problem and 
coming up with a solution. Not all ideas 
have to be marketed though, they can 
just be for fun or one-offs to help a 
disabled or elderly friend. 

If you have any suggestions or have 
developed any of the ideas that have been 
appearing in this column we would love 
mhearfrom you, feel freetodropus aline. 
Electronics in Action, PO Box 600, 
Berkhamsted Harts. HP4 1NL 



c you don’t fancy messing up  I“ m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m  “‘1 
your best measuring jug with Please print your name and address in BLOCK CAPITALS 
Ferric Chloride, but you still 

want to make some of our projects 
properly - with a PCB? This is where we 
step in. At Electronics in Action we can 
offer, at very reasonable prices. PCBs 
for all of our featured projects. 

Just select which PCBs you require, 
fill in the coupon and post it to us with a 
cheque or postal order (for the full Please enter amount required In appropriate box 

amount) made payable to Electronics D QH0394-1 TestcardGenerator................................£7.00 
In Action. 

1 Name 

I 
l 
l 
i 
E 
E 
i 
l 

Theeouponlisfsall‘tlreprojects : C! QH0394-2 GuitarTransmitter(double sided)..........£8.00 

l 
l 
l 

‘1 

Address 

.. .....Postcode ... .. 
Send the completed coupon (include 80p for postage and packing) to: 

At Your Service. Electronics in  Action 
PO Box 600, Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1NL 

featured 1n the Jét four ISS and . anythingoldet’than “a low. E QH0394-3 Mame-Checker.......................................£5.00 

QH1093-2 
Hi-i' - " 

BK Electronics 23 JPG Electronics 29 
Baylin Publications. 58 Labcenter Electronics ............................... 36 
Butterworth- Heinemann:  . 3 5  Lloyd Flesearch ......................................... 42 
J & N Bull .................................................. 30 Mauritron Publications ......................... 37 
Chelmer Valve Company .......................... 48 MOP Electronics Ltd. ...................... ‘ ........ 58 
Cirkit Distribution Ltd. ............................ OBC Prolile Electronics" 22 
Cricklewood Electronics Ltd. 22 Robinson Marshall (Europe) Ltd. ............IFC 
Electrovalue .............................................. 58 Fioline Systems Ltd.. 59 
European Computer Marketing (UK) 53 Stewart of Reading... 29 
Express Components ............................... 49 Television Magazine 15 
Halcyon Electronics .................................. 48 Those Engineers ....................................... 42 
Hart Electronics ........................................ 43 Tsien (UK) Ltd 51 
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SYSTEM 200 DEVICE PROGRAMMER 

SYSTEM: Programs 24,28,32 pin EPFIOMS, EEPFlOMs, 
FLASH Memories and EPROM Emulators 
as standard, quickly. reliably and at low cost 
Expandable to cover virtuall program- 
mable part including serial EP OMs, 
PALs, GALs, EPLDs and microcontrollers, in 
many different packages. 

DESIGN: Not a plug-in card but connecting to the PC 
serial or parallel port; it comes complete with 
powerful yet easy to use software, cable and 
manual. 

SUPPORT: UK design, manufacture and support. Same 
day dispatch, 12 month warranty. 10 day 
money back guarantee. ASK FOR FREE 

E m m I INFORMATION 
. PACK 

- GERMANY OBSESOZOH 
mop ELECTRONICS Ltd 2.323% 22%}???4 Park Road Centre ITALY 02 92 10 35 54 Malmesbug. Wiltshire SN16 OBX. UK FRANCE 1 69 30 13 79 

Tel: 0666 25146 Fax: 0666 825141 Also from VEFIOSPEED UK 

Baylin Publications 
ALL tTEMS 24 River Gardens, 
EX-STOCK. Purley, Heading. 
KU Blind“, rise sex. England. $331,: - TeltFax 0734-4144613 
lFr'tstellletion & Mobile 0836-5821785 
'9‘ 'i . Pa y by: UK£ cheque, 4th Edition. Footprints. dish “9935' Masm’fia’d: 

theory. cables. '53 sit? survey.t World Salsellfie TV 0- 0- 9 
ar ITIDUI'I 

ggjustment. SCHMbllflg W -  
825. m m  Han-amt I 

European 
Scramblin 
Systems, roults, Tactics a 
Techniques. By John McConnee, 
digital sound. smart cards. pirate 
decoders for hackers. £32 

World SatelliteTV & Scrambling ' 
Methods. 2nd Edition. by Baylin. 
Madox & McCormac for the 
service engineer. £29 
Home Satellite TV Installation Videotape 
Forty minutes VHS Pal. See how 3 metre 
dishes are installed. 
Satellite Installation Guide 3rd Edition 
By John Breeds. £ 1 .  
The Satellite Book. 2nd Edition A complete 
guide to satellite T V .  Theory and practice by 
ohn Breeds. £31. 

World Satellite Almanac 3rd Edition b Mark Long. 30!] Footprints. 
Frequencies. Transponder Loading, 0 ital Assignments. £69. 
World Satellite Annual. Update by Mark Long £39. 
TVRO System Analysis and Aiming Software. 5. 25 or 3. 5 disk. '(DOS 
3. 2]. Calculates dish size and lists coordinates of all satellites ln view. £39. 
Satellite Toolbox Software, for lBM Comp. Hard Disk— 5. 25 or 3.5. £59. 
Wireless. Cable 8: SMATV. Microwave broadcasting 8. cable TV. £35. 
World Satellite Yearly by Dr. Baylin. Loading and 200 Footprints. £38. 
PRICES INCLUDE P. & R UK. Airmail Europe add 10%. 

Outside Euro - e +.20% 

Every keen 
constructor 

needs it 

EIectrol/alue 
CATALOGUE 

Protusely illustrated. this 140 + page 
A4 size catalogue packs a wealth oi 
information on items from the highly 
sophisticated to modest but essential 
screws, washers and wire. etc. With 
28 years in personal mail order 

DISTRIBUTORS FOR service we know how much you rely 
on quality of goods above everything 

S I E M EN 8 plus back-up service lrom the 
' supplier is. Eiectrovalue. We've got 

PROFESSIONAL the catalogue you want and we 
ELECTRONIC deliver the goods: 
pnopums To get: your Catalogue 

Send cheque or postal order for£t.50 
. to address on coupon or phone your 

Credit Card No. .5 its expiry date. SEMICONDUCTORS Catalogue comes with m 21 
ONO-ELECTRONICS vouchers, each for spending limit 

FERRITES orders value £1 0 or more 
CONNECTORS m 

Egham. Surrey ' 
SWITCHES 28 St. Jude's Road, Englefield Green. 

CAPACITORS Tel: 0784 434757. 
iNDUCTORS Burn-ea. u m  

680 Burnage Lane 9‘5- Tel. 061 4324945. 
'PERSONAL SHOPPERS. NOT MAIL ORDER 

ELECTHOVALUE LTD., mm 3 CENTRAL rename ESTATE, STAINES.MIDDXTW184UX ' Tel: am «2253 Fan: om 430320 
Your 1993t94 Catalogue please. to 
Name 
Address .. 

B t o é k t efle r s p t ‘ , a n d P O S T c '  

.
5

.
 

- 

I enclose chequetposmiiorder tor t 
tr not using coupon please quote this jaumat when writing. 



(A1 1—3A) From E 395 

PC Based Industrial and Lab, Data 
Acquisition, Control and Measure- 

ment, Instrument Cards 
ADiDA Cards inter-face Converters 
Plus Accessories & Software Relay Output Cards 
C.P.U. Boards RS 232 Cards 
Device Programmers Single. 2, 4. a. Is Port 
Digital liO Cards RS 422 Cards 
I EEE 483 Cards Single. 2. 4. 8. Port 
Industrial Chassis PC ROM Disk Cards 
Industrial Control Cards Slot Extender Cards 

Specialist PC 8: Multimedia Add-on Cards 
PC - Telecommunication Cards 

Fax Modem Cards 
. 2 3 -  Voice Recognition Cards 

Voice Digitiser Cards 
\i’ideolTVr - PC - VideolTV Cards 

Sound Cards 
Components 

Cases Monitors 
FI°PPY Disk Drives Mother Boards 
Hard Disk Drives Cache Controller Cards 
From 40MB to 2. IGB Network Cards 
Keyboards Tape Back Up Units 

For further information. ProductiPrice List 
Call Us On: 

Tel: 0902 20267 Fax: 0902 28439 
Roline Systems Ltd' Imex House. 

lmex Business Park. Upper Villiers Street. 
Wolverhampton, West Midlands. WV2 4NU 
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Bringing the world closer together 
lectronics in Action in co» 
operation with The Technology 
Eitchange Ltd., the-international 

technology matchmaking service based 
in the UK, brings you each month a 

:_ selection of technology partnership 
Opportunities to which you are invited to 

: respond. 
The Technology Exchange. which 

was formed in 1985 as a not-for—profit 
technology sourcing service to industry, 
holds a biannual ‘Technoshop’ 
Technology Transfer Fair at Heathrow 
Airport and several ‘Techmart’ Fairs 
overseas for the United Nations 
rumm- 

For this issue of Electronics in 
Action, we are presenting a series of 
offers of licence, joint venture and 

' patents rights for sale from organisations 
in 34 countries. 

If you would like to have an 
introduction to any of the sources of the 
offers describes in these profiles, please 
write to The Technology Exchange 
quoting the reference number at the head 
of the entry and giving full contact 
details for the contact person in your 
own organisation and your requirements 
for a new product or process 
development. 

The only cost associated with this 
process is a simple £10 plus VAT 
introduction fee for each entry to which 
you respond. For this we will send you 
full contact details for the source of the 
offer and invite them to send you more 
detailed information about their offer. 

The code letters at the head of each 
offer indicate the stage of development, 
type of offer and the type of organisation 
making the offer as indicated in the table 

Each entry is preceded by a reference 
number and letters indicating STATUS, 
OFFER and SOURCE. 

Please respond directly to: 
The Technology Exchange Led. 
Wren! Pork 

Silsoo 
Bodford 
”(45 4H5 
or For: 0525 850054 
Phone: 0525 850333 

The payment at £10 plus VAT 
. (£11.75) per Item should be sent 

with your requests. 

‘3“ mm:  
« g u e s s e d  

::§§§§w :”°’»§§$W§§$$$:$§§§$ w weave «a 

5163 F I. G 
Electroinsulaiing composition 
The composition is put on the surface of 

_ the protected insulated construction 'via 
a pulveriser and in 15-20 it becomes dry, 
forming a stable film, which closely 
covers the insulators body, preventing it 
from contact with moisture, acid and 
other aggressive media. Surface electric 
strength - l 4  kwtcm. Tile composition is- 
chemically strong, heat resistant. 

1 05462 P L 
System for the attachment oi plugs 
on a rectangular, multl contact 
electrical connector 
prevents the occurrence of connecting 
errors and key system rejection. Many 
codes are possible. This process is 
especially relevant to the data processing 
and aeronautical industries 

105464 F J -  
Irnage memory card PC 4-2‘2 and 
library of functions ' 
enable operation in the profeseional 
television environment, and thus the 
availability of very high quality images. 
This product is integrated with a 
microcomputer. Applications include 
image synthesis and processing and 
banks of fixed images. I 

405515 V! I. 0 . _ 
Variable frequency microwave 
iumace 
This technology provides the first 

' microwave furnace that is tunable to a - 
significant degree. This tunability allows 

I process control and'flexibility to r ,  -- 

«Mass 9.- uses see 
t‘i’é s ism i f?“  New » mam sassm 

the possibility of optimal frequency 
sintering for each composition of matter. 
The variable frequency microwave 
furnace can be used for materials 
processing both in production and _ 
research. The variable frequency-aspects 
may-add a completely new dimension to 

industrial applications such as ore . '_ «5 
processing, drying and curing of rubber 
products. 

805734 0 J G 
400MHz personal radio hand set 
The product is a new generation 
transceiver with the following features: 
dynamic 80 channel sharing, automatic _- 
dial calling, microcomputer controller-11.1 
digital signalling, saving frequency ' 

' resource, low power consmnplion, Small 
in size and light 1n weight. 

605810 W S C 
Electrical pohto sacs: 
This device allows you to transform '7 
potatoes into various shapes. Simpl 
construction of standard material: Ideal 

- for restaurants, snack bars, canteen or _ 
take out. Electrically operated. 

5343 W L U 
Bots and low energy photon M 
dose and hot particle dose monitors 
using semiconductor detectors 
Most commonly used portable detectors 
monitor gamma radiation, but cannot 
accurately determine beta and sway. I - 
doses to body surface tissues. Using _ 
semiconductors and amplifiers, very low 



radiation levels can be reliably detected 
and measured. 

205047," L II 
High temporal dynamic range multi 
layered liquid crystal optical limiters 
switch 
The author has packaged a multi layer 
crystal switch which can transmit visible 
to near infra-red signals at low levels but 
blocks high powered laser signals to 
protect sensitive components. The 
switch passes low level signals but 
shunts high level signals, either 
instantaneous pulses or sustained lasers. 

5064 W I. II 
Tunable multilayer composite 
transducer 
Combining piezoelectric and 
magnetostricfive elements within a 
modulus sensitive composite assembly 
allows operating frequency of 
transmitting element to be changed. The 
transducers operating frequency can be 
changed by an externally applied signal. 
which can mean frequency modulated 
(FM) advantages of clarity and low 
noise. 

6027 W I. 6 
Ground based radio equipment 
The basic modification intended for 
landing in lCAO’s category I weather 
conditions comprises the following 
subsystems: azimudi fixing aids for 
guidance in a horizontal plane; elevation 
fixing aids for guidance in a vertical 
plane; range finding aids; air traffic 
control tower equipment for remote 
control, additional data input and 
signalling. The expanded modification 
intended for landing ensuring in ICAO’s 
category 1H weather conditions includes 
the addition of back azimuth fixing aids 
for guidance in a horizontal plane during 
go around procedure and take off. 

1 061 27 L G 
Photoelectric transducer with light 
path of increased length 
The invention is especially effectivein 
polycrystaline solar cells in which- 
texturing of its semiconductor surface is 
difficult. The invention is also effective 
in a super high efficiency solar cells in 
which both light-trapping and surface 
passivation play important roles. 

606035 W L 0 
Catalytic element (electrode) for 
chemical source of electric energy 
The new catalytic base electrode with 
high electro—chemical characteristics has 
been obtained using unique technology 

of amorphous catalytic materials plasma 
spraying in inert control medium. The 
chemical source of electric energy with 
the use of these electrodes has specific 
power up to 600 Wilt/kg, weightsize 
characteristics are 2-3 times less and 
service life is up to 200 hours. 

106063 W L U 
Class E Ac-AC converter 
This technology uses a single switch that 
operates only at  low voltage or current, 
and at low time derivative of voltage or 
current, thereby achieving very high 
conversion efficiency. Variation and 
control of the output waveform requires 
less complex circuits. 

406106 M L G 
Photorecordlng element and liquid 
crystal cell comprising the same 
A photorecording element is disclosed 
which consists of a transparent substrate, 
a moleculare layer of an organic 
compound with an ability to change 
structure reversibly by virtue of light and 
disposed in direct contact with the 
transparent substrate and a layer of 
liquid crystals disposed in direct contact 
with the molecular layer. A liquid crystal 
cell comprising the photorecording 
element is also disclosed. 

905949Ihlc 
Electricalpowerineslyiallng 
system ‘ 
A patented system allows for data 
transmission over considerable distances 
via electrical power distribution lines. 
The principle of the new system has 
been proved to work and investment is 
now required in order to develop and 
build a series of prototype systems. The 
technology will allow remote reading 
and tariff programming of domestic! 
business electricity meters through 
existing cables. 

606147 P I. GIP 
Ilaln area communication system 
A mobile telephone system and beacons. 
It can operate in a power failure, 
requires little wiring and maintenance. 
Ideal for ships, mines and areas of dense 
metal construction. Battery operated as 
back up. Sealed units against fire and 
water. 

506423 
New electric spray system 
replacing pump sprays and aerosols. In 
this sprayer system a plastic bottle is 
connected to a module containing an 
electric pump and rechargeable batteries. 
Licensees wanted. 

me ' . 
Fully automlsed system tor timing of 
integrated circuits - 

506442 
Highly flexible production booths 
for the complete assembly of printed 
circuit boards in surfaces; SMD and 
DSM (or combination of both). 

706446 
Circuit board prototype detection 
system 
From hand drawn layout to mechanically 
manufactured circuit board prototype. 

Systems for the pretreatment of 
printed circuits 
with the aid of an electrolytical system. 
New electrolytes. 

1 06754 
Bandaging machine for all coil 
windings 
in medium—to—large—sized electrical 
appliances. Automatic operation, 
adaptable to all types of coils without 
problems. 

406767 
Low-voltage halogen table 
and standard lamp with patented lateral 
and height adjustment capability. 

6770 
12V-Dc lumlnlscent lamps 
for solar technlogy, emergency light, 
interior light for vehicles, boats; 
consumption 5 to 13W for light output 
of 75W with 80per cent efficiency; very 
low heat dissipation; GS and VDE 
TESTED. 
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500001 
Electronic counter 
mains-indepdent, low-cost with digital 
display. Operation on optoelectronic or 
electromechanical basis. For counting -' 
persons or items in production or 
packaging ‘ 
506057 
Semi-cond uctors 
Process for production of long-term 
stable. layer-depositing solutions for 
semi-conductor substrate doping. 

206861 ' 
Production of thin-film hybrid 
modules 
Intelligent sensors with integrated signal 
processing and micro-systems-technology 
products. Also: circuit design, testing and 
production. ~ 
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1 06663 
Production of printed circuit board _ 
SMD and COB (bare chips on board); 
also: circuit design, module design, 
testing and production 

506666 
Safety switch _ 
capable of actuating any type of . 
switching process without touching the 
actual switch 

606669 
Corona electrodes 
made of non-metallic electrically . 
conductive materials. Main uses: paper 
and film production, printing and 
copying technologies 

rose-n 
Electrode and contact surface coating 
(material) 
developed and tested which comprises a 
mechanically resistant material 
exhibiting good electrical conductivity. 
For use in the fields of thin-film and 
measurement technology 

306875 
Timer for light bulbs 
energy saving since bulbs are prevented 
from bunting unnecessarily. Application 
areas: household and industrial use 

206679 
Wind dynamos 
for low power applications (10 - 100 
watts) for low consumption systems in 
yachts. electric fence, beach cabins etc. 

406693 
Electronic circuit enabling change of 
batteries and accumulators without 
Interruption of operation 
in mobile electronic devices (data 
storage, clocks) with minimum '- 
cornponent requirements; no buffer.- 
batteries necessary 

6906 
Car radios 
with a new type of remote control, 
coding, multiple anti- theft protection as 
well as loudspeaker system, with special 
articulated mounting components 

506955 I'-' S G 
Flotor dynamic balancing technique 
tor rotating machinery 
three microcomputer aided balancing 
systems MCAB—l, MCAB—II, MCAB-HI 
are included. They are suitable for a 
variety of rotating machines such large 
steam turbine generator sets, centrifuges, 
fans, pumps, electric motor etc.; for 

shaft system-rigid and flexible rotor . 
balancing and whole machine field 
balancing ' 

307037 W 
Portable lamp with solar operated 
battery 
Will provide 3 to 4 hours light every day 
without the need of conventional source 
of energy. For houses without 
connection to the public grid. Camping, 
caravanning. Emergency light. 

607079 N L U 
Ultrasonic unipolar pulselecho 
instrument 
An ultrasonic unipolar pulser'echo 
instrument uses active switches and a 
timing and drive circuitry to control. 
electrical energy to a transducer, the 
discharging of the transducer and'tlre 
opening of an electrical pathway to the 
receiving circui for returning echoes. 

7005 L U 
Electrolytic Capacitor and large 
surface area electrode element 
An electrode element for an electrolytic 
capacitor comprises an electrode body 
having a plurality of ultra—fine, ribbonw 
shaped filaments of Al and X (where X 
is selected from Nb and Ta) interspersed 
and aligned along an axis of the body. 

1 07099 I. ll 
High power semiconductor device 
with integral heat sink 
A high power semiconductor device 
with integral heat sink capable of 
accommodating substantial heat flux on 
theorderofone Irwpercm 2.The 
integral heat sink is formed on the active 
surface of the semiconductor and utilises 
an AlN thin film of high purity to 
provide a low thermal impedance heat- _ 
conductor for removing heat directly 
from the active semiconductor surface. 

607142 F S C 
The glow switch 
Allows easy location of the light switch 
in the dark cg halls, cellars, hospitals. 
schools, stair landings etc. The switch 
incorporates a neon lightED which 
glows when the light is switched off. 

71 97 P L U 
Transformer core sensor 
Thin film temperature andfor magnetic 
field sensors for use with laminated _. 
transformer cores, electric motors or 
generators. Air gaps between adjacent 
laminations are substantially reduced 
thereby increasing accuracy. 

7202 P L u 
Digital littering . - 
A method of filtering electrical signals . 
and digital filtering apparatus capableof 
filtering an electrical input signal er 
signals comprising a plurality of 
samples. 

207269 F I. c _ 
Synchronous electric motor _ 
This is an  AC synchronous motor with 
the particular feature of including _ 
oscillating core which does not rotate 
but converts the cone shaped movement 
into a synchronous rotation of the high 
speed spindle. This brush fiee motor - 
further comprises a double multi-phase 
stator, it is self starting under nominal 
torque conditions in 11'4 wave, it  can be 
supplied in stepped mode. The motor is 
specially intended for: mechanisms; 
electrical, electrotechnical systems; 
automation; handling. 

207283 F J C 
Preamplifiers and conditioners for PC 
programmable accelerometers _' 
Company has developed a system fitted . 
with measurement channels with 
programmable configurations, using a 
microcomputer (serial interface). '. 
Programmable parameters are: type-of 
conditioning (piezo, integral electronic); 
sensor sensitivity; cut out frequency for 
low pass filter. The gains on the 
measurement chain are automatically 
programmed and optimised through the 
software. 

907310 P L U 

These devices are anew class of. 
semiconductor devices based 011531:g use 
ofelcctron waves. Both-faster. and 
smaller than existing semiconductor - 

, devices, the proposed structures can be 
cornbined in to  guided electron wave 

integrated circuits. Such circuits could 
become the next generation of 
semiconductor technology. 

707321 M L U 
Optoelectronic devices on silicon. 
This invention describes an alternative - 
to heteroepitaxy of ill-V (or other) light 
modulators 0r lasers onto silicon. The _ 
process is envisioned for discrete 
devices a few microns thick and with . 
diameters in the tens of microns or 
larger. It is believed that this technology 
provides a superior process for the 
fabrication and attachment of discrete 
devices used on a silicon {or other) host 
substrate. 



607331 M I. U 
Pocket calculator for the analysis and 
design of steel memberelbuildings 
This invention is an electronic pocket 
calculator which can be used by 
engineers, students and technicians 
working in the design of steel buildings 
andlor structures. The caiculator’s 
preprogrammed function keys enable the 
user to make all of the necessary 
calculations for structural steel 
members. The calculator has a wide 
display screen for input and final results 
and can perform calculations in both the 
English and Metric systems as desired. 

005090 ’0' L U 
Sonoelectrochemistry 
The simultaneous application of an 
ultrasonic field to an electrosynthetic 
reaction is a relatively unexplored 
technique and exploitation of this 
procedure in conventional organic 
eleco‘osynthesis is novel. Benefits 
identified to date include lowered cell 
voltages, enhanced current efficiencies, 
new products, enhanced chemical yields, 
less electrode fouling, ease of work-up, 
and simplified electrolysis systems. 

0030 L G 
Problem oriented compact EPFi 
equipment 
Ensures new potentials for intensifying 
investigation and testing of various 
processes; specification level and high 
analytical capabilities of the BPR 
equipment allow a wide range of 
problems in physics, chemistry, biology 
and medicine to be solved. 

809237 U L c 
Ultra slim brushiess Dc 
pancake or doughnut motor 
This compact motor has been developed 
for computer peripherals, delivers 10 oz 
- inlA at 1 ohm winding resistance and 
has a hollow rotor with a 40 mm through 
hole, making it suitable for through shaft 
and servo applications. it occupies only 
l/7th of the volume of a normal pancake 
motor being 12 mm thick and 100 mm in 
diameter with a substantial bearing 
arrangement. The design is especially 
suitable for applications in hazardous 
environments. ' 

000007 W L c 
Light switch 
A new concept in light switches 
designed to harmonise perfectly with 
both traditional and modern room 
settings, transforming the light switch 
into a luxury feature. A full proposal for 
this project is available, together with 

samples in the form of pro-production 
prototypes. The designer is seeking 
industrial partners to manufacture and 
distribute the switches. 

708783 F L II 
Buibeaver 
is an electronic device designed to vastly 
increase the life of ordinary 
incandescent tungsten light bulbs. It 
works by reducing the power surge at 
switch—on, limiting the power surges that 
can occur due to fluctuations in supply. 
The device is installed behind the wall 
switch and can be fitted by anyone with 
a minimum of electrical knowledge. - 

207950 F Lid 0 
Safety lampholder 

. A  new design, inherently safer than 
existing products has now been devised. 
The design uses visible electrical light _ 
bulb terminals which are isolated from 
the supply terminals in the absence of a 
bulb and therefore safe to touch. 

7990 W L 0 
Cable coupling transformer 
is a device to enable the free flow of 
information to and from a cable 
anywhere along its length and with no 
physical connection. in effect, it is a 
sliding plug and socket and can be used 
on telephone and loudspeaker 
easions. hi-fi units, communications 
systems and many other applications. It 
is suitable for use in hazardous 
environments. with non-ferrous 
materials, or under liquids where radio 
or connectors would be inappropriate. A 
tested prototype exists and the innovator 
seeks collaboration in the form of a non- 
exclusive licence. 

507987 II L C 
U-Beam torch 
This battery powered ‘U’ shaped torch 
has a krypton bulb for the directional 
beam and a fluorescent tube for the 
lantern worklight. Its ‘U’ shape enables 
it to be hooked easily to clothing or 
rigging etc, leaving hands free. its other 
features include rubber grips and rubber 
push button (easy to operate with cold, 
wet hands), luminous switch covers 
(easy to locate in the dark). A working 
model exists and the innovator now 
seeks collaboration in the form of a 
licensing agreement. 

407991 W L C 
Stereoscopic ‘3D’ video 
A stereoscopic video camera attachment 
Which records two images which can be 
combined to create a 3D image. The 3D 

image is viewed either through a 
modified TV set for home video use or 
through a large screen projector viewed 
through polarising 3D glasses. The latter 
mode is aimed at satellite TV 
companies. 

2091 71 c L c 
Thick illm circuits 
complete line of high quality thick film 
hybrids and surface mounted assemblies 
is offered. Circuits offer better 
performance at high frequencies and 
high switching speeds and even complex 
circuits can be manufactured in small 
quantities. Specialised know-how, 
production facilities for design in ‘thick 
films‘ to incorporate the circuits in 
machinery or products. 

aoeeer' c L c 
Electronic apparatus having 
calculator and digital clock functions 
An electronic apparatus comprising 
calculating section, a digital clock 
section, and a display section which is 
commonly used for displaying the 
results of calculations performed by the 
calculating section and for displaying 
time information yielded by the clock 
section and a switch for selectively 
bringing one of the sections into 
operation. 

908908 0 L G , 
An arithmetic system including ”an 
additional register 
An arithmetic system including an 
additional register for storing a constant 
number which is used in calculation 
with respect to a series of arbitrary 
numbers. Application - an electronic 
calculator and cash register. 

7091 1 2 W L c 
'BIOCHIP’ photon switching power 
transcends Silicon electronics w 
revolutionary new technology destined 
to replace existing silicon technology, a 
uniquely modified photosynthetic 
process in combination with the latest 
advances in fibre optics has made this 
remarkable invention possible. Licensori' 
developer prepared to sell outright the 
world rights and to co-operate with 
licensee in obtaining patent protection. 
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n 1927 John Logic Baird, in 
association with the GPO 
demonstrated that a high quality 

communications cable equipped 
with a number of suitably spaced 
TV signal amplifiers could support a 
tWo-way videophone conversation 
between London and Glasgow; 
Forty years later, measurements by 
the GPO on lines into an ordinary 
telephone exchange west of London, 
confirmed the feasibility of 
transmitting TV signals. It also 
showed that very few customers 
would be able to enjoy a dial-up 
videophone system without causing 
unacceptable interference to each 
other’s pictures because of crosstalk 
between telephone wires. Now, two 
things in particular have 
dramatically changed the 
telecommunications scene: digital 
switching and transmission and 
developments in Very Large Scale 
Integrated circuits (VLSI). 

Modernising 
transmission and 
switching. 
Since the early 1970s, BT has been 
modernising its telephone network. 
Now there are over 3 million 
kilometres of optical fibre in the 
trunk network. The trunk exchanges 
have been completely converted to 
computer controlled-switching, - 
followed currently by the local 
telephone exchanges. By 1996, this 
programme will be complete and the 
“Integrated Services Digital Network” 
will be a practical reality. This new 
network will be able to offer a whole 
range of new multimedia services to 
each home or office - provided these 
have digital connections to the local 
telephone exchange. 

In recent years, there has been 
amazing and relentless development of 
VLSI circuit technology. Currently, we 
can achieve about 100 million 
transistors per chip. Such complexity 
enables formidable processing power for 
both data transmission and video 
compression, and when particular chips 
can be designed to meet a common 
requirement, we get the benefit of high 
processing power on a low cost chip. 

Two applications are emerging. The 

first is a complex data modem capable 
ofself-adjustment to compensate for the 
loss and distortions of any existing 
telephone line, and of guaranteeing the 
digital 64kbiti's signals between any 
home or office and the nearest digital 
exchange. In the secondapplication, the 
complicated signal processor squeezes 
TV signals a thousand times in bit rate 
so that we can send moving colour 
pictures over those same local 
connections and on through the tnmk 
network for unlimited distance at 64kbin's. 
Such processors enable seeing through 
BT’s network immediately, without 
waiting .I” or the cost of fibre to reduce to 
the home network. 

As the visual services market 
develops, these chips will be 
manufactured in such volumes that they 
will reduce to “consumer prices“, ie.. a 
few £10’s per set in the late 19905. In 

turn. the market may demand higher 
quality video for some applications, 
which could then drive down the 
cost of providing fibre to the home. 

Visual communication has 
considerable synergy with personal 
mobility. after all, people have eyes 
as well as legs! Many of the new 
applications for tele vision will 
occur at a distance from fixed 
network access points and will 
stimulate the introduction of 
wireless multimedia technology. 
Unfortunately, most of the 4 million 
cellphones and cordless telephones 
in use in the UK still operate with _' 
analogue transmission but the new 
emerging international standards- 
will take or deliver digital telephony 
or data signals at bit rates up to n x 
64kbitt's, depending upon system 
design. Both Radio and Infra Red 
computer LAN’s will also provide 
wireless components to the short - 
range, mobile periphery of the 
intelligent network. ' 

Eventually, when these 
technologies mature, wherever you 
are from Cheapside to the Isle of 
Skye, seeing through the network 
using a camera will become a real 
opportunity. Just imagine the 
potential of a public dial-up 
network. you could look out (with 
authority, of course) through any 
one of HTS 26 million phone 

sockets - from practically any home, 
business or call box in the land - to see,- 
play, watch or study. Imagine the 
services that you might sell from your 
phone socket — video clips of your 
mountaineering holiday. access to 
multimedia DIY manuals, cit-demand 
telepresence at public or private events. 
or just your contribution to the local 
neighbourhood electronic newspaper. 
Vision is the most precious of man’s 
senses, and man will quickly respond to 
the new opportunity. Using the 
telephone analogy, we can also imagine 
many other types of additional “operator 
services” on a tele vision network. An 
intelligent network could recognise your 
face and authorise a home shopping 
purchase, or search vast databases at 
lightening speed for that video clip you - 
want to buy for your own multimedia 
production. 



The Intelligent Network 
Telephone exchanges are now more like 
computers than switches, with massive 
distributed databases containing 
customer information and 
interconnected by a comprehensive 
inter-exchange signalling system. We 
refer to such networks as “intelligent”. 
since they are capable of knowing where 
customers are at any one time. and what 
their immediate and registered 
telecommunications needs may be. 
Personal mobility is one service that can 
reach you wherever and whenever you 
want. Soon, the fixed network will also 
provide personal mobility to customers 
without radio phones, automatically 
directing calls to where customers are 
known to be. 

ISDN will offer global 
standardisation - not just for the 
interface to the local digital transmission 
equipment, but for the entire set of 
communication protocols which will 
allow the full combination of “23 + D” 
to be used internationally for the 
maximum possible number of 
applications. The term 23 + D refers to 
two Binary 64 kbit/s “traffic" channels 
plus one 16 kbit/s Data channel. These 
protocols allow call set - up and 
management, end to end control of 
equipment like turning on a TV camera, 

Silt 
\ “37?,” 

i 

operating pan, tilt and zoom controls 
remotely, starting a remote VCR. or 
providing a pointing facility on screen to 
show the remote person with the TV 
camera what you are interested in 
seeing. All this would be there with 
authorisation. It is the signalling “D" 
channel which via these internationally 
agreed protocols will enableseeing 
through the network to become 
manageable. More complex multimedia 
applications will develop later requiring 

multipoint networks and variable rate 
transmission. For complex services the 
volume of signalling information could 
even exceed the capacity required for the 
voice and picture signals themselves. 

Signalling is now the most important 
issue for the multiservice future. The 
“value added” by the ability to search 
and retrieve, and to determine when, 
how, where, for what price. and courtesy 
of whom the customer can see and hear 
through the network, will become 
equally important to what the customer 
wishes to see. New control standards 
like the CCITT Multilayer Protocol 
T120 will be vital in this respect in 
allowing interconnection of the many 
forms expected for tele vision. 

Video compresslon 
The world will break through two 
compression barriers this year. The first 
is for the transmission of colour TV on 
the ISDN. In one version, the codec. 
standardised by CCITT as H261, fits on 
one printed circuit board designed to fit 
a PC. About six years ago, BT Labs 
realised the potential of “windowing" a 
moving, networked picture into the 
screen of a workstation, which would 
also carry a small colour TV camera - 
the PC videophone. Chris Frost. 
described in the October issue of 

giant-T With- 

it? 

ElectroniCs in Action, how BT and IBM 
are now about to launch their joint CoCo 
product — a kit of parts costing about 
£3,000 to put interactive TV into every 
386 or 486 - based PC. In fact, the CoCo 
board has some 50 times the processing 
power of its typical PC host. 
Furthermore, within 3-4 years, the 
64kbitls codec will occupy only 5 chips 
on silicon and could cost as little as 
£100! Using ISDN, LAN‘s and LAN 
bridges, networked PC’s will rapidly 

develop applications for seeing through 
networks and picture retrieval but they 
will be only one source of tele vision. 

In the second development, known as 
Video on Demand, VLSI modems can 
achieve bit rates on copper wires much 
higher than 64 kbiu's, depending on 
distance from the local exchange. 
Typically they can support two-way 
communication at as much as 480kbitls 
over a distance of 4.5km and in 85% of 
all cases. Alternatively, using 
asymmetric transmission on the same 
pair of wires, BT could deliver one way 
“VCR” quality TV at 1.5 Mbitls to the 
homes of the 90% of its customers who 
live within 5km of a local exchange, 
while simultaneously supporting a two 
way telephone conversation. For this, 
we propose to use a variant of the H261 
video coding principle agreed by the 
International Organisation for 
Standardisation (ISO) Moving Picture 
Experts Group (MPEG 1) for 
entertainment video stored on CDs. 

And the compression trend will 
continue I The next ten years, will see 
video compression become even more 
powerful. “Model based coding” will 
achieve even lower rates for 
transmission or storage, and offer better 
quality pictures - even to HDTV 
standards at n x 64kbitfs. 

Model based coding was first 
conceived by Denis Gabor at Imperial 
College in the 1960s. He suggested that 
human beings took for granted certain 
“standard forms” when viewing scenes, 
and that a transmission system which 
simply transmitted codewords for (say) 
trees or sheep and then reproduced these 
as standard forms, would eventually be 
able to take out most of the redundancy 
in TV transmission or storage. Such a 
compression scheme could reduce the 
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[00 Mbit/s inherent data rate of TV 
signals by the factor of 106 which is 
normally achieved by the human brain. 
Sure enough in 1990, using state-of-the- 
art computing, BT Labs simulated 
“usable” colour TV transmission at a 
rate of only 200 bits:’ 
sec. Using model based 
coding, BT Labs 
developed in effect a 
computer model of a 
human head fromjust 
one still portrait of a 
person, and synthesised 
a whole sequence of 
TV frames from 
transmitted short 
codewords which made 
the appropriate 
selection from a 
predetermined set of 
eye and mouth 
positions. The picture 
on the previous page 
shows results from a 
further development 
which models the outline and head 
movement. One still frame to give 
textural information and efficient wire 
frame coding frame is all is need to 
reconstruct a moving colour picture. 

From Multlmedla to 
Virtual Reality 
New business and leisure activities are 
expected to develop from networked 
access to the many picture libraries and 
sources of entertainment that exist 
around the world. BT Labs are working 
with the MIT Media Laboratory to 
understand both how such businesses 
will evolve from current activities like 
electronic publishing, and also to 
research artificial intelligence techniques 
that will provide automatic and high 
speed library searches. 

Compared with telephony, seeing . 
through the network will be 
revolutionary, but vision alone is not 
enough for most applications to be really 
useful. Multimedia is more than just 
presenting speech, vision and data 
communication, it is a challenging 
exercise in systems engineering. 
Accepting “tele" substitutions for real 
experience, could be a problem 
however. Both the Telecommunications 
and IT industries are now heavily 
preoccupied with “Applications 
Engineering” To aid the uses creativity, 
new dimensions remain to be added like 
binocular vision and stereo sound, 
virtual reality headsets, 
multidimensional joysticks, data gloves 
to synthesize grip and enable pointing, 

smart skins to give remote feel, and even 
synthetic smell. But first we need some 
applications, to create the markets, 
markets which will allow this exciting 
new industry to develop and generate 
revenue to improve the technology. 

The clearest benefit of tele vision is 
to make remote knowledge and 
experience available in situations where 
someone can get to a scene relatively 
easily and then rely on other people's 
skills to complete the job with 
confidence. At BT Labs, we have 
developed an experimental headset 
called CAMNET. shown in the picture, 
to test the often expressed concern “If 
only I could see what you can see - then 
I might be able to help you”. Mounting a 
miniature colour TV camera on a 
lightweight headset allows a remote 
operator to effectively sit on the 
shoulder of the wearer and hold a 
dialogue while sharing the same view. 
Addition of a head-up display and laser 
pointer to the headset allows the wearer 
andlor remote user to target particular 
objects with accuracy, while at the same 
time the remote viewer can send 
graphical indications and data in support 
of their joint vision and interaction. The 
hands-free wearer suffers minimal 
encumbrance to his task, and with global 
connection to the ISDN at 64kbitr's (or 
higher rates if required), the remote user 
has effective personal telepresence 
courtesy of the wearer of the headset. Its 
uses have included equipment 
maintenance, cameraman/reporter, 
remote surveillance, and telemedicine. 

Telepresence will eventually appear 
at major sporting events. Virtual reality 
terminals with a full 360 degree ‘fish 
eye lens’ could be located at Wembley 
or Wimbledon to generate telepresence 
which would be accessed and controlled 

by viewers after swiping their credit card 
through a home terminal. One might 
even access a public camera on a 
communications satellite platform as an 
interesting way of making your own 
regional weather forecast! Interactive 

science museums, or 
“exploratoria”, are 
beginning to appear in 
the UK - these could 
increase their revenue by 
teleporting their displays 
to the home or school via 
the telecommunications 
network. 

And then, there’s 
entertainment: Jump 
Shot or virtual reality 
basket ball and personal 
flight simulators are just 
two examples. It is 
difficult to out-speculate 
the video games industry 
that will be alive to these 
prospects. In the US. 
several senior politicians 

are already seized with the potential impact 
on society and the need to anticipate 
demand with data superhighways. 

In Conclusion 
With the persuasive power of current IT 
and global communications, almost 
anything seems possible. Indeed. 
experience confirms that good ideas - 
whether Baird’s early ideas on 3D TV or 
Gabor’s notion of standard forms - will 
happen,.... eventually. The contribution 
of the engineer to society has always 
been to know how easily, and when, the 
possible can be made to happen at 
acceptable cost. Certainly these are exciting 
times, when the enabling technologies of 
virtual reality could have such a beneficial 
impact on our way of life. Of course there 
are risks, but George Orwell probably did 
us a service by impressing on us all the 
need for privacy and proper control of tele 
vision technology. Certainly the intelligent 
telecommunications network is capable of 
providing all the safeguards that society 
requires. 

Video networking is a “last frontier” 
in creating a multimedia technology and 
was confidently predicted by 
compression research 30 years ago. 
Who would have thought for example 
that a personal computer would emerge 
as the first multimedia interface to 
telecommunications networks? The PC 
will be only one source of tele vision 
however and our CAMNET experiments 
are providing us with many other 
applications - all of which will benefit 
from using the intelligent network. 
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